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A. If. Norris—Dry <»oodt*.
Atlmr. notice— Est. Dora E. IVrry.
E F. Heilman Furniture.
Exec notice—James W. I’algo.
Meeting of the Kllsworth I.<>,•« and
A ssoriation.
John A. Halo—Stationery.
Anil sta, Mk.
W. s. Cotton—legislative notice.
Dovkk, Mb.:
I. I E\ans— Epilepsy curetl.
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The high school opened Monday.
Sheriff Fennelly was in the city Mon-

and retire from the business, it might,
under ordinary circumstances, provoke some doubt, but

John A.

Scott

returned

to

this

Highest

good-sized bounty on the “lucifees,”
smaller bounty on wild cats, “will
do more to protect the deer than all the
tines and game laws made by lawyers,” as
he puts it.
At the Congregational church Sunday
morning, Prof. William DeWitt Hyde, of
Bowdoin college, delivered an able theological discourse. He selected his text
of
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spending
Lord,
holidays at home, returned to his
studies at the Andover theological seminary Monday.
A merry party of young folks enjoyed
a
sleigh ride to Waltham last Friday

probably

Albert J.

chaplain. J. A. Lord; K. S.
Haynes; L. S. N. G., A. M.
K. S. S., Colin Davis; L. S. S.,
Davis; I. S., George Higgins: <>.
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A
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Jordan.

is no friend to dillydaltlie opening of the
On
'i ork court last week, he warned the law
yers that if there came a break in the
court, unless something was going on, he
should discharge the juries and go home.
The order and arrangement of tlie cases
made no difference to him, but those w ho
got in place early would be sure of a trial,
he said.
Lewiston Journal.

dancing ami supper.
The January term of the Hancock
county supreme judicial court convenes
next Tuesday. Judge Thomas H. Haskell,
of Portland, will preside.

you.
shall

N. (L,
Foster;
Melvin
S., Les-

Judge Emery
lying laities.

Fox’s for

<»f the Methodist
give anot her of its
excellent -uppers, to aid in paying for the
new organ, .n the vtstry of the ehureh,
on Thur-'lay "f next week.

The music eommitte

Baitlett, William Nash, Cherrytield;
«
Moore, W. W. King. Henrietta Hobin.son, Alvarado E. Foss, Southwest Harbor: E. S. Clark, M. Franklin, J. C. FarB. Densy, F. D. Fos11. Cleaves, I
ivll,
neat
and
one
of
his
J utige I imery made
ter. Bar Harbor; E. B. Coleord, William
he
York
it
t
county
j
>« nt( ni
>ea--peeelo-n
«». I !i h
v. Sull'uan ; »•. B.
Propped
The judge * xet“.is most at- j
bur oh:i ji.
Harbor; F. M. Kane, John Papule, Brook
ter-dinm-r speaker- in t lie art of » nl ight
ntertaining. lie is one of I in; Lewis Chaffey ami wife, Bass Hareiiing while
:..
^ton J
v
Ma
W. B. BJaisdell,
W. A. Havey,
bor;
The minstrel entertainment by the j Franklin; Isaiah Ober, Mt. D -ert: HorPenobscot.
Kllsworth Troubadours takes place at ace Pcrkit
Hancock hall this (Thursday! evening.
Hon. Lysander Strickland, of Bangor,
i_
w ho was appointed by Judge Peters the
atiu'vtisrmnits.
disinterested member of the board of arbitration to which was referred the Ellsworth road matter, is dead. Mr. Strickland died suddenly of heart disease last
cut out this a.jv. rii'oruent, and
Friday. He was seventy-three years of
send U tu the rnuki r.s <■:
Mr. Strickland has held many posi-;
age.
1
tions of trust and honor. He was a memher of the council of Bangor in 1869-’70, !
of the board of aldermen in 1871 -’7*2, and
He had also been
was mayor in 1S81-’S2.
member of the legislature. He was
a
Ponder
prominently mentioned for the State assessorship this year, but withdrew. He
’•'!
;•
with your nddr.-was a man of excellent judgment and he
•
»*»“»* J uU "
stump*. u»u! by r«-t
recede their beuut.n.l
was much sought as a referee in impor-
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1 shown indicate that those who
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iti-lied with their trans1 we!'
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Railroad {Station at North
Ellsworth.
The new railroad station at North Ellsworth is about completed, and already
trains stop there on signal.
The new
station is known as “Branch Pond.”
The road leading to the depot opens at
the Bangor road, opposite the road leading in toward Branch Pond, and is really
brought him on here by express. The the continuation of that road. This road
colt arrived here in o•c lient condition was built by the property owners of the
last Friday.
vicinity at an expense, it is said, of over
Bingen was foaled in May. 1893. He £500, for the purpose of obtaining the
was sired by
May King, 2.21 *4 (son of station, the railroad company agreeing to
Electioneer and May f^ueen, 2.20), dam build the station if the road was built.
Young Miss by Young Jim; second dam The matter was presented to the board of
Miss Mambrino by Red Wilkes; third aldermen some time ago, with a request
A majority
dam by Alric (son of Almont); fourth that the city build the road.
dam by Clark Chief; fifth dam by Vandal. of the board deemed it unwise to build
Young Jim, who gets the dam of Bingen, the road without more than a verbal
of a thorough- agreement that the depot would be built.
is by George Wilkes our
bred mare, and has forty-one in the list, “When the statio n is built we will build
the road,” said the board. “When the
among them being Trevillian, with a
three-year-old record ot 2.08*4» and David road is built we will build the station,”
B, 2.10*4, at three years of age. Elec- said the railroad company. And there
tioneer, the grandsire of Bingen, has 161 the matter rested.
But the people of North Ellsworth aid
in the list, and Red Wilkes, sire of the
not intend to let the matter drop there.
second dam, has 110 in t he list.
The Kentucky Stock Form, the leading Money was raised by subscription and
horseman's journal of t he “Blue Grass”, the road was built. The raiixond comand a conservative one. says:
pany carried out its part of the agreement
Dr. David Bennett sold last week to and the station is now built. Now the
of
the
one
W.
of
Boston,
Leavitt,
George
city is asked to accept the road as a pubver foaled in the
best yearlings that was
lic way, and to reimburse the property“Blue Grass.” It was Bingen, or “Sned's
colt,” as he was better known among our holders who built the road, to the amount
He is >» beautiful bay, of about £300, or slightly more than onelocal horsemen.
with black points, and very handsome, half the cost. This the citv will nrobaand unless something happens to him
will make a very fast limiter. Last year biy do.
In the spring the property owners prolie IKKl run nuc w ora. mu sneuaKcr uru\e
him a quarter in 35C see.mds, a 2.22 clip. pose to continue the road in through the
This yearling is probably the first that
Boggy Brook settlement, to Heed’s Pond,
was ever trained, and hi- showing during
the past season would be a credit to thus connecting the two ponds.
The new station is 36x44 feet in size.
any horse.
A side track will be built in the spring.
The Chicago Horse llerl-u- says:
George \V. Leavitt, of Boston, has been Fred C. Frye, of Aroostook, has been aparound Lexington pretty much all the
pointed station agent, lie has comt ime since t he close of tin Nashville meetmenced work on a house to be located
ing, and during that tine- has been looking over the held w ith « i*w of purchas- within convenient distance of the depot.
Alderman H. Fremont Maddocks has
ing a number of good things for next
Lm*i week he sucseason’s campaign.
been one of the foremost in the ebon 10
ceeded in landing on* that will surely
have the station established, and his
prove a good investment, the yearling
He was considered by many good work is crowned with success.
colt Bingen.
of
!■*•
one
the best
good judges last fall to
his age in training in Kentucky, he
Municipal Court.
having worked a quarter in 351 seconds,
Nathan Povieh, of Bar Harbor, vs.
and had a way of going that greatly impressed all w ho saw him.
Mark Povieh, of Ellsworth. Trial before
There is no need of introducing George Judge Dutton Friday.
Action brought
of
or
of
horsemen
Leavitt to the
Maine,
to recover $20,
$3 4 of which plaintiff
best
me
of the
saying that he is
claimed was loaned defendant, and $6 due
He on a cart he had sold him. Defendant
judges of horseflesh ju h»* country.
as
claimed money was sent him without his
it was who bought Ralph Wilkes,2.Ob
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association. Tile outlook is favorfor such an organization.

two-year-old, paying *30,000

for

him;

also Early Bird, 2.12C. and Edgardo, 2.13 ■,.
Mr. Leavitt says he believe* Bingen to be
as good a colt as Ralph W ilkes.
It is not necessary to s«y that the colt
will receive the best ol treatment and
handling at the hand- ol Mr. Greely, w ho
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room

able

“BRANCH POND.”

A Grand Kentucky « oh Imported by
K. II. Greely, of this City.
The most important importation of
horseflesh to the Stale of Maine and to
the county of Hancock of recent years is
the yearling colt Bingen, recently purchased in Kentucky by George W. Leavitt
Mr.
for E. H. Greely, of Ellsworth.
Greely met the colt at Boston and

to

KLLSWOKTII

is undoubtedly one of tin best at handling
in the State of Maine.

young horses

Important Sale of Keal Estate.
The most important real estate trans! action that has taken place in Ellsworth
in years is the purchase bv E. H. Greely
and Dr. A. C. Hagertli.v. •>'this city, of t he
'lied, of W. F.
Milliken property, >>•
Milliken, of Portland,
mills
j This purchase includes two lower
I on the east side of th*
river, known as

:

in the woods.
b> local hunters

ns

animals

“lucifees,”

are
a

request, to pay expenses of moving from
New Jersey to Bar Harbor, his brother
wishing him to move there. Judge Dutton rendered judgment for plaintiff in
the sum of $50.
Charles A. Fullerton, of Ellsworth, vs.
Z. W. Cleaves, of Bar Harbor. Trial before Judge Dutton Saturday.
Action
brought to recover $67 claimed to be due
for

painting

and

repairing.

Judgment

Children

Cry for

for plaintiff in sum of $50.
Case of Charles A. Fullerton, of Ellsworth, vs. James Sheveliii, of Bar Harbor, set for trial Saturday, was settled out
of court.

Pitcher’s Castoria.
2toi)crtiscmcnts.

the Black mills, w ith about thirty acres
of land between the mills and the Hopl kins mill, and the mill houses thereon;
head of the Falls,
the steam mill at tin
I
with about twenty-li\~ seres of land and
six houses; tow nship 33; t he w karf on t Lc
j
east side of the river, know n as the WarI ren Brown wharf, ami a wharf on the

C. L. 3J0KANT.

|

west

j

side of the river

rear

of Kowt

s

carriage factory.
The disposition that \\ in be made of tlse
property has not yet "• x* made public.
■■
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New
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Nicolin « lull.
Uu- Nic«din c!ub
The annua 1 meet ing
Kntcrtniniiicnt.
King’s I>.nightcr.s
held at the club Im-iisc at Branch
I was
The Imperial quartette, of Boston, and
About
Pond last
ning.
Tuesday
Miss Alice TJmxter ltccd, reader, were the
t went v-five numbers "-n present.
p.iitiei|»uiiis
Thursday evening, in
i’he met t ing w as e-m-.i t"r 7 o’clock in
the third of the series of entertainments
the evening, but numbers begun to
given under In- auspices of the King's arrive
by 3 o’clock. At «* 30 supper was
I laughters.
“Ike’s"
served in
<i*i.'mary tempting
This course is proving most attractive,
manner.
and tlie young ladies in charge arc having
President
.Joy raln -i tie meeting to
the satisfaction of knowing that they are
Clerk
order at the appoint *‘d hour.
not only giving the public satisfaction,
Tin
r'corded.
by-laws were
Drumtii'-y
but also repleting their treasury with
amended so as to admit, of t he election of
funds with \s hich lo carry on the noble
not more than live honorary members.
work in which they are engaged.
A. V. Hooper was *u.-i.d an honorary
The musicians used stringed instrumember.
ments guitar, mandolins, banjos, banjoThe election of office*-- i“r the ensuing
rine, and there were two specialties Mr.
year resulted as follow*
Walter Vreeland in a Xylophone solo and
President Henry J. .by.
•Sig. Carlo Carciotto in a violin trick olio.
Vice-president H E. Hamlin.
of
The other members
the quartette were
Treasurer —-M. S. Smith.
Mr. W. A. Cole and Mr. P. H. Foley. All
Secretary and clerk Charles H. Drumwere masters of their instruments.
mey.
Miss Reed made a most favorable imFinance committee- 1*. W. Rollins and
pression. She is tall, of good figure, and A. \V. Greely.
was becomingly dressed.
Her selections
The report of the treasurer showed the
were good and were well rendered, and so
club to be in good financial condition.
pleased was the audience that she was
tant legal cases.
Coming Kvents.
compelled to respond to encores. Her
select ions were: “Song of the
Thursday Jan. 10, minstrel entertainExperienced deer hunters in this vicin- programme
Marketplace,” “Christmas Night at the ment by Ellsworth Troubadours.
ity are commenting on the apparent Quarters,” “How Salvator Won.”
1
Thursday, Jan. 10, entertainment given
scarcity of fawns during the past season.
by the Unity club at tbe vestry of the
One '<1 these said recently that during!
Th< n.-’-t remarkable cures of scrofula on
church.
Unitarian
the entire season he saw only one fawn 1 record liav. been accomplished by Hood’s SarThis
is
medicine
disfor
he
believes
to
be
due
to
the
This
saparilla.
unequalled
track.
Sonic of our live? and reliable townsmen
should write at once to the l.lve Stock Insurunusually large number of Canada lynx eases of the blood. Take only Hood’s.
These

Tlic*

>

j
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Miss Frankie Flood is at Frank MadJoseph 11. Woodward and Herbert
I LSI hRs am.
F. Fiske, who have been clerking during
dock’s, North Ellsworth.
The schooner “Emily,” Capt. Charles
the holidays, have returned to their
Moses Cottle and Luther Hastings are
sms
Lamson, arrived at the wharf Friday, and
studies at the high school.
stavewood in West Surry.
reto
order
in
has
sacrifice
at a great
discharged her cargo. This is getting
\
Percy Bartlett, principal of the Thom- probably the last schooner to arrive in
There was no religious service last Sunduce our stock. Call and examine
aatoii high school, who has been spendthis port until the harbor opens in the day evening on account of the storm.
our bargain counter of odd and
ing the holidays at his home here, reThe "Emily” arrived in the bay
Albert J. Lord returned to Andover
spring.
Overcoats.
and
in
Suits
broken sizes
turned to Thomaston Friday.
early last week. The tug "Little Round (Mass.) seminary on last Monday noon’s
We guarantee to pay you for your
List of letters remaining uncalled for at 'Top” was three days in breaking the train.
trouble.
the K l Is wort h post-office Jan. 5: Stephen
heavy ice in the harbor to reach tier, to
Lewis Flood is cutting cord and stave
Floyde, I). H. Hutchinson, F.Iie Leblanc, tow her in.
wood on his lot <>n the west side of the
Miss A. Lindsey, Richard Long.
The annual meeting of Lygonia lodge, river.
FHsw'Tth has awakened to the dangers F. A A. M., was held Wednesday evening
< \ J.
Treworgy is hauling stave wood to
w
hich
school-houses—to
of ill-v* nt dated
j of last week.
Officers were elected as
his mill from t lie Grcely lot on the Branch
most Maim- cities and towns, by the way, j
WillW.
A.
Charles
W. R. PARKER A CO..
follows;
Allen,
M.;
Lewiston Journal.
are blind and deaf.
roncl road.
| inm Goggins, S. \V.; K. W Lord, J. \> .;
h.i.hWoktii, mi:.
started ;
A.
Hanaeom
Mrs. Charles
Frank Lowell returned on Saturday
ParK.
James
Lewis Friend, treasurer;
meet her husto
from here Tuesday
from his home in Penobscot to attend the
sons, secretary; F. F. Parker, S. !>.; H.
band in Boston, on her way to Baltimore,
high school.
\Y. Dunn, J. I>.; proxy to grand lodge,
Md.. where they will reside this winter.
Quite a number of people attend the
L
H. Cushman; finance committee, J.
Charles 1\ Hatpin, who has been emmeetings in t he Congregat ional church at
11. Higgins, John Davis, F. S. Means.
t he city t his week.
ployed at the Enterprise office for t he past !
Among visitors to the city during the
two years, ha.- left his position here and
A paper is being circulated here for
F.
P.
H.
were:
week
Merrill,
Clay,
He left Klls- j past
accepted one in Boston.
of young men who are willing
signatures
A.
T.
A.
Cousins,
Bluehill;
Dodge,
George
worth Tuesday.
to organize themselves into a readingCharles
East
E.
Marks.
Bluehill;
George

lipisetipal

U. S. Gov’t Report

A»aoiOTEi.v pube

serve.
The vacancies will
tilled at the next meeting,
Jan. 19, at the house of Mrs. Alex.
If lack. The paper of the day was by Mrs.
Anna M. Mason; subject: “One Standard
oi Morals for Both Sexes.” The retiring
president. Dr. Abby M. Fulton, thanked
the club and her fellow-officers for the
cordial support she had received, specially
mentioning the secretary, Miss Abby
Gerry, who had not missed a single meeting during her term of two years. The
paper for the next meeting will be:
“Is Mrs. Mi caw her a Type of a True
Wife”? by Miss Carrie Cochrane.

he unable

j

ii

j

...

from Matthew 13:52: “Therefore every
scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is
an
householder, which bringeth forth
out of his treasure tilings new and old.”
The speaker drew a parallel between the
old and the new views of the fundamental basis of religion—of the beginning
of the world, the life of Christ, the bible,
and the life hereafter -and pointed out
the main differences in these views. The
eloquence of the speaker, his forceful yet
graceful style of oratory, his perfect
enunciation, added to the masterly treatment of his subject, held the closest attention of his hearers.

Lcjok lodge. I. O. O. F., installed «.»Hieers
:-ter tnede
treat 1 it
N. CL,
last Friday evening as follows:
by preaching a sermon on the <jood ijuali- j C. L.
Mnrang; V. (L. Henry Cook; treasties ..{ that e*ty <>f miserable sinners.
Ia'wI ston Journal.
urer, F. F. Kobinson; secretary, L. F.
Gibs; warden, Frank Moore: Con., F. 1).
who has been
A

Leavening Power.—Latest

a

Arrival

courts.

of all in

a

and

John P. Cornish, of Boston, is in the
city this week.
J. K. Savage and w ife, of Bar Harbor,
ii ixrnn coons
were in the city Monday.
will
The annual meeting of the Hancock
to
do
so.
at once, and in order
John G. Stuart, of Boston, is the guest
offer all our cold weather goods at a
broke and fell across a live electric wire county fair association was held Monday.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Joy.
genuine reduction in prices.
Officers for the ensuing year were reon lower State street Monday evening.
We will sell you—
Hon. George R. Macorn her, of Augusta, There was a brilliant shower of electric elected as follows: President, A. W.
was in the city Wednesday.
H. E. Hamlin;
84.00 Blankets for 85.00.
sparks, lasting a few minutes, and there Ellis; vice-president,
$3.50 Blankets for $2.50.
Bradford McKenzie visited friends in was darkness in a few stores in the vicin- secretary and clerk, Howard F. Whit.75.
$1.23 Blankets for
comb; treasurer, H. J. Joy; directors, E.
Boston during the holidays.
ity. No damage was done.
$1.00 Fascinators for .7,5.
H. Oreely, Dr. G. A. Phillips, H. E. Davis,
R.
L.
and
Buckswife
of
has
Ellsworth
We
are
to
learn
that
Warren,
son,
glad
Babies’ bonnets at about half price.
F. H. Gould, F. H. Osgood. The associaa new board of trade with the
week.
were
in
the
last
organized
city
port,
All our plaid Shaw ls at less than cost.
support of the most active tion decided to hold its annual fair on
Ferd Wardwell, left Tuesday to take promising
business men of that city, which assures Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of
Lockwood < otton by the cut at 5 1-2 c.
charge of a saw-mill at Gilead, Oxford an active and vigorous board in the the week following the Maine .State fair
per yard.
future there, which can be made of great
Dress goods at about your own price. county.
service there as well as to the State.— at Lewiston. This will probably bring
Seth T. Campbell returned Tuesday Portland Hoard of Trade Journal.
the dates of the fair Sept. 10, 11 and 12.
We have many extraordinary bargain* that we cannot enumerate from a short business trip to Aroostook
Senior Vice Deputy Commander James The association also voted to hold a
here.
county.
F. Parsons went to Bluehill last Saturday Fourth of July meeting. The association
is early in the field, and it will not be its
B. «F. Thomas and James A. McGown evening to officiate at the installation of
left Monday evening fora business trip officers of James A. Garfield post, G. A. inu11 u uaies comae wun neignooring
to Boston.
K., and relief corps. He was accompan- fair associations or trotting parks. The
ied by sixteen members of the post anil reports of the secretary and treasurer
C harles Woodward, of Lyford & Wood—
relief corps of HI Is worth.
They report were submitted, and showed the affairs
of the association to be in good condihospitable entertainment and an enjoyparents here.
tion.
M. S. Smith is the acting secretary.
able evening.
s
b*
at
the
house
and supper
A chopping
The annual meeting of the Woman’s
of
in
the
Week
All
the
churches
unite
tinwas one of
<>f Mrs. Charles Alley
Hub of Ellsworth, was held atthehou.se
Prayer services that are being held this
event- of hist week.
«*f Mrs. Partri'! ,'«• oil
Main street, last
Kev.
week at t he Congregational church.
Mrs. V' ii.H ii Watts has returned from
The election of a complete
Dr. Field, of Bangor, preached Tuesday Saturday.
n
:ed
her
Bucks port. aer
daughter,
by
pan
list of office s did not take place owing
evening; Kev. Dr. Griffin, of Bangor, will
Mrs. «ie*a ge 1.. 1 'atter-un.
this (Wednesday) evening; Kev. to the absences of many members, and
preach
Judge (). 1\ Cunningham, "f Bueksport. Dr. Cutler, also of Bangor, tomorrow owing also to the rumor that some members greatly
was in the city Wednesday and Thursday,
desired as officers were
evening, and Kev. William Forsyth, of
likely soon to leave town, and therefore
pre-idingat the probate and insolvency Bueksport, on Friday evening.

The
New Year

Number 2.

;j

matter to the attention of The
American reporter believes the placing

Judge John 15. Redman entertained last
Thursday, at Jolly Farm, Trenton, President and Mrs. Hyde, Miss Robins of
Philadelphia, Mr. Brush of New York and
Mr. Holcomb of Cambridge, who have
been guests at the Emerys’. Several Ellsworth people were also his guests.
A telephone wire, weighted with ice,

Bowdoin

college Monday.

and we wish it fully understood by
all our customers that i* our intention,
and we wish to cl<.-*• out our stock of

A key in the water wheel at the electric
light station broke Tuesday, necessitating the shutting down of the works, and
the city, or that portion of it which is
illuminated by electric lights, was in

relatives and friends.

day.

Circumstances Alter Cases,

tion of the French name loup cervier.
They have been known to attack a twoyear-old deer. The hunter who brought

Mrs. Joseph Symondsand little granddaughter, Margaret, of Salem, Mass., and
Mrs. Nelson Young, of Lamoine, are in
the city, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Haslam. Mrs. llaslam and Miss
Alice spent New Year's in Bangor with

drops

Freezing

Make the

our

The troubadours will repeat their performance at Music hall, Bar Harbor,
Jan. 15.

Charles W. Walker, aged sixty-nine
years, died at his home on Water street
Sunday. He recently moved here from
Canaan. The remains were interred at
Beech land cemetery. Deceased leaves a
son
and two daughters, who live at
Canaan.

Magazine.

I.lttle

That we had decided ti> clos. out
entire stock of
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“Old, yet ever new, and wimple and
beautiful ever,” sings the poet, in w.
which might well apply to Ayer’s .Sir a
parilla—the most efficient and scientific
blood

purifier ever offered to suffering
humanity. Nothing but su]*erior nw:it
it
wo long at the front
keeps

Ill
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Tone. Soul
lxxxiv, 1-li

Week Ik'# inn in# Jan
by Rev. S. H. l>oyle.
and

hunger

1

n

In this psalm Hie psalmist pours onl
Omaha W. C. T. l\ and the Y. NY. C. A.
♦Im ontiimnn.
^V*o 1 nrynifio1 rtf hi** cool
Day
in opening a “Noon
have united
ion of the sanctuary and points out the
513 South
blessedness ».f those who dwell therein. Heat" for working girls, at
»mnear me luciories.
L.<a. "My soul
longeth—yea, ever I iweJilh street
I
room part of the enterprise is the
reading
tho
Lord;
of
the
courts
fainteth—for
my
Y. \V. C. T. t
heart and my flesh cry out for the liv- I special work of the
ing God.
Under the heading “No Licence for
This is only an expression of a uniVice,” Mrs. Carrington, superintendent
versal feeling possessed by mankind.
of the purity department for the MassaMen the world over have soul hunger.
chusetts \V. C. T. I’., has issued a strong
Their hearts and their flesh cry out foi
protest against the movement inaugutho living God There is indelibly stamprated in Boston by t he landladies’ union
ed upon the heart of man tlie belief ir to secure licensed prostitution in that
a supreme Being above and beyond himcity.
self. and there is an earnest longing ii:
Dr. Benjamin Ward Richardson, in a
every son! t<> come into the proper rela
tion to this Bi iug. Ti..„ i., > i i -uml by
pajaT recently read at a church eongrtao
“If people were all
the fact that all nations have believed
in England, says:
in a God and have had some way by educated to a proper technical standard
which they thought they could approach as to the action of alcohol.this
their God.
thing, alcohol would, by universal conThis soul hunger is an evidence that sent, be universally discarded.”
there must be such a Being. If not,
By a union of reform forces in Haverwhence came this universal belief in
Mass., a prohibition mayor has been
hill,
aftel
universal
this
God. and
longing
and a board of aldermen who will
elected
worto
God, and this universal attempt
the laws.
ship God iu soaie way? Wo can only help him enforce
explain it in one way, «ml that is that
weeks’ union rethree
close
of
At the
there mnst l»o a God that meets t.
vival meetings in Bloomington, Illinois,
idea and want To perform its w,
Major Hilton gave an address for the W.
life tho eye must have rays of i: .;t.
C. T. U.. and added sixty-two new memu
and wo have the rays cf light; t'
bers to the society.
must have waves of sound, and v, ..
cravi.The
human
sou!
TheW. C. T. U. of Little Foils. N. Y
soundwaves.
makes a specialty of
and demands a supreme Doing nv. r and
ttage prayer
above it, and is it possible that \v!;:lc
meetings.
.anil
tho eyes have light and the ear.TheW.C. T. U. of Pawtucket, R. I.,
r
there is nothing to satisfy this i. t
breakfast to lodgers
a
craving of tho human soul for G d' gave Thanksgiving ii
that place and
at the police stations
Tie rt
Such a thing is not possible.
t hi
need Centro! Falls.
to
must be
■

satisfy

something

and want of the highest and noblest part
of man’s uaturAnd there is something, and that
something is .Te-us Christ, the bread of
life cf whom, if we eat, we shall n vi
hunger, and of whom, if we drink. w>
shall never thirst. There is a God tc
satisfv this longing of the soul, and
Christ, tho Son of God, p intsos to Him.
We may not understand just lmw (’hrisi
satisfies this soul hunger, but this should
DOi'

worry

us.

'»

uo

nos

ju.-i

how ami just when bread E ••nit life
to tli' b dy, and yet we know it and • at
it. So we know Christ can satisfy this
Fonl hunger; that Ha is the nly trim
w
r-h« nbl
soul food, ,^K.l tbo refer'
f ?• Ht
“taste and s.'S^fbaf He is good.
Himself has said: "I am the liv-i:g
bread, which came down from hca :i
this 1
If
an ear of
ad, he s!ia i
.T*>lixi vi, 51).
ver
live f'
Bible Readings.—Ps. xlii, !. : 'x n
;
1; lxxiii, *2<». rxix, *20: cxxxvii, 5.
M
Isa. lv, 1, 2; lx*. 18; Math, v,
riii, 87; Lnk" xxiv, 18-27: John iv,
14; vi, 85; vii. 87; Rev. xxi, 0; xxi;. 17.
«

hri.4ti.an Entl.:»\or.

Iloaic Missions ami

In th**
rnittee of
sociati u
places of

c
report of the cx**mti
the American Missionary

and Mr-. Helms, of the Un .versity Settlement. a
portion of tli.-i: Evangelistic
hall has luen fitted u\ Ur.- a coffee bar
Over the hoi! thrte rooms hove
f.*r men.
en neai

nneu

;y

a

up

c

aim

mi

lunch room for girls fro-' the factories
.•
and
tnperance
work-h*'jO
n eeting- and entert < n:m n*- •* ill he held
uf those
m ;it
occasionally fur 1 he
dot

plaee

drawn to t he

1

;ir

nnd

Noun Rest."
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Mr-.

Bu> harm:

Anna

e-:nt rndeiit

police matron wo-!; U-r India mi. ex>c.o* *-<l in the
pects to have a hil!
next
pr*>v : :..g f«*r police
legislatur*

or

in. all cit ie-

n

in tin

-tait

of

'*

Mrs.
thousand or more in c.h :-:iants.
-dice of po'ioe
Buciinan has held tin
matron in Indianapo1:- f-*r nearly four
years, and her serve-*-c hange
in sentiment
need of such

-aused -uch

■

in

oh: -ini

an

t

tin

hopeful of securing
bill providing for the
t
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The Massachusetts A \\ C 1’. I is inwork :n Rost on. which
a
new
io be of
great benefit to two
classes.
Through the courtesy of Mr.

stituting
promises

a

regard t* t tie
;
-he is very
; :--..g»- of the

utfli

other

large

in t he str.

»v. n-

a-•

is made in
th" work of Congr
Christian En leav*.rers in <
rl
with home mi-eons In the work <
'•
Congregationali.-ts with the p«>• r p<
>
of the mountains t east* rn T* :.
and Kentucky a large portion * t to
time and strength ha- E n -pci.:
-y>
rk
Ckri.-iian
Endcav :
tematic
0.
Many societies ave beeu t.,
and great g nl wii! E .ae mpEthese societies will dnubtlc—
the possibilities of their neigh
until a church i- the r< mlt.
Many Christian Endeavor
have been organized by the Indian
ihave gone out from the Indian
ander the c.mtrul of the Congrega*;
alists, and m this work the Indian
exceedingly/ ;!on-. The committee a.makes grateful acknowledgment f
f
notable incr- a-,- in tin- coutributi •:■
h :•■*
Congr*-gati« na! Eno. avorns t
missionary work and declares tnu* tin
soeieti.s in the varinuspread of tin.
department.- of that work is a mark and
means of great pr-<giv.-s.—Cold* n Ruimention

...

■
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New York cit;. ! awilier r.s its nan.e
ol» eet of rescuing r :.
Octnl er -2
of drink.

u
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I’niu*-.

ha.-the

a:*-

one

the slave ry

tr**?
i.*

\

hall

.as

formally ope ned at 1-1*.r niton street.
Brooklyn, which, lo-ated in a business
with saloons on every hand, is a
ity of refuge to the fuiU-n. A Christian
•:
m* n‘- union has h* -n :-*r:,
u.\ilin'-y t.
the uii’on. t he ohjt ct
g to go out and
*
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to
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men
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Mr-. Mary H. Hunt !:a- icompu ted
series of lectures in Illinoi- in the libetter enf •: -ment of the
ter: of a
iTic

t»

mperaiu

ii

e

a*

■

law

On

Indianapolis

her v..
ast she stot •*♦
and .» vi several confer :
sentative people inter*-:*-:

temperance education
r hrough t he legislat

-:i
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with represecuring a
that state
c t t his w in-
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ter.
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Coder Hcaven'ii Captaincy.
r
Aro not all true men that live
that ever lived soldiers of the same
army,enlisted nnrit r heaven’scaptaincy,
to do l :.rtldn.-t th
same enemy,
tho empiro of Dark:; .and Wr :. :■
Why should w nd.-know one anu!.- r,

fight

r

ives, from
forms'.-—Carlv!
surv

mere

my, but ag. t
difference of uni-

lteautiful

Mr.

Moody has organize;5,

a

C<-'portage

,,h the BihU*
iation in c nine.-;
1»• -1 itute at Chicago. f*»r th* circ ulation
or two< f
: e-half
standard book* ut
third* th*- usual retail pi
Th*-object
isle* supplement cheap, tr.-.-hy literatimw th some!hing belter.
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Harriet A. Lee-, it:, state superinof departn.c
uring homes
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l*r;;un opened a i.- v. dej artnieat of
work in Maine, tha*. <>f —curing homes
for Homeless children
During the year
ending .*-• ptemher. I*.*». we placed twentytive children in permanent private home-.
Twelve have been plated temporarily in
aii'

free private home-,
idghteen have been
i-ed in institutions within the State,

Hay.

I want to tin its ,T.*sus would d
If he li
d at >.ur house t.m 1..y
With ii
h*-r and father and r
I heard a littl girl say.

pi

for good reason-. hinmates, others only t*-”.,

—<'me
t

r

W.

1.”

tho ran n < rr nds with wil
.g f. :
From rising t s.-t ong f sun
tin- s].i is* i.o v
1 er
What mor1 th -maid- -n li:
—A|'l* sett.
■

1

<

permanent

rily.

Sucbeen

~sfu 1
hospital treatment has
secured for three children, and one child
ha- been sent from a remote town to the
d* af mute school in 1’ rtland.
At least
fifty children hav* been permanently
hen* littd, and many other- t* mporariiy
assisted by the existence of this departct

ment.

Christian Kmleavor Notrs.

Tho Christian Endeavor society i
t
handed and right handed, but nevn 1
bind hand.—Dr. Rondthaler.
Sixteen members of one York Jum,.r

goeiery united
gle in on ill.

with tlie church in a sin

Christian Endeavor is the common d<
nominator of all denominations.—Rev.
E. Talmadge Root.

“Ono hundred

this
year.
Pennsylvania's notto lias la en
tioro than realized, for the 12 months
fellow an increasoof 1,118 societies. The
total membership of Christian Emhav r
in Pennsylvania is now 132,282. 2-1,715
of whom aro Juniors.
new

societies

One-third of the chiidrplaced in
permanent homes were taken from almsfor
Maine
still
allows
her dehouses,
pendent children to become inmates of
A- f ;r as possible the
-u< h institutions.
superintendent of this department will
gladly assist overseers of the poor and
-electmen in providing suitable homes
for t he children t hrown upon t heir towns.
This work has been started by the
Woman’s Christian Temperance t nion,
individual of
but it concerns every
Maine, and we need your help. We need
Has not some
friends, money, homes.
reader of this article a home to offer some
homeless child, or something to contribute to this work? Money contributed to this department w ill not go into
the general fund of the Woman’s Christian Temperance I'nion. but will be devoted
exclusively to this work. Miss
Leavitt, 772 Congress St.. Portand, will
answer all requests for further informa-

tion.
Tho Delawaro secretary reports 01 s.
eictics, 4,000 members, 20 Junior so“So the doctor has ordered your wife to
cieties, 4 50 members, an increase of
South for her health?” “Yes.” “Will
331j per e. nr in the former and 500 per ! go
Cent in tho latter over tho preceding 1 the climate agree with her?” “Well, if it
does it will be a good one.”
tear.
Doctor You have an excess of adipose
.A pood theme for the Endeavor prayer
tissue rop.dr.m. Patient <rood grn^
at. iting
En
is,
—apiary
doctor, do you suppose that’s what makes
"
In some societies the discusjtleavor.
me so fat?
e-'
f rids subject will bring to light
Brace I wrote the landlord i hardly
a differs, o of (.pinion among tho aefiv,.
expected to get the rent to him on time
members.
this month. Bagley Did he reply? Brace
Too presbytery of West Jersey haVe-es; advised me r t to “put myself
^_____

Christian Endeavor societies.

read of women voting in Colorado, and
may dismiss it all as being the action
merely of women on the frontiers, that
Polls.
the
at
Women
j the people of this state are largely from
th* eastern states themselves, and that
Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 2, ’96.
the women here are as refined and a<
To the Editor of the American
complished and well educated as in any
t ht
During the past two weeks 1 have been eity or state in the lifts!. Indeed,
choicest families of the nation haveconto our
annual

Mbs. Ji.nmk \ l’v« kaki». Hast
Me. Ladles, “for «i.*d and Home
:md Native Land," 1 ask you tohelpthe ternor
jM-rnnee rausc along l*v sending clippings
original articles to the above address.
Kdited

out.”
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women.

obtained one hundred and
With the exception

*»l«o

n.»r«

«»"*•>

♦<>

Mining, their best of blood and culture
heir younger people coming here lookitnj
on«l

1

eitrhtv

this

1

:

f,,r

signatures.

phanrt.

,,

unfM

in tin*

onrt

many

inmany thousand others sending their
valid members here to find in the sunresaltitude
shine and golden air of this
Thus the test of wot oral ion to health.
man suffrage in Denver and Colorado and
were
that
|
a
reason
they
to sign gave as
and intelligent
is as complete
afraid bad women would vote, or that hWyoming
test as it would 1m- in Boston or BrookI
As
women would become contaminated.
! lyn, ami a * c >mp!ete a test of t he quest i<’ii
would like to quiet the fears of those of intelligence as voters, and of rettne! ment as women.
gentlemen I ask space to print the follow
Hood women are in the majority. ConS.
Clarkson.
James
Hon.
from
ing
trary to the popular theory of those w he
Ann F. Greely.
have always sneered at w hat they hav«
called |M-t t ieoat politics. the good women
WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN COLORADO.
have voted in much larger proportion
Hon. James S. Clarkson, after seeing than the had.
Practically all the good
how the women voted in Colorado, wrote
’von* n have voted, w hile le«*s than ten
as follows to his paper, the Iowa State
|K-r cent, of the others voted, or even de-

willevery business man in town
ingly signed it and expressed sympathy with the cause. Those who refused I

of five,

sired to do

Register:

!

1

The many good women who read the
Register and believe in woman suffrage,
will be interested in knowing something
of the details of the first election in
Colorado in w hich women have had equal
privileges of suffrage in all respects with
I was so much interested in it
the men.
myself that I came to Denver purposely
election
to* spend
day and to visit the
polls and see for myself the bearing of
their
voters -the effect of
women
as
presence at the polls, their effect on the
crowd, the effect of the crowd on them,
the part they would take in the contest,
and how they would appear and act while
doing it.
Some six weeks befo.e. 1 had visited
Denver and Colorado w ith the object of
seeing the women in the activities of the
campaign their feeling of interest or
indifference, their comprehension of public affairs and their duties as voters, the
work they would attempt, t fie work they
could properly do in the campaign, tin*
stability and courage oi their devotion to
the comparative
party and principle, and
intelligence of them, rank and tile, intelligent and ignorant, good and had, as
compared with men. 1 had never known
any reason why women, in the sense of
abstract right or duty, should not vote as
i had f* !t. :i my judgment,
well a.- men.
passive resistance to woman suffrage
only from fear that participation in puttlie affairs might in some degree be hurtful to the delicacy and tenderness of refined womanhood: that it might make
woman more r.svrtive. more masculine'.

Having seen t hem m Septem In r in t Inactivities of a very exciting p- lit icai can;
pnign, om in which at least ninety per
cent of all good and
intellige nt and r*
lined women of t his city ami State Wert
not
v. 1 •;
a
taking
merely ;
part,
actively, and hav ;:»g -pern t he u hole day
tbcity,
Tuesday visiting the polls in

::
where probably thirty thousand
! e
voted, and not only voted but I
duties
of
part .n the party and public
the day. 1 am left to the hank ami manly
last feeling
dut\ of say ing t hat evn t n
of tear ns to w omau suffrage (>u my part
the highest- uinded
is gone; ami that
she!*' in:; li
man. Inov*\*r jealous a
maybe of his w ife, mot her, or uv.'ighter.
ich of
as against contact w ith any rmie l■
the world, could not have found cause f» r
objection at any of these polls.
In the country districts it
reported
maximum
that the uou*n voted tie
than
the
even
more
strength
nearly
Instead of rough or
women in the city.
vicious men, or even drunk* u men. treat:.. *•
ing worn* n w it h disrespect. 11 *• pr<
of a >ing!*- good woman at tin
julls
sttmed to make the w hob crowd of men
as respect fui and quiet a- at the theatre
or * luirch.
For the credit of American
I < it »aid that the presence of on*
nu n
w
run:* or girl at the polls, the wife or
daughter of the humblest mechanic, has
crowd ns the
as good an effect
on tin
i r* .-* nc* of the grande t dame or the
most fashionable belle.
The difference in American and Kuropcan deitrence to woman I have never
seen so strikingly illustrated ami proved
as it; t i,esc t hrongs of people at the polls
of t his excited and most serious election
f
1 he American woman is
1 uesday.
clt.-irlyas much of h queen at the pods,
.n
her own b-cariiig and tile deference
{■aid her. as in the drawing-room or at
the opera.
I feel more pride than ever in
\nnrican
manhood and American woma:>h<*d since seeing these
• hi
Tutsday, where American nun ami
Wo men of ail classes and conditions met
in their own neighborhood t<> perforin
with duty and dignity the selection of
their own rulers, and to give their approval to the principles to guide such
officials when chosen.
No woman was
less in dignity o
sweetness of womanhood after such participation in
public
lie! :es. ami I do not believ*-1 here is ,i man
of sensibility
in Colorado to-day who
•lot s not love his wife, daughter, sister or
mot her t he more.
Flection morning the women, instead
o! having no interest in politics, as had
alwavs been said, were first at tin- polls.
From my window in the home of a friend
1 was vi-iting. 1 could see one voting
l tie polls opened at 7 o'clock.
place,
By
»*..'k) twenty women and fourteen nun
were in the line
wai ing for the lirst
>

..

so.

In one precinct 150 women of the red,
as the local phrase designates them her**,
were registered, and only twelve of them
voted. The more refined circles of the
great eity of Denver have given effectual
denial to the stock argument of the
antis, that good women would not vote if
they had the chance, and that they
would be afraid to vote or incur the
publicity of voting, even if they were
enfranchised and personally desirous of
voting. They and the other women of
Colorado have also completely disposed
of the other stock argument that women,
if they should vote at all, would vote
For they
headlong and impulsively.
were as deliberate here as the men, ami a*
well

posted

all the issues.

on

Indeed, Colorado in this election has
left very little of good argument for its
sincere opponents to urge against suffrage, So nearly all of everything having
any good sense in it at all has been dispr >ved here, that the opposition is left
with very few weapons in their armory,
and all of them weak. Of course, thousands, and even millions, of sincere people will move slowly from tin* conservatism of t h* ages, ami w ill only come to it
inch by inch, under the compulsion of
stht** by slat*- adopting woman suffrage.
Tliost- w ho are far aw ay from these intellig n' -tales which are giving tin- departure a .a r and candid trial, ami w hich
are
doing so fully conscious that th*1
older states
will not le

rapiuly

a-

look

who

son

nave

daughter and mother. It was rare
this poll, or any other, tlmt women
together or without nun, and
during all the day 1 saw no woman apthe
Instead,
proaching
polls alone.
families seemed to conn together, ami
wife,

at

'•am**

tin- nn-n seemed proud of bringing all
their family of voting age to act with
t hem in performing the most
important
duty of American citizenship.
On Capitol
Hill, the home of the
thriftier classes of people, the families
••:
in group# precisely »:> they go to
church or theatre, and the women seemed
as much at ease in this as m other
places
-although I did not see a woman’s face
to
or
from
the
going
corning
polls that
did not bear in it the new light of a new
and smiling dignity. There was in every
woman’s face a token of new strength
and
1
had the
larger self-reliance.
pleasure of going with a kinswoman to
the polls, a woman of as much refinement
and delicacy as any woman in civilization
could possess, and there was nothing in
it at all to jar her in the Itast, or to make
me w ish she was not a
voter. There is
more chance of a
lady seeing or hearing
something unpleasant in passing through

crowd to the average t heat re or opera
than there was in this lady or in any lady
going to these voting places yesterday.
Young women, w ho looked too young
to vote, and w ho demurely protested, to
the gallant challenge of some judge or
clerk that they were not old enough for
voters, that they were in fact more than
old enough, young looking and beautiful
matrons voting with their daughters
a

beside them, silver-haired grandmothers,
with the light in their faces of a new joy
coming in old age to them, all mingled
together agreeably, and made it an
occasion of pleasure. All of them were as
much ladies in this soverign act of
in

citizenship
dispensing gracious
hospitality in their own homes.
One notable thing to a man experienced
was the fact J. he1
l.ugh tievigilance of the women, the polls were
crowded at the start and kept crowded
as

4

until all the votes had been east,
the result that eighty, and in some
ninety-five per cent, of the votes

polled before

with

cases
were

noon.

remembered, too, by the
skeptical people in the Hast, who shall
It

must

be

«♦

♦

Since his death, Mrs. Porknew,
ter has taken up t he dut ies of life, as brave
people must, and at the earnest solicitation of the managers of this work has consented to speak on this question that is
receiving the attentfon of so many people of our State. Mrs. K. A. D. Burrington, of Be lfast, president of the Children's
aid society w hich has done so much
towards raising funds for the home, informs me that there is a prospect that
there w ill he a necessity of appealing to
the legislature this winter, and asking the
State to give a few thousand dollars with
w hich to purc hase the building, as the
burning recently of the property at Belfast. w hich the society had hojxd to purchase at a bargain, w ill make this course
necessary.
I think one reason for people being so
muc h
interested in this work is because
they know that the boys have received
far more attention than the girls, and
that it is a most vital question “w hat becomes of our girls,” and that they should
be rightly cared for, whether they he*
homeless

and

Prof. F.sterbrook of the Maine State*
college, who said that the woman's Huh
had be* n of great value hcause it had
the

of

means

discovering

woman

the greatest discovery
m.°d»-.
Mr-. Ksterhrook has
she had * v»
friends m Kllsworth who remember her
as M;«s Clark, «»f Southwest
Harbor. I
( i K< >R* IA Pt'LHIPKIt i’oRI'R
helleVi*.
Old:.- c n. I >ee., 1MM.
If. which

her-*

••

was

•iiS'ocrtioniU'iils.
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not

grubby stopping plat e, just
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study
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this direction, and owe several debts
of grat ancle to t hose w ho have acquainted
me w it h
hese writers.
If any read this w ho have not had the
pleasure of reading the writings of Miss
Dana, they should at nine read “I’nder
Friendly Eaves.” Miss Dana is noted for
her pure English. Like many anot her of
our Maine w riters she shows a wonderful
versatility, her work being in no one line.
Much from her pen has apj»eared in the
Journal of Education, in the Portland
Transcript, in the Rural New Yorker,
and for juvenile writers in Our Sunday
Afternoon, Child's Hour, and others that
might he mentioned.
Miss Dana was born and has always resided in Augusta, is a graduate of the
Cony high school and has furnished tin
poems for alumni re-unions, as well r*
other poems for “occasions.” There is in
her stories and poems a proof of “a religion w hich has a depth beyond a name,’
as the talented Kate
Yannah has well
said.
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One of the sentences uttered at the
Federation of women’s clubs at the recent session in Ix'Wiston was one that all
who rejoice at the able tilings done by
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t he able women of the State, w ill speak in
different places to acquaint people with
this work. The late t\ \N Porter was her
husband, and the last pastorate of this
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cause of grent anxiety to her,
but a few days before their death she
AY ten see other pages.
additional
yor
Lit Hint she era
go to her and 1* II Iter,
subscribers at ion and urge her to give her heart to God.
Thk American has
Her wish was gratified, and she had the
in Hancock county:
satisfaction soon of know ing that Grace
of the 1 lb post-offices
in the county com- was
all the other papers
rejoicing in the Saviour’s love, and
bined do not reach so many. Thk Amer- her heart overflowed with thankfulness
to her Heavenly Father that they should
ican is not the only paper printed in
not be separated in death. Susie died in
and
has
never claimed to (
county,
Hancock
the evening of Sept. 4, and Grace in the
that
the
ran
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it
but
only
paper
propbe,
early morning of Sept. 5. Their funeral
erly, be called a COUNTY paper; all the services were held in the church at Lalocal
The
circulapapers.
rest are merely
moine, Rev. L. M. Bos worth officiating.
tion of The American, barring the Bar Two beautiful white
caskets, covered
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger with the choicest of flowers from
loving
than that of all the other papers printed
friends, contained the remains of the
in Hancock county.
white-robed sisters, and they were buried
by the side of the brother w ho had gone
Laniome.
a few years before.
Grace was tenderly
THK DEATH ROLL.
As we review the past year we ran see cared for by her sister-in-law, Mrs. Sarah
Calvin Huckins,
many mistakes we have made, yet we are Bragdon, at the home of
spared to begin a new year, and let us ail and other friends ministered substantial
unto these
As they have done
resolve to do better in the year to come if aid.
orphans,so may God in His mercy abundpossible.
The year of 1894 has been one of much antly reward and care for them.
Benjamin King died Oct. 19, aged
sickness and many deaths in our little
Another old landtow n, and we deem it but fitting that a I eighty-seven years.
His long and varied
brief mention should be made of those mark is gone.
who have left us. A volume might justly | experience in the Christian life was
he written of some of these, yet we have always interesting, and he loved to re1
count the dealings of the Lord to him in
space for only a word of loving rememtimes of shipwreck and distress, and how
brance.
Richard S. Cook died Jan. 19, aged the Lord had always been with him
death had
seventy-three years. Hut a few years of through the trying times w hen
his life were sjx'nt in this town, and taken his loved ones from him. Through
he
owing to his age and poor health he i an experience of seventy-five years
formed but few iatimate friends. He I bore testimony to the power and comfort
of the
He was deacon
of religion.
was a great sufferer in his last sickness,
and had the sympathy of his friends and ! church many years, ami his great desire
their
neighbors, who did all in their power for I was to see the young come to
Many years he followed the
his relief. He left a widow and three ; Saviour.
| sea and visited hundreds of different
children.
Sarah II. Hodgkins died Feb. 5, aged j ports and formed many strong friendto return to his
sixty-nine years, eleven months. Her life j ships, but always loved
and was an • native home, and here he spent the last
was one of firm trust in
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ccntly to vote upon the question of
separating Sorrento from Sullivan to a
town by itself. The voting resulted in
h vote of twenty-live
nays and twentyfour yeas, those in favor of separation
being nearly all voters owning property and living in Sorrento, while the
other parties were property holders in
the other part of the town only.
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Is THE I’l.AN of st KIRN Fit's to give its readers next year a history ot' the past 25
.*f the
in the United States. (lKti'.t-’uS). These years have been unparalleled in the hi-ouy
world for national development and material progress. The narrative will be written in a
graphic and picturesque style by President Andrews, of Brown University, and capo!»!»■ artists
IT

vears

Heavy frost* iu Florida completely ruined [
Florida orange* on hand
the orange crop.
have about doubled in price, and markets re- | will illustrate it.
m m
port “m> more to come at any price.”
'-.1, has
ROBERT CiRANT, whose “liellections of a Married M:.V’ will long be rein
.35<u>.50 1
25 -1.30 Florida Oranges,
Lemons, pr doz
h
hbuseli to solve, as ir as
of Living,” i'1 \vl
.T* Cocoanula, each
Bananas.
.08^.10 written a series of article on “The Art
Income -Trie
.10 .15
\pp!es,green
such problems can be solved, questions which beset every well-to-do family : The
I fe- The summer
Dried Fruit.
Dwelling—Household Kxpcuses-Kducatlon ol ( hlldren—Married and Single
.10
.12(a.20 Tamarinds,
Figs,
Pioblem, etc., etc. Beautifully illustrated.
.10 Currants,
,(‘8(&12
Bates,
.Oftct 15 Apples, choice string
.08 j
Kaisii 8,
GEORGE M EREDITII, whom more than one good authority has pronounced tin-greatest
14
choice
sliced
.12
Prunes,
,10@
j
in .lamiury.
of living novelists, has written a strong serial, “The Amazing Marriage,” to begin
Nut*.
AY. I). now fees will contribute a uov. l milieu “The storv ot a Flay.
.2
.15
Filberts, per lb
Almonds, per lb
.16 Kng. Walnuts per lb
.20 |
<1 by *
Pecans, per lb
IN THE LAND OF I>ON QFIXOTE will be a series of three sketches illu .'trail
.15 Chestnuts, per qt
.20
Brazils, per lo
j number of Daniel Vierge’s wonderful drawings.
SINGLE ARTICLES in great variety have been arranged for and the illustration.; will be
*3.00.
elaborate. SCRIBNER'S for 1895 will be better than ever. Subscription price.
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A Desk Calendar is a necessity—
convenient kind of storehouse
for memoranda. The Columbia Desk
Calendar is brightest and handsomest
of all—full of dainty silhouettes
and pen sketches and entertaining
thoughts on outdoor exercise and
sport. Occasionally reminds you <>f
the superb quality of Columbia Hicycles and of your need of one.
You won’t object to that, of course.
Tiie Calendar will be mailed for five

this paper.

Musical Merchandise.
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which

most

Mention
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FRANK M. JOY. 44 MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH, ME.
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Corn, full w eight pr bu
Barley, per bu
o
.45
Oats, per bu
II itlfM autl Tallow.

Address Calendar
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Lumber atxl Building Material*.
Clapboards—per M
Lumber—per M—
8(5-10 Extra Spruce.
24(a26
Hemlock.
7.«i*l2 Spruce. No. 1,
Hemlock boards
17(518
12(ml6 Clear Pine,
35<u,60
spruce
Extra
1,V«i2j
Pine,
35(5-60
Spruce floor,
.12(5*45 Laths—per M-Pine.
2.00
15(5.16 Spruce.
Matched pine,
.02(5 .04
shingles -per M
Nails—per lb
3.25 Cement- per Cask
l.t>0
Cedar, Extra,
one, 2.10 Lnne—per Cask 1.05@1.10
7.-AXmll
1.40 Brick—per M
No. 1,
.9f'<’1,‘Hi White Lead—pr lb .0Vo .118
Scoots.
1 'i 125
Spruce,

WildSi ring
Corn tn

2-cent

Seasons.

Ellsworth.

Street,
Tlic lic't

MUSIC

Salt—

Seftla.

»

dll Main

JOY’S

-40
.05(525
Havana.
Dairy, per bag
1.00
.50 Liverpool, prewt
Rico,
.60 Turks Island, pr cwt
1.U0
Syrup
Maple syrup, p.jt. 25(ft 30 Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
,6Q@.65
.08
Kerosene, perga!

Herds Grass pet
K-*J Top, per lb

1

and

.41'u W

.3(5.75
Olivfes, perqt
Vinegar -per gal—
.25
Pure cider,
.05
Cracked wheat,
.05
Oat meal,
per lboats
rolled
.05
Quaker
.<*5
Buckwheat,
.'4
(Iraliam,
.04
Kye meal,

M->iasses--per gal—

Lambskins,

«

all

at

SUPPLIES.

PAINTERS’

12
.5u
1"
.25<<> 3u

Groceries.
Coflee -per !b

Pelts

\ |

furnished,

Flowers

Vegetables.
Beets,

'Cabbage,

Os

*

DIRECTOR.

FUNERAL

Hay.

Cow,
» ad >kina.

■

DEALER

FURNITURE

Cheese.
Ile-t factory (new) per th.15
1 lest dairy new..15
Dutch (Imported).Llo

Hides—per lb--

«

BY BN.

FOSTER,

R.

C.

(need).2.50

Creamery per lb.32
Dairy. 25

No. 13 closed Tues-

The men hereabout make quite a business of
shooting rabbits. One family
sold
(father and two sons) have shot and
the last
more than one hundred during
week. During me time they have not
shootneglected other work. They find
ing them more profitable than snaring
the
them now. Charles Workman buys
rabbits and ships them to New \ork.
have been sent by steamer “Frank

warm,

yon

Kllswortli.

Water St.,

OWEN

by agreement.

Improved,'per

a

Steuben.

.”

No.

Hotter.

pleasant and profitable term
of ten weeks, taught by A. L. Small. Mr.
Small leaves town in a few days to enter
the graduating class of the medical department of Bowdoin college.
after

keep

a.T

Pea.**:

evening.
day.

to

everything

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50 <j3.t»0
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.50 <>3.00

::

Miss Lizzie Powers entertained a party
of young people at her home Monday
All reported an excellent time.

and

Country Product*.

eve.

PAP CALENDAR

ings.

J

lovely friendship quilt

COLUMBIA

clapboarding, paint-

CAPS,

HATS,

ls'.ta.

Ileans.

wmtwtwww wn h

family

UNDERWEAR,

shipping,

HDbcrtisrmcnts.

spent

MACKINTOSHES,

MARKETS.

Wednesday, January

OYERCOATS,

ULSTERS, REEFERS,

MAINE LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

The Methodist societies both gave tine
Christmas concerts to large congrcgat ions.

business.

M

COOK, EVERETT A PENNELL, Portland. Ma.. Sailing Agents.

Heavy

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 pounds, and
a bushel of Turks Island salMhall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight ot a bushel of potatoes, in good
is 60 pounds.
order and tit for
l'he standard weight of a bushel of beans in good order and til for shipping, is 62 pounds. Of wheat, beets,
ruta huga turnips and peas, 60 pounds; of corn, 56
pounds;of onions, 52 pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye. and Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and
buckwheat,48 pounds; of oats 32 pounds, or even meas-

Wil-

Soulliwest llarhor.

Judkins spent Christmas

(G)

THf
Tn
(M
'fT

rest.

ELLSWORTH

dence.

ftt Op en's

HP
V

Ogden, I’tah, Dec. 15, 1804.

Will “Kit” please send his (or her) ! Bait
—per lb
The
1 try Cod,
and address to this otlice?
lh.ilock,
matter sent is good, but The American
Mackerel.
does not publish anonymous correspon- 11 r< leg perdoz

MHIACl.

jV®

qA

Miss Ida M. Smith,of Nashville. Tenn., says "Ever since I could remember I have suf
fered with sick headaches. For years I felt all tired out and run down. yvUKA has
cured me.” Get LIVURA from pour druggist. Costs *1. W* For Eczema, Pimples. U1
use IJVURA OINTcers, Itch, and affections of the Skin, Cuts, Brulsee. Bums, Scalds, he.,
MENT. Price, 33 cents. Prepared bp LIVURA MFG. CO., Kashville, Tenn., u«m2 Newark, A. J.

—A. S. Condon.

name

SlRCS.

Al<

jHD
HflP

—

received Christinas
Jan. 2.

she

jE

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY YOUR

seas

along the shore.

East IU.m1.UI.

daughter, Miss Virginia,

Al.

by Joppa’s tumbling

Sleep, brother, sleep; thou art not dead,
Though thine be now the common lot;
If men forget thy narrow' bed,
Hope’s green acacia guards the spot.

men

W.

Jan. 1.

more

throng,

last, within thctylercd hull,
against the darkened west;
He hears the Master’s gavel fall,

Mrs. Sarah B. Patch, of Lawrence,
Mass., wishes to extend her thanks to
th** dear friends in Waltham and Ells-

will leave for

are

Llvsra.

^

He stands

series of meetings here*.

Treworgy has finished the

cAj

At

wife have moved

H. W. Kingman killed a large Canada
lynx recently.
Mr. Rice, of Hancock, is holding a

his parlor.
A Christmas tree and supper was held
in the South Surry union church, and
proved a success socially and financially.
Everett

and

Galvin Fox is visiting his uncle,
liam Fox.

organ adorns

I

the shadows fall.

as

The sunken clefts

Mrs. Milton Haslam is very ill.
Mrs. William Grant is improving.

Warren Young is ill with lung fever at
the home of his sister, Mrs. G. W.Torrey.
J. Cunningham has added new blinds
to his attractive residence, and a fine

HP

Porto

Alden Haslam
into camp.

(I

‘/r

won.

He views at last Moriah's height
That nearer looms as years wax on,
Till his dark home will bloom with light,
And burst with songs from Lebanon.

Waltham.

Bar Harbor

always due to digestive disturbances of some
sort. Some part of the digestive system is fail*ts work. The stomach Is sensitive
ing 10
The digestive fluids are insufand Inactive.
lda 14.flcient in quantity. The bowels are constipated
^*^dc=s:s:S^
an(j congested. The liver is torpid—the kidneys
are not performing their functions. These con\
dltlons show themselves In headaches, bilousness, sour stomach, “heartburn,” dizzi
fleah. They may arise from
ness, lassitude, restless sleep, debility, loss of appetite and
and permanently cured by one thing—
any of a thousand things. They can ba perfectly

^

He harks to hear the Gripping oar;
He knows the temple's mysteries,

communion) to show* good fellowship.
It was an enjoyable occasion. It was a

ill with the mumps.
E. E. Haskell is home from Northeast
Harbor for a few days.

from

Sfcbcrttsnncnts.

from

(6)

©

INCESSANT SICK HEADACHES

u\_imFmr- ^G§ tt
fl
^v^VVw

he, though great, and good, and strong,

No

force and its readers.
E.

the fields his manhood

to

Resign’dly

__

so

‘r

some

And ever quick at duty’s call,
Left the great world’s endearing

man

instance

(ffl
oAo
W

When God’s sweet peace was on the wood
Slow sank, and silent fell at last;

services at the

God,
his life in patient submission, alinspiration to all who knew her, and we years of
goou meeting »uu largely uut-uucu.
ways taking an active interest in what was the close of this part of the service an
sadly miss her.
a
and
on
in
the
world,
reading
anthem was sung by the choir. Rev. Mr.
Henry Hodgkins died April 27, aged going
H t>a I iint I Hiu
failed.
He
Wharff read part of John 10. Prayer was
seventy-seven years. His w hole life had
his
with
and
converse
been passed among us and he was known ! loved to meet
offered by Rev. H. F. Day, of the Baptist
forII..
I.iu
friends, and enjoyed this life, looking
church. After another selection by the
was to come.
suffering from the terrible disease, can- ward to t hat which
choir, Mr. Wharf! preached a masterly
The infant son of George King died sermon from Psalms 90:9.
He will alcer, with great fortitude.
John \V. Lancaster died May 1. aged ! Oct. 30.
ways find a pleased congregation when he
Abdon H. Coolidge died Nov. 15 aged
We were all brought face
comes to Surry.
tifty-one years, six months, nine days.
fifty-eight years, twenty-six days. He was to face with the fact of the true measureA former resident of Lllsworth, but for
as one of the firm of Coolidge
well
known
After singing, an interseveral years lie had made his home with
ment of life.
in the fishing
his father-in-law, Henry Hodgkins, and Brothers, and was engaged
mission of ten minutes was taken. After
his
By
his death, so soon follow ing his, brought business and vessel interests.
another hymn and prayer by Rev. Mr.
habits of economy, industry and temadded sorrow to his wife and children,
Smith, Elder Gray, of the West Surry
He
who felt they could not have him go. A perance, he secured a competency.
Free Baptist church, gave a pointed,
disabled him
Mr. Gray is no
discourse.
kind and indulgent husband and father hud a paralytic shock which
practical
from labor for nearly three years, but he
is deeply mourned.
stranger here, as he has occasionally
business matters, and
all
his
to
attended
Nathaniel (iuptil! died May 17, ag»-d
preached here during the past twenty
He
bore his infirmities with patience.
seventy-uim years, light months. lie
years. Prayers were offered, remarks by
he
was
for
will be missed in the town,
few moments of silent
had been a resident oi this tow n but a
Bro. Wharff, a
at home.
few years, yet people lmd learned to look one who was always
prayer, singing, and the old year was
Jane 11. Googins died Nov. 10, aged a thing of the
past as the new year
upon him with a feeling of v* Deration,
one month and two
had been ushered in while the conhis sudden death by accident seventy-live years,
and
She was a former resident of Trengregation was in the attitude of prayer.
brought a shock to us not easily for- days.
and we hear her spoken of as a most The services were
All
was
To
him
it
very interesting.
only “going ton,
gotten.
know
her
we
and
excellent
woman,
welcome K. W. Lord, of
were glad to
home.”
homeless.
for
the
a
home
was often
Ellsworth.
Kiiiiuh J. Mi l ai-land died
Although young when his
July 20, home
Eliza J. Young died Dec. 1-, aged sixtyparents moved from Surry to Ellsworth,
aged sevmty-t hree years, eight months,
Hers was a life of nine years, seven months and ten days. there are many who have always known
twenty-four days.
a
keeper of him and are glad to see him and note
varied experience, and often discourage- A quiet, peaceable woman,
and at times a great sufferer, her liis success and prosperity, and that he is
ment, and sorrow pressed heavily upon home,
were
years of constant pain making a mark in life. On behalf of tinher, yet she \::s of a hopeful, cheerful last years
and weariness; she bore all patiently, people, Rev. 1). Smith thanked Rev. 1. H.
nature and toiled on for the benefit of
W. Wharff, Elder Gray, Mr. Lord, and
Her husband died in the waiting her time to go.
her family.
Dec. 31.
Pastor Day, for their interest in the serhot days were rendered
ami
her
army,
vices, and the congregation was thanked
gloomy by a paralytic shock which | Soutli Surry.
After general handfor their attendance.
greatly affected her mind and reason.
A. H. Webber has re-opened his store
shaking and “Happy New Year” all
She could truthfully say “to die is gain.” at
Morgan's bay.
Susie Hragdon King died Sept 1, aged
around, we separated, very sleepy, and
J. A. Bonsey has finished and painted
resolved to do our very best each day till
twenty-six years, two months. Grace E. the ell of his house.
next watch meeting.
Bragdon died Sept. 5, agid twenty-eight
Rae.
Jan. 1.
Happy New Year to The American
years. Seldom are w e called to record an

Qm

tall oak that long withstood
The tooth of time, the midnight blast;

There was a watch meeting at the
Methodist vestry Monday night at 8.30.
Rev. 1). Smith, pastor of the church
Several
called the meeting to order.
selections were sung by the choir and
congregation. Rev. I. II. W. Wharff, of
Ellsworth Methodist church, conducted
a “love feast,” which consisted of passing
bread and water (not a sacrament or

|

oMp

dumb.

sculptured urn, nor marble bust.
great achievements done;
Fame, silent o’er his hallow’d dust,

The entertainment given by male members of I. O. of G. T. was very good.
Indies, be around on time next Monday
night, and remember the admonition of
one of the brothers:
“Let us not forget
what our organization is for, and do what
we can to raise the standard of temperance higher and uplift the fallen.’’

|

are

Needs tell of

AlexanderStackpole, after a long illness,
passed away last Thursday. Quite a number attended the funeral on Sunday afterno

lips

our

W?

Nor

know because we have seen and tasted
them. Thanks to George and Bro. Scott.

There were
Methodist church.

feel, indeed,

f II

X J*l W'

it

gift of words Lre little worth
To praise the tenant of a bier;
And so we give this dust to earth,
Made sacred by love’s holy tear.

1). G. Means, the busy tax-collector,
his weary body and dined at the

■

nn

Hut when

rested

noon.

WmGN0BA 1

When the spent life its soul sends out
To seek the land of endless day,
In what poor phrase we question doubt,
Ur cheer the voyager on its way !

Property-owners

1

u

|The following poem was written by request
of ; h« Grand Lodge of Masons of IV*h. to be
read us n part of the memorial services for the
late Grand Master, to take place at Salt F.ake
City, Jan. 15.J

the advancement of
in Sorrento to claim
that its advancement is hindered by being
a part of the town of Sullivan.
to

seems

iltiticrtisrmcnts.

At the Grave of tile Orand Master.
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Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Cast ria.

'i

CHARLES

SCRIBNER'S SONS, 153-157 Fifth Aveuue, N. AT.

£i;c vCl15worth American.
A
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AI.

POLITICAL JOURNAL

About
Both brancbe*

ITIiLlSHEl'
\ Y MORNING
AT

BY THE
H\N< <H K (.’Ol NTY PUBLISHING O'
K. W.Uoi.lins, Editor ami Manager.

Subscription Price —Si AO a yar; TAceiit-lo:
six months; :?7S cent- lor three months, I
paid -trietly in advance All ariearages an
the rate ot j*. per year.
Advertising Kates— Are reasonable, aidwi:
be made known on application.
reckoned

at

liusines- communications should be addrc-Mt
and all monev order- made payable to Tin
Pciu.isiiim. (.<»., Ells
Cocnty
Hancock
worth, Maine.
to

JANUARY 10, 1895.

THURSDAY,

House.

I^ist Monday evening, Jan. 7, the meeting of the 171 Is worth board of trade,

adjourned from Dec. 'J7, was held at
Manning hall, and t he organizat ion completed by the appointment of the various
committees.

pubarranged
weekly gossipy lettei
doubt prove highly enfor the

American has
lication of

a

which will no
tertaining. The first letter of the series may be found in this issue on
page 7.
of Deer Isle, and

Spofford,
Representative Hamlin
Senator

of Ellsworth,

have been made chairmen by the respective bodies to which they belong
of the judiciary committee. This is a

fit recognition of their well-known
abilities, and Hancock county gives to
these gentlemen renewed assurances
of its distinguished consideration.
of

points

salient

The

Governor

Cleaves' inaugural message may be
The
found elsewhere in this issue.
with which our chief

vigor

topics

handles the

<

xecutive

he treats, the keenpoints out the

with which lie

ness

of his

suggestions,

high office
The

the

for the

man

he holds.
of Hon. J.

promotion

rows to

all demonstrate the

fitness of

the Senate In' the

Michigan

of

legislature

Har-

C'.

his

gav

friends in Congress much

personal
viewed from a

pleasure, but when
strictly party point of view, the
his departure from the House

gap
will

mittees as follows:
On Manufacture's and Industrial Development J. A. Peters, jr., <i. H. Grant.
B. F. Thomas, C. H. Kmery, C. R.
Foster.
On Railroads, Transportation and Coin*
17. h. Brady, F. B. Aiken, F. S.
merveLord, J. T. Crippen, C. \V. Mason.
On Public Health ami Sanitary Regulations F. YV. Rollins, Dr. J. F. Manning.
Dr. N. C. King, M. S. Smith, G. A.
Parc her.
On Puoiie Buildings O. YV. Tapley, A.
M. Foster, K. K. Hopkins. B. F
Joy.
YV. H. Titus.
On Streets and Highways (i. P. Dutton,
D. H
17ppes, li. 17. Hamlin, F. H.
(build, 17. H. Greely.
On Taxation. Insuraner, YY’ater. F.bvt ri<*
Lights and Insurance Rates A. YV.
Cushman, J. P. Kldrulge, Lewis friend,
A. I. Saunders, K. F. Robinson.
I
YV. lx»nl.
On i.inrarie- and education
A P. YY'iswell, Dr. G. A. Phillips, L. A.
17:n« ry. Y. J. (irant.
\
YV.
On Re« |>i j.mi and hnt« rtaimneiit
Greely. I F. Ki dman, J. A. Lord, S. D.
Y\
YY :ggm, G I
d w ard.
Dr. YV. M.
On Fish aim Game Resources
Haines, YV. R. Parker. L. II. Cushman.
A. H. Joy. A. YV. Hastings.
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Moike, this won't do,
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growth of healthy
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Banking, Mtorlhaud ami Typewriting.
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Branches

rPII Ii subscriber hereby gives public notice
to all concerned, that he has been duly
.1
appointed and has taken urnm b-mself the
trust of an administrator of the estate of Dora
K. Perry, late of Gouldsboro, in the county of Hancock, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs;
he therefore requests all
s
persons who are indebted to the said deceased
to
make immediate payment, and those
'late,
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
Gilbert E. Simpson.
same for settlement.
December 12, a. d. 1894.

O

and

Walnut Cream.
LATEST.

out of the Stateol
X Maine, to wit, said Francis Peabody, jr
Boston, and said John Lawrence, at Groton,
both in the State of Massachusetts, hereby give
they have
public notice to all concerned that themselves
been duly appointed and taken upon
"
»•
f
James
the trust of < \. utors of the will
Paige, late of Boston, sufTo!k county. Massa
law
the
a*
nomis
hu*ett>, dec,easett, by giving
directs; and have appointed Hannibal E. Ham1 iin, of Ellsworth, Maine, their agent in the
State of Maine; they therefore request all per
!
son* who are Indebted to said deceased s estate
to make immediate payment, ami those who
same

rpiiE subscribers, residing

EPILEPSY CURED.
over *0 years I have
prepared a remedy
KlMln-rP
Kir* that han pcrforuitd nn hlr
runs
in munv cn-e* after other
treatments iiad failed. If’vou suffer from tills
di-, a c try my remedy. 31. i: ii.v f r a month,
$-*.0u, two month.-, f-'i./iO, prepaid to your near
e-t express office.
I
I’. EV.lNs, Druggist,
Dovkh, Maine.
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The story is quite an old one now.
It
all happened last year, and Phil fend Lily
are going to be married next month.
And the others?
Well, it was only one day last week that
Bob said suddenly to Gwen:
“I say, do you remember what happened
a year ago today?”
And Gwen flushed a little as she an

:
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b.sde Smith
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«»pe•»«•*! an office In Portland for th«»
purpose of dealing in !• i.• I•« ami secur!
ti* -. such as are legal Investmeut* x*• r having"
Hank- and Trust", and have tio\v on hand some
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POCKET-BOOKS.

inging

Prayer.I. W- Jordan
singing.
Con.-'Tt Ro< Ration.l our little girls
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goods, providing

jectives. As a rule I prefer to
print the plain facts, trusting to
your intelligence and good judgment as to the strength of the
bargains offered. My specials for
a few days will be

A large numb-r * f presents were distributed. Follow ing is the programme:
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the merchandise backs up the ad-

The Christma** tree and concert at the
Fullerton sch ail-house were well attended.
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lx. ding
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William Kich irdson, of Eden, and
Miss Certie Poinroy. who is working at
Ellsworth. spent Christmas with their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Seth A. Poinroy.
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Jan. 1.
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A deeper-' f
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Fred M ureh furnished a supper ami party to t hose w ho part ieipated in t he shoot
ing match Christmas day. A large number took p irt.
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of investigation)—Wi»y
He (in a spir
don't you man ?
fcshe (softly y— Nobody ever asked ino to
He—Oh!— Ni w York Herald.
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preachers.(l

and

in your

I*<>r
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at

engaged?"

‘•Yea, of course I do. I was in trouble,
and I naked you to help me—and you
did.”
“And I did, said Bob, and then he put
his hand over hers ns it lay idly on the arm
of her chair.
Tell you what it is,” he
went jii, looking at her with all his honest
heart in his honest eyes, “I wish you
would let me go on helping you—through
life, I mean. I’m not much good at talk
Ing but I know what I mean, and I'll nl
ways do my best by you. Will yon trv
me? Will you—Gwen?”
And Gwen said, ‘‘I •.Till.” P
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Chopping matches are quite th* thing
present. The parties in the evening
are quite w*-l!
atbnded by the young
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Min
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«*urty wio -o ;:•« r'
the fiegai chair- also the people .it Ka-t Blue
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p
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u»« ini ai
oth'
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Tin* by-laws w 11 soon b*
k will begin at
"ii.mitio w
once, and the regular monthly meeting
ill February is already being looked for
ward to wit h interest.
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Children, she gave them Caatori*.

When she had

fairly

thus

won

When she b*vame

gratis
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n
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Baby

When she

-i4.

pleasantly.

“Ti ll the tnitli,
In* nn.»w. r«<; r*
Iy
If I thought iwm had giv.-n
car
ing for inc. 1 <1 t< 11 her fast enough, Phil
r» joined,
but I don’t think .-In- had
—and how can I t<*11 her* N*». hang r a.!.
I can't
Hob was silent f* r a mmiM-nt « r tw
»
1 i-ii
iiai n i.i, ii<ai
*
Mis* Warrington has plenty «.f pin. n.
and she's as straight as they make’em
You ought to in* straight with her, Phil.
It seems to me that the more she car.-s Un
you the more right she lias to know ti e
truth.'
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ets.

in return ford'1 .d. mds t*» be guaranteed
at the rate of
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The first attempt ! o change the existing
Australian ballot law is contained in a
the factory will be increased to 100 dozen a day. The present bill presented Monday .nserting in the
the
following
“All!
The law
provision:
capacity i- about sixty dozen.
number of employees will be increased ballots having a pla n cross on any blank
space on the fan of the ballot shall be !
from ninety-five to about 125.
By the finishing of the basement, the deemed to be cast for all the persons i
named in the group upon which such i
store room will be enlarged 40x40 feet.
cross is mane under such
party or desigThe addition for the office, to be built on
nation. and shall be so counted." Also
the west side of the building, will be 20x- i
at
the end of sec. 26, chap. 267.
by adding
the words: “Any voter
20 feet, one-story high.
desiring instrucWhile these improvements are reported tion as to the manner of marking his
ballot may obtain it by inquiring of any
as ••contemplated," one of the directors
ballot clerk.”
said Monday that it would be perfectly
safe to sav they would surely be made,'
4 *ood for Cherryfielri.
I
and that work would commence early in
At a recent meeting of the trustees of
;
the spring.
Cherryfield academy it was voted that I
measures be taken to raise £10.000 for the !
Little Mis* Mugg (haughtily)- My sispurpose of making tt a fitting school for
ter i,■ v*. r g-■*•* out without h chaperon, j students
intending to enter upon a col-!
Little Miss Freckles (disdainfully
My lege course.
sister would' 't be allowed to, either, if
vour sister.- Good News.
she v*as i.k

partments.
The capacity of

A

sp*

■

..

j<r<

r»»u!d I

ro'in

nrwl

be

For teachers

during
tin* day
nmimilUr meetings, it was
voted to accept the offer.

Alley

When I saw her—Lily. 1 mean
knew 1 was done for.
She's—sh s
different
from other
girls soimhow.
Well. I so. n made up my mind to a-k h< r
to marry me, but I was a bit shy about it,
and. like a fool, before speaking to her, l
thought I would try and find out from
(i wen if there-Was a chance fur me.
1
mentioned it to her one evening and tried
to gi t
In r tn put in a good word for un
but I must have made an idiot ><( my self,
for, to my inuror, she thought 1 was pro
posing to her, and 1 >« fore I knew win re 1
was -hi* hail at opted m<I've bekaved
like a fool and a scoundrel all round, and
f it is no m
the worst
G satisfied.
1
am n,i.-i rable, so is Gwen, and
i- I.ily
—and all through a misunderstandi’.-r
n.
Now, what would you do if >..u v.
my place?"
B**b thrust his hands deipinl.:the

:t
ion.
It
is
adbout the proper size
and arrangement.
n 1 the associations
which cluster »fa*ut it
would make it
doubly valusbb

for

mirably
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“Well," said Phil, addressing himself
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Notes front

to the lire, "it happened in this way: I
met Gwen.
She took my fancy awfully
at first, and I seemed to take hers, so we
started a flirtation, and that worked all
right until her sister Lily appeared upon

Ellsworth, and 17" others ask-
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ttu.t
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anno!
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to

will I'*' AL APPLICATIONS, ns they cannot
< atarrnh Is a
reach the sent of the dl-ca-e.
I or constitutional dl-ca-c, ami In order to
Hall’s
cure It mu mu-t take Internal remedies.
nnd nets
• -illr’-nh
t un- i- taken Infernally,
I'.rectly on the blood nnd mucous surfaces.
Hall’- < atarrnh < ure Is not a oua» k medicine
It uh< pro-<tIIhm) bv one of the W-t phvalclan*
It tht- country for years, and 1- a regular pre
It l- eom|H»so«l of the best tonics
-crlptlon.
know n. combined with the l*e-t blood purifiers,
The
acting directly on the murou* surfaces.
p.-r'ect combination of the two ingredients Is
In
results
wonderful
curing
what produce* such
Semi for testimonials, free.
t atarrah.
V .1 ( lIKNKV.t (
Prop-.. Toledo, o.
Sold by Druggists, price TV.

for

he .-aid.
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talk
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Maine the right

low October25.
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Tuesday I epresehtative Hamlin
presented a petition signed by Ann F.

The range
the end of

improvements
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“Then," Gwen went on. “try ».•■ find
out from Phil what it is that ha.-eo ...
Will yuu try v
tween us.
“Yes.'' said B> b.
That vi ry * vetting lie broached tf
It was rat her a big fence tn
jeet to Phil.
tackle, but he shut his eyes and rod« hanl
Phil
at
if, going straight to the point.
hesitated a little at ilrst, but in tin* end
he told the truth.
like
“You see, old chap," lie said, “it
this: The whole affair is a ghastly misI never proposed to
take all through.
Gwen at all.
Bob gave a great start.
“You never proposed to her at all?*’ lie
Then how, in heaven's name,
echoed.
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senator

rotunda.
pictures of other

prices

consist of raising
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painting

s.|1(.,. J-'ni-torv lnti>i-o\ t-mcnls.
Extensive improvement* looking to
largely inc:vni--*l capacity are contemplated at the I'niun shoe factory. At a
recent meeting of the directors a committee \va* appointed to ascertain the
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the
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These changes contrast
sharply wit:, the decline of wages paid
per hour's work, which average only

•*

Dudley

Wa.nwright CushDaggett, executive

!

Ciii

There is

per cent.
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In ph-

Hon. \\ 1 lam
for l*nited >iHi
enthusiasm.

ducts 1-1 per cent., in wool 13.1 per
cent., in woolens and cottons about 15

probable
posed

of

Bob turned his head away, for h dared
not tnei t hi r eyes just then
But In- took hold of her hand and
sijuis zed it hard

toniey-
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legisli!

In

year ago has been 5 1- 2
per cent., but very unequal in different branches. In iron and steel pro-

a

>
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n.tll.

ir

SK>

c a

1.2 per cent, less than

c**s.

has paid death benefits amounting
fft.ono. in this city, the past year.
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|{ HEDICINE.

she asked.

years.

and have never recovered, the average December 26 being only 68.73 per

prices in 1860.
little higher at
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state treasurer.

-i.

councillors.
Hall C. Burl- iji..

previous records,

cent, of the
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ph
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ing and

August 10. 1893, when the average fell

dropped below
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k

nim’.o

.Ni.

Edward S.

markets for the same articles
January 1. I860, and this remained
the lowest point ever touched until
this year

rp

r

same

early

n.

general.

places in a clear light the fact
that prices of commodities arc at the
lowest level
ever
known.
Eight
years ago. in July, prices averaged
only 73.69 per cent, of the prices in the

hut

n-b

State.

ness

72.76;

i.oi.o !

N

.Ion.

ensu ing year
Warden, M. S. Smith; vice-warden,
F. Redman;
K. K. Rowr; secretary. K
F.
Robinson;
financial secretary. F.
N. .1.
r:
ehanJain,
t
l‘o*d<
I!.
treasurer,
Packard; guardian.
Moor: guide, A. W
It. .Jameson, sentiml, A If..Joy; trusW. Mason
tee for three years,
The New Fn gland Order of Protection
ranks well among the assessment orders,
affording insurance at a small cost. It

nofl| pr.'j.r dii n would be made to pay
for quarters elsewhere.
Mann i.g hall being offered at t he rate

.•

Review of different branches of busi-

to

ported
of t lie

o

<

Dun's

by

1

recent

h

for t he

interviewed t he hoard <>f aldermen as to
whether it would furnish quarters for t he
l*oard of trade ;n tiie city hall, Htid re-

■

The appointment of Senator Spcfforu of Deer isle to the chairmanship
of the Senate judicial-} committee
will give satisfaction to the people of
this part of the State who are acquainted with the eminent abilities
which make him well fitted for the
most important committee post in the
Senate. Mr. Spofford is to be congratulated iq on the appointment, an
honor which is quite pronounced when
the facts are considered that he is the
youngest member of the S- nate, and
never before served upon this committee.- Dockland Star.
An
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he heaviest

leave in the front rank of

those

At the suggestion of B. T. Sow le the
secretary read the summary of the work
accomplished by the Portland board of
trade, as given in its last annual report.
The president announced the com-

■

1

republican

given

also

was

applause.

...

eminent

opportunity

An

who wished to join to do so without the
formality of proposal and election.
President King called the meeting to
order, ami announced that John 1
Kmmlton, w bo bad been elected secretary. but who had given out his intent ion
of declining, had duly considered the
The
matter, and had concluded to serve.
announcement was received with loud

-•

Besides its weekly summary of legnews from
islative
Augusta, Til i

om-

inlttecs.

the State legislator
member:
The
convened
Wednesday.
1
way
were sworn in and then proceeded wit!
blue eyes that was altogether fascinating.
| t he* regular rOUtiio business of the oj>en
Bob ilelmsleigh went down licfure that
| ing day of the seas-on.
1 look like a leaf before the wind.
IN THK SENATE.
Now, Phil Marsden was the sort of a
j Senator Cieorg' M Seiders, of Portland man that lady novelists describe as one
nominated for president at the caucus
of fortune’s favorites.” A lucky mortal
1
all round, but it never occurred to Bolt to
the evening pr«-» '"is, was duly elected
War
! and was escorted lo the chair.
envy his friend until he saw Gwen
rington.
The election <*i messengers, mail ear
The officers of Bob's regiment took it
slid appointmentj*o
riel's, pages, etc.
It was atInto their heads to give a ball.
minor committ»*.•**, occupied the tirsi
this hall that Bob was Introduced to tho
session.
day’s
future Mrs. Phil Marsden. and they danced
of Deer Isle, was t
Gwen gave Boh
Senator Spotiord
a good deal together
more waltzes than she gave Phil, hut the
member of the «-**mmittee to examine renot seem to mind, ami that, of
j turns of votes for nators for the polit- latter did
of things.
course, was rather a queer state
j ieal years 1895-*
Bull noticed it.
>lt
IN
HOUSE.
He saw nothing more of either Phil or
Llewellyn pmw-r**, of Aroostook, wh> Gwen until the autumn, and then he rail
of
the
House.
elected
chairman
This
duly
Into them at the house of a friend.
Flection of m»*-.,-?ngers, mail carriers
time the Idea that »U was not right be
tween the lovers struck him more forclhly
etc., and appointment of minor comthan before.
he remainder of Iht
mittees occupied
One day lie found Gw en in the library,
opening day.
crying He never could tiear tosee a worn
\o:>ott, of Bucksport,
Represen tat i\
an in tears, and when it came to the womwas a member oi the joint committee ou
an he loved, whyof
Grindle,
Reprtentative
printing.
Miss Warrington," he said hurriedly,
com*
was
a
member
of
the
Bluehill,
joint
•■.Mi«s Warrington, you arc in trouble of
Will you tell me what it is’"
I mittee appoint-'! »«• examine the returns Slime Sort.
of the votes for guwrnor.
"Oli, Mr. Helmsleigh." »hc exclaimed,
"I am in great trouble, and—and you are
CO M MITT K Cs ANNOUNCED.
If only you could help
so gissl and kind!
n
In both hon->
Frid-ty standing
me!”
committees wo
sunounced, after which
“Give me a chance," Bob returned
"di<»urned to Monday.
the legislature
Tam a stupid sort of chap. I
shortly.
well represented on
Hancock count..
know, lint if there's anything in the world
enmmittees.
I)o you beI can do for you I'll do it.
<nd
Senator Spn:ii>r<i
Representative lieve me!"
"It's about Phil," Raid Gwen, mop
Hamlin captured two of the plums
s
chairmen of jndi« * v commit tees. Senping her eyes obediently. "Of course, it
v.m
oh. Mr. Helmsleigh
about Phil
ato. Spofford is ^l-.> n the standing comhave known Phil so much longer than 1
mittee of th- >- i'mt» on engrossed bills,
have, and you must understand him !>
and on joint c«»mmit lees on federal relac
Can you tell me why he is
ter!
tions and shore nsh» ries. Representative
queer w ith me!"
Hamlin is on tin -standing committee of
This was somewhat of a facer.
.i .••• i.i ...i
the House on bo-in ss of the House.
>h<n U her head ami the n w
Gwen
st imh'i
s
-mi
iii'iio.t mg
in a low. hurried tom
ami
mi. aim. public
committees: 's
Phil has never been to me what other
buildings, b bor.
girl-' lovers are to them, but I d< n't know
ot t. of Burks port. is
Uepri s ■!.. I i' \
be
why. He si etiled fond cm>ugh f ?
in U'* "it federal relations.
on tii
t
fore we wi re engaged, bn! m»\v—\\
Ib p v»i nta
Mcort1. of Gouldshoro. whole thing is a mise rable failun an-’ r
com milter on < «»iMiic ree and count ies.
Wi T-e
get
He r voice broke with a pathetic lurk*
Hooper, of Castine.
Ilepreselltat!
h* nr:
er
.:d insurance.
merc.u.tib affairjui\■ that went straight to HoiHe looked down at tin* ehildi.-h. f lorn
ib-dick.of Bar Hurl < r,
Represents
figure* ami b it a wild impul-e to fa!,*-it
nousr commit!* e on
shore ti-dierw-. t;
hm
But he restrained t.
in his arms
id
hills in bird
pulse .meiniw.
i'
of
Bluehili.
«."indie,
v
Ilepreselltat
“Well," he -aid as quiet ly a- !•
in- in h-ispr I mcI library.
Old Phil i;.e-:
it
a riddle, isn't itv
K -gnmii, of Han o 1,
K j re^entHi '•
a Inna*
—nothing less than a bit
Gwen answered sadly, “G i- m-t
No,
Sin.c prison.
.una lunatic—far from it —but there G
ib presenDb
bsnc. »f Brooklin, o riSin
klip
tiling 1 don't understand
pe ranee.
at liob again and laid In r hand g*ti?!y •1
fciNTION.
I*
mh !i a pretty little hand'
hi- arm.
on
n .on
In joint
oil
Thursday, looked like a snowflake on his roi.^h e..
j- follows
ol’iccrs wert ■’*■•
for
Will you do something
sleeve
•"

List of <

Organization Completed

her he salt!
Till' very first time he
1
to himself, "Now, there is tho girl
should like to marry.” Pho had a pensive
of contemplating one with her great
saw

■

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

At

the
flic State

KY F.II Yt,TIIURSl)

A COMPLICATION.

_

of

I>o!llgs

Sfcforrtt'snncnts.

V I.. (). IV
meeting of Dirigo Lodge,
S\i. ltd, New Kngland Order of Protec- I
tion, tlie follow ing officers were elected

nirlffo Lodge,

HOARD OK TRADK.

SOLONS.

ST VI •

rl

—

Itch on human, mange on hordes, dogs and all
k, cured in So minutes bv Woolford’a San
This never fall-*.
Sold bv S. 1).
Wiggin, druggist, Ellsworth, Me.
't'-'

itary Lotion.

at

<

1

have any demands thereon to exhibit the
Francis Peabody, Ju
John Lawrence.
December 31, a. d. 1894.

I for settlement.
1

1

KATIIKItS.

CITY

Transaction of Koutlne Business

Boll

of Account*.
N\> business of importance aside from
roll of account* was trans-

auditing the

meeting of the board of
aldermen Monday evening. Not even a
the

acted at

friendly tilt between the aggressive
alderman for North Kllsworth and other
member* of the board occurred to relieve
the tameness of the meeting. This may
he due to the faet^that the[aUlerman from
the fourth ward was in very good humor,
sine** North Kllsworth ha* acquired the
dignity of a railroad station.
The meeting was called to order by
Mayor Higgins. Present, Aldfermeif Mad-*
docks, Haynes, Mean* and Eldridge, and
City Clerk Hale.
Roll of account* No. 11 was read and

Approved

a*

follows:

ROM.

ACCOUNTS

OK

NO.

Kt

11.

NO.

AROI NT.

NARK..

Clifton 3. Stover.
John II. Donovan,
Main** Duane Hospital,

Police,
••

Insane,

#50.00
50.no
110.3*2

School House, Charles \V. Ileal,
James M. Harbour,
•*

••

••

••

'V.;K.|Klc hard son,

••

••

C. K.

Book,

Text

Water,

High School,
"

«•

17.3*2
2.50
1.50
.5*5

Plo,
Company,
Kllsworth Water Co.,
A. W. Cushman X C«v,
John 12-1 'lams,

21.07

141 un X

0*0.00
10.20

School,
••

4 75
7.5.)
1.5)
33.05

M.tiallert,

•*
*•

0 o*

12 >.37
42.*0

Company,
Ford,
.1 P.^ Kldrldgc,
D. V King A! Merrill,
K. P. Drlndell,

4.5»

K. W.

••

••

school,

Com.
"

30.27
3) 70
7.

f

Kill- Pub

"

2 1

«ieorgo \ Patvhrr.
J. P Kldrldgc,

•»

>iucwai-».

11

i.mvi

••

••

«

••

••

••

b

*•

••

M

**•»

luggi'i",

m

••

.1.1*

•*

o

iir.irge Sinclair,

*•

o

Th.pina-

!.5j

1

-.

A

*5

.:?2

••

\N

•*

\
W. ( u-bm.in A Co
Charles F. WUltronib,

'•

I

5

4.
25

I n

Davis,
FI’.p'T F Jlt .Wf,
.1..ha

M

\ i.x

M

••

••

..)

05.00
Ha!

k

Male

.V (

hi
7c

4.2
2

o

>

<h,

♦;

M

Ji;.

.*m»
*;.-i*

smith,

M. (irlndal,
M. F. Mad !n« k-.
.J. !’. Kidridge,

4.2)
25. Ml

*•

.J. I*.

25 25

••

May

(
••

M

I0.12

I id rid go,
M. Mureli,

‘-.2

nnr I

II

lira..
Jidin .J. i'arr,
Klee!lie l

Library,

ight, F!!-wi*rtl'
.J

I

2. X.

7.x>
!

!■

ir

inating «
!*. Fldrldge,

Total,

I"

’4

14 .7
J

2

1*2.7

Drummey appeared before the
board in behalf of the newly-organized
board of trade, lie said that, as the
board of trade would undoubtedly 1-e of
great benefit to the city, he thought it
deserved some encouragement from the
city. It was customary in other cities
to grant the hoard of trade t he use of
in the municipal building. He
rooms
asked the board of aldermen to grant the
use of the aldermen’s room for monthly
meetings of the board of trade, on the
second Monday of each month, or else to
appropriate $25, for which amount the
hoard of trade could secure the use of
Manning hall. The aldermen voted the
C.

following dispatches regarding the bark
"Yilora H. Ilojkins,” Capt. Samuel L.
Lord of thi- place.
Portland, Jan. 4.—The grounding of
barque Yilora H. Ilopkms on Alden’s
Rook, as she was s tiling out of this port

:th a cargo of lumber for South America, has resulted in one of the most perplexing and disheartening jobs ever
known in this harbor. The barque was
towed back to port virtually waterlogged.
Since then efforts have been made to get
her in condition to be repaired, but so
far without avail.
A Portland tug tried pumping one day,
but did not make much impression.
A
diver
is now at work examining the
bottom and a steam pump has been set up
on board to make an effort to relieve h *r
w

As
waterlogged condition.
possible the bark will be Lowed
for rejjairs in a big dock.

Portland,Jan.

soon

as

to Boston

work all last week trying to stop the
leaks in hark “Yilora H
Hopkins” the
veisel is still leaking and it is necessary
at

steam pump constantly at work
foe large quantity of
her free,
to
lumber still in the lower Hold becomes
wn*m
the bark gels lull
dangerous
very
of water, because its buoyauuy lifts up the
hull
over.
The vesand
th
bottom
tips
sel’s spars will all be* sc r down before
she is to.ved to Boston for repairs, to
to

keep
keep

s

guard against the possibility of cnpdzing
n l he t rip.

Church Notes.
The follow in ; services will beheld at
•hMethodist I pi*-copal church next
I...

.Rfli--

o

Hie

Don’t Set

Kettle Rolling With

a

Rerninunt of Yesterday’s Supply.
Few people knowhow to cook water.
The secret is in putting good, fresh water
into a neat kettle, already quite warm,
and setting the water to boiling quickly,
and then taking it right off to use in tea,
coffeo or other drinks, before it is spoiled.
To let it steam, simmer and evaporate until the good water is all in the atmosphere,
and the lime and iron and dregs left iu
the kettle—ball, that is what makes a good
many people sick and is worse than no
water at all!
A critical taste will detect at the first
mouthful, if the noso has not already domurred and given w’arning, the faintest
trace of dead water in tea, coffee, porridgo
and many other items designed for the
■tomach.
More frequently than otherwise the
breakfast kettle is set boiling with a remnant of yesterday’s supply in it.
The coffee urn has been neither washed, dried,
sunned nor aired.
Possibly In the interest of a rigid and mistaken economy some
of yesterday’s coffeo is also ‘‘boiled over,”
and the partakers wonder at their lassitude and dyspeptic conditions.
Whatever
Is neglected, the teakettle and its associate
pots should be thoroughly cleansed, dried
and aired every day, and in no case
should water that has stood over an hour
In pitcher, pail or kettle bo used for cook-

Love 1-Y.ist ill .1. l-i a. tn. in the vestry;
l ;M h. hi.; Suns-r.inni hy tin1 pii-'orti
In.he einnig
tliiv sellout at il r.a. in.
!••!: ••■.•■•I
s 014 —r.;
.: 7. I..will l"
••

|{.-v. II W. •.
d
itueks i..
ling elder
iiel mi
Holy Comnr.ini'Mi will
-V co li. l
of
sen.uni.
—lose
tlie
rwiruq
inv tatiun to is! I- nl.cn I lhe.se s rv ees.
m serin m

by

■-

After the installation exercises a sociul
Jme was enjoyed. OM army airs were

■

11.

of the aldermen’s room.
Alderman Maddoi ks reported that the
station at North Kllsworth was about
xpression
completed, and wished
from the members of the hoard as to
whether they were willing to fulfill the
verbal agreement made by them some
months ago, at a meeting on the premises,
to accept t he new road to the stat ion as a
puhlie way, and reimburse in part the
private individuals who had built the
) he aldermen evidenced a willingroad.
ness to do as they had agreed.
[Particulars regarding the building of the road
use

the drinker who, although habitually
moderate, is once in awhile betrayed
iuto excess.
The consideration of the abuse of liqor infrequent,
uor, whether frequent
being altogether eliminated from tho
discussion, the point is simply as to tho
greater or less degree of joy, pleasure,

gratification or happiness experienced
respectively by the man who totally ab-

stains from alcoholic beverages and his
otherwise equally conditioned neighbor
who uses such beverages in all moderation.

Now, npon the question thus fairly
stated the most eminent physiologists
and tho keenest students of concrete hu-

well declare that, despite
the century credited fallacy of which

manity
we

have

as

spoken,

the total abstainer is

blessed with better general health, is
freer from nervous ailments and dishas more delicately pet.ptivo
physical senses, possesses brighter intellectual faculties, wider mental vision,
clearer mind and sounder judgment, has
a more exquisite enjoyment of life and
lives longer than ho who indulges oven
with strictest moderation in alcoholic
stimulants.—Notro Dame (Ind.) Ave
eases,

UlmcrtisnncntB.
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HORN.

\NNls At Deer Die. Dec. 26, to Mr. and
Charles A mils, a son.
iliA Y—At lVnohscot, Jan. ti, to Mr. and
Charles \V. t.rav.a -on.
I KART—At Deer Isle, Jan. 2, to Mr. ami
Walter Heart, a son.
KINCAID— At Kllsworth, Jan. 7, to Mr.
Mrs. Charles W. Kincaid, a daughter.
—

When this disease gets hold of you
with all its accompanying tortures,
you require a remedy about which
there is no uncertainty—something
that w ill quickly drive out the cold,
restore the blood to a normal condition, leave you free from aches and
pains, and prevent any distressing
after effects. That’s

|
i
5

|
jj
i
=

|

PAIN-KILLER 1
No other remedy so effective, none =
so certain of results.
Tcas}>ooiiful |
doses in hot milk or water, every |
2 hours, will break it up in a
gle day if taken when first attacked. 3

sin-|

PERRY DAVIS & SON Providence, R. /.

|

luiiiiiiMimnminniumBpiMliiiiinKiiniliiimmnWBi

Mrs.

on

Mrs.

PERKIN'S—\t
Mrs. Watson

Mrs.
ami

Reiioh-cot, Jan. I, to Mr. and
lVrkins, a daughter.
2, to Mr. and Mrs.

I5R()U N

Jan. 1,
hci h It.
Dlaiid.

■

port.
SO.MKS-SANPKUSOS—At Mt. Desert, Dee.-Jo,
>.
Letlinigwell, Ml-s Harriet K
by Rev.
.Somes of Mt. Desert to Arthur D. Saudi rson
ol >1. Louis, Mo.
-Pol Kill<|>—'TlH»M l*si\- M Dm* l-lr. D. r.
I.
|:, V
.1
lClrii.ii..-, Ml-- Li/./.lr L.
Si> ill'iird to Mar-li T. Thompson, l>otn <>i I». rr
Isle.
>
A I I i
: HKMIM'IKIi
\t
Deer ! -Jr,
\l
,i
da I. Iia
>r|<
>1.1 pie.- to \ I rr. I Durk
i'll
In.Hi ..I D| rr l-lr.
II
Wli.n l
A L
I L
At
Dluri.ill, D.
2A, by
*
<
L
I nil u o..i|. MiA n a in a I
M iglit
i" n.
o _i
h. in n r. boili ol Dim bill.
>

..
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spoon into the
immth. Slices can lie cut from 1 to Hdown
IMKD.
slice give a
with
each
to tlie bone, ami
it lair.,-) uri1( dan. A, .Jonathan
I’.
picre of tile sound, which lies under the A IDA
A rs.
at
haekbone and is procured by passing the
*
In serving mackerel, ! DL«>\\S
\t I ;i ji.oiir, dan. 7.
wife
knife from ■» to fi.
Nugu-ia.
; ti-<l i* Diow i., aged AO year-, 4 months.
shad, etc., a part of the rite should lie |
\; Halt.-ork, dan.
I’.KM.D'IN
Lliner Drag
placed on each plate. '1 ho fins of the tur
li.it are the nei
sought fur. This fish is !
A NT* A
D<
dan.
wife
Lamoii.e.
I.
Matilda,
the
platplaced under part uppermost on
..1
iI in
lie} ntoii. aged 72 years
In
ter. as there lies the primest part.
FiiJAD At Dtjrk-poti, dan. 2, Daniel Friend,
ol
urh: I, agrd Us y. ai’s.
carving salmon, a portion of the back and
bcllv should In' served to each person. The
\t I'.iuehl'l, dan. u, Lobi-rt
N| \>i)N
Ma-.iii,
Is ibl\
;ta*-'l >•• ..
choicest morsels aru next to the head, tire
thin part comes next, and the tail is the I’HIKIN' \i JVnob-eot. dan. A. Mrs. M. N.
Pi kin-, a -■ *1 H*.'
nil*
h ast esteemed. The flavor of the tisli near> P
l\!‘i •!.!-. A t >uri. Dec. 27, \lr.\andiT 1).
est. tire hone is not equal to that on the
>:
I ;>*•
agni An rar-, 4 month.-, 12 da) a.
upper part
.V|'\M.I-A -w Southwest Harbor, Dre HO,
knife

or

a

CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.

ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
lireen Lake.
Lake House.
Kgerv’s Mills.
Holden.
Penobscot Junction.
Bangor, Ex. St.
B A NG( >R, M. C.
BANGOR TO BAR 11

Knervz rang the bell for the
mestic. “Noiah,” she said, when
kitchen lady appeared, “I'll feed
canary myself after this. The doctor
I must lakt more exercise.”
Mrs.

|

A

Lake’ll..II

Sullivan..’.
..

BAR II ARBOR.

use

only

butter._
Tomato

Catchup.

One gallon of tomato juice, 3 tableof salt, 2 of whole black pepper,
B of allspice, 1 of whole cloves, 1 of ground
of
ginger, 1A of cayenne pepper, 3 musturd,a
a quarter of
a quart of best vinegar,
of brown
pound of onions, a half pound
Boil the juice tlireo or four houra
sugar.
before putting in the other ingredients.
Then boil for one hour after the spices
have been added.

spoonfuls

Peach

Meringue Pie.

Peel, stono and stew enough peaches to
a pie
plate. Line this with a good
and
paste, fill with tho stowed peaches the
Draw tho pie to
bake until done.
All

mouth of the oven and spread over It a
meringue made of tho whites of 3 eggs
beaten stiff with 3 tablespoonfuls of powLet this become a delicate
dered sugar.
brown in the oven, and eat the pie when
It la very cold.

The best anodyno and expectorant for
the cure of colds, coughs, and all throat,
lung and bronchial troubles, is undoubtthe only
edly, Ayer’s ChcrryflPeetoral,
specific for colds and coughs admitted on
oxhibition at the Chicago World’s Fair.

t

dan.

2, Wurivn

Young,

Porta.

D.ustun—\r dan A, selis Annie L (ireen,
iJr e;n <l Edward Rich, Thurston, Deer Isle
Ar dan a. -eh Leonora. Dellutty, New York
Nr dan
Dl i.i vsl
4. sell Floirneu la land,
spit lb»rd, Poll land lor ( iiai'leston
Di;11>i• ruin*- in poll dan f, brig Fidelia and
sell dolm I ‘ouglass
Ar dan A, sell S (J
I'.Ul ssivii K
lla-krll,
<
Lirli.ild'on. I’o: Do. al,
Ians -Ardan 2, .-eb Li/./.ie Coelirati, I’ort
Johnson
Duck
(.l.v K.-T*- Nr dan 4, srh ( arrie A
mini, si u.• 11-. I’iiilad* 1 pliia
I \« l\s N\ 11 I i.
Ar dan 2, sell IVpr Il.imire/..
.Jordan, ew York
-ehN oitH >Id dan
M m
4,
Kmprr--,
ilolnn-- * a-ttne; -I D lldd'ii, d.nkson'. ille;
Susan 1* Thu flow. Do-ton
Ar dan .A, seh il > Woodruff, ( ouan, Kaggvd
Island
-< li
\ u ieola, Dcrrv
Ero\ idem
Ar .»an

j
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ha-
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iruT/. MMih,

M. A M. P. Bf.
8 15 6 50
8 25 6 55

7 00;
7 05
7 14
7 3*i
t7 39
+7 43
+7 53
8 15
8 20
8 34
8 42
8 50
9 10
9 35
il) 05

8 40 7 04
0 15 7 27

f9 20 |7 30
fll 28 |7 34
9 45 t" 44
1025 8 07
10 35 8 12
11 (mi 8 27
11 28 8 37
11 40] 8 45
12 05].
12 30
1 00 *9 30

0

These trains connect at Bangor, with tltrough
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and st, John.
Pa-senger-are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.

the
says

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTH BY, (ien’l Pass, ami Ticket Ag’t.
Dec, 28, 1894.

prepared by experienced
pharmacists from Sarsaparilla, Dandelion. Man-

Winter

drake, Dock. Pi j sissewa,

Arrangements, 1895.

Two

Tiips Per Week.

Bluett ill and Ellsworth Line.

Peculiar to Itself, not posother medicines. Hood’s

On and after December 15, (weather per
milting) the steamer ‘‘Catherine,” (Japt. O. A
Crockett, will leave Ellsworth at 6 p. in., Surry
at 7 o’clock. Monday, and Thursday for Bluehill, South Bluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer
Isle, Sargcntville, Ua-tine, Dark Harbor and
Hughes Point (Islesboro), arriving in Rockland
about 5 p. in., in season to connect with steamers for Boston direct.

Cures Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Sores, Boils,
Pimples and all other affections caused by
impure blood; Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Sick

Headache, Indigestion, Debility, Catarrh,
Rheumatism, Kidney and Liver ComIt is Not What

RETURNING.

''ill leave Hoekland \\ ednesdny and SaturSay, but what Hood’s day on arrival of steamers
from Boston,
Sarsaparilla Does, that about 6 a. in., touching at above points, and
we

Cplaints. res]
Story
Sarsaparilla
Tells the

—

:i

17
27
31
35
55
05
10

by

>

.1

301 5
4505
50 |5
00 5
35 +5
50 6
55 6

Weather

Spowerarsaparilla

MARINE LIST.
l»oiiiRHtie

4 50

50;t4 55

signal or notice to Conductor.
permitting ferry passage.

+ stu[> on

dothe

Juniper Berries, and other well known
vegetable remedies. The Combination, Proportion and Pro ess are Peculiar to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, giving it strength an ! curative

ar-.

'i sun'-,
ears.

40

on

sessed

•-

Lettuce or nasturtium leaves, chopped
mustard and cress, sliced tomato and cu
cumber ure ail excellent as sandwiches on
Stand tho vegetables on ice (if
s hot day.
possible) till wanted and tho bread should
In slicing tho bread leave
lie a day old
so that
me slice resting against tho other,
Spread the bread
it may not get dry.
rather
with
With butter, or, if preferred,
thick mayonnaise, and arrange tho letSeo that the two
tuce, etc., on this.
pieces of bread match exactly, trim them
neatly or stamp them out with a round
or
cutter, garnish with sprigs of chervil
parsley. A little freshly grated parmesan
is a great addition to cither tho cress or
tho tomato sandwiches, but in this caso

agrd

e.

lireen Lake.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Franklin Road.
Hancock
.j
Mt Desert Ferrv.

atoijcrttsnnntte.

ah In d. >i.m r* agrd iiliolil 22 ;.r,ir.v
\l
TI.I MA
Dim-bib, dan 2. infant son of
Mr. a d Mi-, dr--r Trundy, agrd H hours.
u t.it.okliu, dun, 2
W\l'i»s
(.'apt. Smith
Wal'Oh, aged >o yrar-, 4 months.
«\
e.
W *I.I\LL At Lit
harlrs W.
ortli, dan.
U aihi r.

11 50 1
+11 55 1
+12 15 +2
+12 23 12
+ 12 2(> t2
+12 20 3
12 47 3
12 55 3
1 oo 3
\ It BOR.

B ANGOR.
Bangor. Ex. st..
Penobscot Junction.
Holden.
Egerv’s Mill.

..

Yol'Nt.
aged 01

Coffee served at the
WORLD'S FAIR.

Maine Central Railroad.

He sincerely appreciated all
that was done for him by his many
friends.”

j

Tlie Selection of Good Meat.

the

only

at the

presents.

......

flood Housekeeping remarks how few
women take the trouble to understand lm'V
By far the larger
to choose giiotl meat.
proportion, and they are not young housekeepers either, are entirely at the mercy
of their butcher in the matter of judging
But she who from years of experimeat.
ence has become an adept in the art knows
that she cannot expect to buy a first class
joint of beef from an entirely lean animal.
She has also learned that if of good qtiality the suet will crumble in the fingers
instead of being greasy, while the lean
should he, when first cut, of a dark purple color, soon turning to red, and the
grain of the meat compact, if tender.
Fewer still who nter a butcher’s stall
know that the parts nourished by muscular use secrete the flavor and juices. Take,
fur example, the neck and fore quarter of a
sheep or ox. which are among the cheaper
As far as nutritious properties aro
cuts.
concerned, they far surpass the tenderloin
Broth
and other more expensive cuts.
made from the neck of mutton that has
had muscular use has more flavor than
that made from the ribs. The same istrue
also of the legs and wings of a fowl

as

readingroom or with the treasurer, Miss Agnes
A. Lord, she will greatly assist the circle
in miking out the report of membership.
once

The

In a recent letter from the mother of
Calvin J. Stanley, of Southwest Harbor,
announcing his death on Dec. 30, she
says: “When Calvin knew he was soon
to leave us, among other things he talked
of, was that I should write that he deeply
appreciated tlie goodness and generosity
of the King’s Daughters, of Ellsworth,
in sending him so many thousands of
postage stamps, and especially the beautiful Christmas box full of delicacies so
truly acceptable, lb* asked me to thank
the kind friends of Ellsworth for making
him a Christmas present of one year’s
subscription to the Ellsworth American, which he felt was one of his best

s

'•

Universally accepted

Leading Fine Coffefe of the World.

writ ing the report of the Christmas j
mission for last week’s American, we
Local Time Table—Dec. 30, 1894.
neglected to express the thanks of the
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
circle to the two gentlemen who contribA. M. P.M. P.M.
uted candy and fruit for the boxes, as BAR HARBOR. 10 30].... | 2 45
3 15
well as the other fri nris whose generous Sorrento...]
3 45
Sullivan.
11 20 12 45 4 15
Mt. Desert Ferry.
contributions made a merry Christmas
+11 281 1 on 4 25
Hancock.
for many a child.
Franklin Road. +11 30 1 15 4 35

—
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COD’S HEAD,

held at 6.30

In

CI.A UK-At Kllsworth, Jan f>, hy
u
L. i‘ aziei. esq., Mi- Itlamhe M.
Drown to Joseph R. ( lark, both ot Kllsworth.
KING—KKLAN D—At Bar Harbor, Jan. 1, by
M hit.
I.
I
f
M I-- Jo-1,
i\.
Mag to
I'*?!:•- I
I.ch. la l, both ol Kdcll.
M KIM II A NT SM \ I,I. At I).
I -!■• D.
;to.
I»> I. ( o lin-, e-cp, Mi mi I Mi n liam to War
lull A. > 111 a 11, Ian n of l»»*vr Me.
Mi DUN \ I.I> I'll K KLIM. At Deer Dir, .Jan.
.1
i.
!. i*.
KirlutiHs .mi-*- Ada b. Mr
I *«in. 'I l" ! Ml la 11 I' rkerlng. both I Drrr l-lr,
M KI D At Drrr l-lr, .Ian.
I,v
l*LL>M
M
I.
Hr
Mm lari. Kvrlyn I
l'rc--c\ to
Hill Ion « *. U r<
lioih oi Drrr Mm
-M 111 I W KISSTl L
At
r.ur -J.ori. dan. 1,
1.’|I
i
1J||\ I'f< 11. Mi-. I .1 I'll 111.r 1
•Smith to Havener II Webster, both of Ducks

There is the ’‘oyster, which is the cheek
below the eye. The tongue and palate are
considered tidbits and are obtained by

be

The time for the annual King’s Daughassessment of ten cents has come.
If each member who cures to be longer
considered a member of the order will
leave the amount at

M ARhlll>.
\ R n-R-ll A RYKV At Long Island,
l>\
A. Nan Noriien. esq
Mr.-.
art*
i"
..ron Itarvi \,
otii of l.oag

will

ters

1'RbNDY At iiluciiill, Jan.
Jesse Trumly, a son.

;

Thursday evening

Seal
i|;
M i Brand
Coffee

If the members will try to
o’clock.
assemble promptly all who care to do so
will have ample opportunity to attend
the other meeting.

VIcGl’KKKE—At Deer Die, Jan. 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Janies G. McGulfei*, a daughter.

lows:

■

him.
The weak points about a horse can better be discovered while standing than
while moving. If lie is sound, he will
stand firmly and squarely on his limbs
without moving them, with legs plumb
and naturally poised; if the foot is taken
from the ground and the weight taken
from it, disease may be suspected, or, at
hast, tenderness, which is trie precursor
of disease.
If a horse stands with his feet spread
legs,
apart or straddles with his hind
there is a weakness in his loins and the
kidneys are disordered. Heavy pulling
bends the knees. Bluish, milky-east eyes
in horses indicate moon blindness or
something else. A bad tempered one
keeps his ears thrown back; a stumbling
When the
horse has blemished knees.
skin is rough and harsh and does not
a
move easily to the touch, the horse is
heavy eater and digestion is bad. Never
are
whose
breathing
organs
buy a horse
at the
at all impaired. Place your ear
heart, and if a wheezing sound is heard,
of
trouble.—Scientific
indication
it is an
American.

The Hr nd-in-Hand circle celebrated the
New Year by a social gathering at the
home of Mrs. Pearl Day on Court street.
About thirty members assembled and
after supper a delightful evening was
pissed. The circle remembered the old
adage “that all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy,” and united in thanking
Mrs. Day for giving them such an opportunity for social intercourse.
On account of the special religious services during the present week the business meeting of the Hand-in-IIand circle

*.

Summer Sandwiches.

<
I nhiteh him and
horse in harness.
everything off but his halter, and mad
him round, if he has a eorn or is stiff, .t
let him
has any tailing, you can see it.
v. -ilk- rigu;
go h 11ist■ 1 f a way, nil 1 .f h
In- iknow
that
into anyt lung. you
blind. No matter how e'ear and bright
a
more
than
t
see
can
any
his eyes are, he
Bark him, to... rs.nu* Lior-e- slum
bat.
iheir weaknesses .»;• trirk- in that way
when they don’t in any other.
u «v.n. .‘"ii
:< t
Hut, be as smart as
eauglit sometimes, TA u the "‘.peri .Ms
so
nice
>!.
ever
lo
A horse may
stuck.
tits.
and go a great pace, and vet iu
There isn’t a min who emi.d tell il until
a
have
inOr
may
something happens.
weak back. Give hi n tie whip and off
all
of a
he goes fora mile or two, then
oud. After a
sudden lie stops on tn
rest he starts again, but h soon stops for
good, and nothing but a derrick can start

The Hand-in-IIand circle acknowledge
heartfelt gratitude, a gift of five
dollars from the Happy Thought club,
part proceeds of their recent sale.
with

VKKKY—At Kllsworth, Die. 15, to Mr. ami
Mr*. Llewellyn I*. A1 icy, n daughter.

halibut and salmon depends upon this.
Kish is usually served with a fish slice.
In curving a end’s head and shoulders a
lit:le knowledge of the delicacies is desiraid-'.
This The Housewife gives as fol-

.uai ia.

llow to Ituy a llorse
want to
An old horseman say-, 'f y*
buy a horse don't beii-ve your own
won! for it.
Take no iium:'.brother.
Your eye is your market. Don't buy a

collation was served.
The officers installed were: Commander,
rviug Osgood; senior vice-commander,
-). L. Fields; junior vice-commander, B.
?. Gray; O. D., F. A. Micomber; O. G.,
J. F. Haskell; Q. M., J. Hamilton; surjeon, S. Y. Kelliher; chaplain, B. Frazier.
Relief Corps—President, Mrs. Carrie P.
rripp; vice-president, Mrs. Sarah Lynch,
unior vice-president, Mrs. Lizzie Parions; chaplain, Mrs. Alcie McFarland;
lecretary, Mrs. Martha Blaisdell; treaslrer, ,-Mrs.;.;Martha .-Laffin; conductor,

*

passing the

conducted

ircle of the

Thanks to the liberal patronage of the
hull whs well filled on
the occasion of the concert by the Imperial quartette, and the entertainment was
a success in all ways.
Especial thanks
arc due Woodward Bros.,
who sold reserved seats, and C. R. Foster, who loaned
furniture for the stage.

Vlrs.jLouisa Goodwin; guard, Mrs.JAddie
Jarlysle; assistant conductor, Mrs. Emma
VlcFarland,[assistant guard, Mrs. Amanda
VToung.

water.

HOW TO CAItVE

c

public, Hancock

played on drum and life, songs were sung
md bright speeches made, after which

Serving Fish.
In serving fish some practice is needful,
for lightness of touch and dexterity of
management are requisite to prevent the

I>i-lnker air! Total Alist iii.rr.
That the use, however moderate, or
wine, beer, whisky, brandy or other intoxicating liquor increases the joys of
any man's life is an opinion which both
the physiological science of our day and
Iho rightly interpreted human experience of all previous centuries proiinunre untenable, and its erroneousness
i- daily becoming more and more genThe doctrine that the total abstainer
Is debarred from tho fullest enjoyment
f the highest delights afforded by social intercourse, perfect physical health
or intellectual
activity is so far from
In ing correct that its direct contrary is
the very truth. There is. of course, no
question here of comparison between
total abstinence and confirmed drunkenOne might as well discuss the
ness.
r dative advantages of sanity and lunacy. Nor is there question of the comparative well being of the teetotaler and

by ttie Hand
King’s Daughters of Ella12
and 13 Manat
Rooms
Headquarters
ning Block, Main street, Ellsworth.]

[This department is

in Hand
worth.

sons.

If peoplo will drink tea and coffee, let
them at least have it as nearly free from
poisonous condition* as possible. That
much Ixmeflt may bo derived by many people from drinking hot water is not disputed, but the water should bo freshly drawn,
quickly boiled in a clean and perfect vessel and immediately used.
The times of
using, the adding of milk, mint, lemon
or other fruit juices, is a matter of preference or special prescription, says a lady
physician who gives this advice about

cooking

2It>bcrti'scmmt0.

<£l)c King’s Daughters.

<1. A. R. Inst illation.
Officers of \V. H. II. Kice post U. A. If.,
and of the Woman’s belief Corps, were
installed Monday evening, by Senior
Vice Deputy Commander James E. Par-

ing.

Althoughadiver was

rally recognized.

Moore,

<*«;orge It. Camplxdl,
Lewis F. Hooper,
F \V. l ord,
S

The Itark “Yilora II. Hopkins.”
The Boston Journal
publishes the

s.i5

Ladder

Male,
tilling Urn-*.,

John

1

2.00

Kldrldgo.

Fugle M>*.ik and
t,

h

■

Company,
Conti

Meeting adjourned.

,y

I.V'.-hi

.Jordan,
Harrington,

••
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IIOW TO COOK WATER.

t1

:3»

D.ivls,
1“ ,,--""<k
k D.ivi-.
Iloni
H*—- Co

Dept.

I

I

Henry Ii

••

m

72

1 '4

Plo,

K.

«•

Fire

5.00
00.45

Pi iua *. Furniture Co.,
J. I,. Hammett,
Town of Orland,
i; s s.-hool Furniture

•*

act.

1-00

J. P. Kid ridge,
Hancock Co. l*ul». Co.,
\ M
Foster,
A. W. Cushman A Co.,

••

••

the railroad station may be found
elsewhere in this issue.]
The clerk was instructed to write Chief
Justice Peters to appoint a disinterested
member of the hoard of arbitration on
the road question, to till the
vacancy
caused by tlie death of Hon. Lysander
St riekland.
The question of purchasing a new snow
plow was brought before the meeting,
and referred to the mayor with power to
and

j

—

arriving in early

Hood’s

_u
Hoort’s Pills

same

day.

Tickets for sale on hoard for all points east
and west. Baggage checked through.
«>. ,\. CHOCK ETT, Manager.
(». W. HIOOINs, Agent.

n ROYAL jEE

H'-i.llr-. iniln ;i:i.tctIe>:Uva.

Aia :za

YOUR

nilla

A r .Ian 1, -eh l.izzir layer,
» 11 a K I. k> !'• * n
Anderson. Darien, <«a. lor New Y rk
New London—Ar Jau 2, srh Mm K < "!liu~,
l.ivrn’s Landing
Moldi.i -Cal Jan 1, brig Wb.odbury, DavidCarrie E ..Ibury.
*4>n, Kiugst4>n, Ja; srh
l’ort au Prince
■>:.( Jan a, nrig Woodbury, Davidson, Kingston, Ja
Ar Jan 5, sch Loagh-d w,
Pasi A(h»ri-A
Cohlthwalte, Porto Plato
Portland—Ar Jan 3, sch White Koam, Rice,
Bar Harbor
Ar Jan 7, sch L M Webster, Hooper, Port
—

HOLImT

ftUSBANP’S

Id ON

:be UMv.mil iafths World,
for:woo::or coal.

—

COAT

Clyde
Old Jau 7, schs Hugh Kelley, Haskell. Plup-burg for New York; Seth it Nyman, Hue,
Gouldsboro

Philadelphia—Ar Jan 2, sch
Hodgkins, Detnerara

I

B

Look,

Tarpaulin Cove- Ar Jan a, sch Puritan,
Hurricane Island for Philadelphia
.Sid Jan 2, sch Westerloo, South Amboy for

Edgartown

Vineyard Haven—Sid Jan 2, schs II J Cottrell. Baltimore for Boston; S N Pickering
Sid Jan 5, sch Silver Heels, Quinlan, from
Weehawken for Rockland
Ar Jan (3, schs Empress, Holmes, from New
York for Bucksport.SP Thurlow, Port Reading for Boston
New Bedford—Ar Jan 5, sch Jesse Barlow,
Barlow, Green’s Landing for New York
Rockland—Sid Jau G, sch Henry Chase,
Black, Portland
Foreign Porta.
St Marc—At Dec ‘20, sch Annie E Rickersou,
Rumlll, for New York
Buenos ay res—Chartered Jan 4, bark Allanwilde, for Boston
Cape Haytien—Sid Dec2t>, sch T W Holder,
Trainer, New York
Para—Ar Dec 14, sch Caroline C Foss, Crabtree, New York

Notes*
New York,’Jan
Izetta, from Green’s
Landing for New York, with paving, lately
ashore at Eaton’s Neck, was towed hero to day,
and after discharging cargo at Grecnpolnt will
go on the ways for examination and repairs.
Charleston, Jan 2— Sch Lizzie Heyer, wuich
put m here yesterday, leaky, had been ashore
She was surveyed to-dav and H
on Doty Bar.
was recommended that her deck load be dis5—Sch

charged

Bark Vilora H Hopkins, lately ashore outside
Portland harbor, has been towed to Boston for

(

|
{

|
f

5

j

Do you not
Is it shabby ?
think he would make a better
appearance in new, stylish,
Tell
well-fitting garments ?
him to drop in on us and see
for how little he can make
matters as they should be.

5
:

|

j

f

j5
Now Patterns and Designs New In

People

haven't

given

The

us

the title of

CROCKERY WARE. A

Leading Clothiers
for

*

nothing.

Water

ELLSWORTH

P

CLOTHING FACTORY; |

i

CAMPBELL, JOY & CO.,
Hoar Giles Block,

opp. Whiting Bros.’

English Spavin Liniment removes all Hard
Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes lrom
repairs.
Splints, Sweeney,
IIatteras, N C, Jan 3—Sch Richard S Spof- horees. Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Ring-Bone, Stifles, Sprains, all Swollen Throats,
ford is a total loss. The cook was frozeu to
of
one bottle. Bar
use
I Coughs, etc. Save *50 by
death at Ocracoke.
Blemish ( ure ever
Rockland, Jan 3—Sch Roger Drury, lately I ranted the most wonderful
8.1).
d-ugglst, tilsSold
Wlggln,
known
by
ashore at Swan’s Island, was towred here to-day
worth, Mo.
for repairs. She is leaking badly.

TIN WARE.

For Iletail Trade tram Selected Stock.

|

Piping g,veNtptr£&.

LIU MBING

In all Its branches done by my own Workmen,
who have the reputation of doing their work In
a FIRST-CLASS MAXNElh

Zinc, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Cutlry,
Ammunition and Finhine: Tackle
A LW AYS INJSTOCK.:-.

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
35 Main

ELLSWORTH'

Street,

MAINE.

WOODEN SOLDIER
IX ARMOR.

THE

[Translated from the French for Tiik Amf.u
by Mr-, li. A. l»unn, of liluehill.)

1CAN

It was on the boulevard, on the corner
of Fait bout street. It was raining—a
little fine, almost invisible rain, as if coming from some colossal pulverizer, moved
by an invisible band from above. The
clouds were low and gray. The trees had
lost their leaves—a black mud covered the
streets, pavements, and sidewalks. The

passers-by slipped, the horses stumbled, the wheels slid along. It was cold
December weather, armed with pointed
needles, so to speak, and still, notwithstanding the disagreeable rain and the
north wind, the streets were full of people. It was here a crowd of bustling
business folk, crossed by another crowd
walking as leisurely as if to a funeral.
Fait bout and the
little boy hardly ten
hair
years of age, with black unkempt
which fell in heavy black locks almost
to his eye-brows. He was not very clean.
His pants, vest and coat of velveteen
best days.
had long since seen their
Originally of a maroon color, they had
now faded into a dusty
gray, and the
garments, still much too large, showed
they had been purchased with an eye to
the boy’s growth. And very much soiled
was the little face turned pityingly from
At the

corner

boulevard,

stood

of

a

only one more toy left, a:ul nineteen
of
wenty-cent pieces were in the bottom

was
t

little purse.
Near, almost touching him, a child
passed, led by his mother, lie was small,
weak, emaciated, yellow and withered,
lie had great trouble to drag himself
along, anda glance showed that he was
badly hunch-backed. Of the same age as
Charles Frue they knew each other, alhis

though never having played together, nor
spoken a word. Very often they met, but
The little hunchas perfect strangers.
back was named Gaston Lambelly, and
his mother owned and occupied a fine
house,

on

Acacia street.

passing before Charles Gaston
He
recognized the little
stopped.
merchant, nodded, and perceiving the
solitary toy exclaimed: “Oh! the beautibeautiful
the
mamma!
ful soldier,
In

And his eyes w ith their black
circles, eyes which told that very soon
they would be closed forever, opened
wide, and his long thin hands, white as
the
wax, reached over and put in motion
At once the horse began
beau cuirassier.
brandished his
the soldier
to
move,
soldier!”

was

mourning pass by
saw men and
him, and also t he young playmates of t h«
hunchback, the eyes of several being red
women

in

Week’s

Winnow

of

lugs

New s,

father
had a few weeks previously, invented a
warnew toy—a wooden soldier with a
like air, holding in his hand a wooden
sword, seated on a fiery wooden steed on
wheels; as the wheels revolved the sabre
lifted, piercing invisible breasts, and cutting off with another turn of the wheels
imaginary heads, while the soldier, with
ferocious
rolled
bristling moustache,
name was

Charles

Frue.

His

eyes.
The father peddled his wares up and
down the great boulevards of L’Ambigu,
and the Madelaine, stationing in the
meantime his little boy at the corner of
Fait bout street. A little table, suspended
from his neck by a cord, and on the table
a squadron of cuirassiers resplendent and
He gave him twenty every
warlike.

morning, marking each one twenty cents.
Every evening, when he climbed up to
the sixth story of a tenement house on
Acacia street, it was very often only
twenty cents that he could show for his
day's work from the sale of his cuirassiers.
Under the tine cold rain poor Charles
shivered. His cheeks, ear* and nose were
red, and his cold stiff little hands were
plunged down to the elbow in his little

pantaloons. In a thin, gentle and melancholy voice he called out:
“Only twenty cents for the beautiful
soldiers."
With perfect indifference the crowd
passed on. iiut Charles repeated his thin,
squeaking cry, with the utmost regularity, as his father had taught him.
The father, a metal gilder, a widower,
and out of work, adopted the toy business to keep him from being idle, and
hoping to at least pay his daily expenses,
knew how to show off his wares, and say
funny things of his wooden soldiers, and
so please and force the attention of the
people, and make them buy. Meanwhile
the poor little boy was sad.
It was not because he was cold that
there were tears in his voice—he was
used to hardships—neither was he sick
nor
hungry—his father provided him
with good food, and was as kind as
ordinary fathers. Why then were there
tears in his eyes? Why did he look around
with a frightened, if not a defiant air, as
an occasional customer came to look at
or buy a beau cuirassier? And when the
toy disappeared, when the twenty-cent
piece dropped into his pocket, why the
trembling lips and heavy sobs, and why
jealous and heart-breaking looks, w hich
followed the bearer of the beau cuirassier.
The sales had been good today. There

3tmcrtisnnrnts.

f

a hole
|“Takearound

and put sou.
it, then fry in lard
dough
This simple recipe has broug'
thousands to grief, just been,
of the frying in lard, which ;
we all know hinders digestion.
In all recipes where you have

used lard, try

I

vegetable shortening a:1
you will be surprised at the
delightful and healthful resultIt is without unpleasant odcr.
unpleasant flavor or r.npleasa-'
the

new

results. With Cottolene in yc.
kitchen, the young, the delier
and the dyspeptic can all enj
the regular family bill of fa;
#

<t*?***
•>■*<

'h.

Cottolene is snid in 3 am:
uii t.rr
pound p.tii>\
Made
Get the genuine.

The N. K. Fairban:;

Company,
*
€HJC C1

J824 StuteSrrrri. lioftor.
Portland, M«.

>

“lieu!
Heu! Heu!” came
from his throbbing bosom.
Gaston

Lambelly

heard

round, pulling his mother
little peddler.
iiVCU,.

sound

the

it, turned
toward the
rli.I

Qiivonp

you?" A sob was the only
he received; he could not control his
voice. Gaston insisted:
hurt

answer

other

IhMlham

i

J. \Y. Tru worthy and
\\ eek in t »>w ^

wife spent

the,

past

NECROLOGY

OF

past years.

Following is

necrology

our

for 1S94:

Fob. ID, Heurv P. Fh kett.Ti yrs., B in.. 22 d.
Mav 7. Charles W. Gay. 1 yr.. m 17 <1.
June 1, George K. Connors, Bin.. 14 d.
June )*, Mary A. Pyne, :n» yrs., 1" d.
Aug. 17, Kol't rt Stevens, BD yrs.. 7 in., 17 d.
\ug. 2D. Susie F. Leighton, 1.1 yrs., 1 in., 21 d.
Ruth l’> Ward, S2 yrs., > in., id.
net
Nov. 14, Jennie Forvn. 11 yrs., 1 in., 17 d.
‘27. Mary Brown, 71 yrs.
I>e<*. 2. Mary's.
yrs., 10 in.
24. Ann F. Burgess, 72 yrs. D m ln d.
is
L.
Ellen
Stout,
m., 23 d.
yrs..
11,
Four infants less than one month old.

.1..

..

uur.i

nut

well.”

twenty cents
Charles Frue could not believe what he
heard; it was too good to be true, still, he
involuntarily reached out his hands,
w hile his eyes bulged out with expectas

ancy,

and

his

lips barely

parted

in

a

smile

in which there was visible the
bit of incredulity. The hunch-back
placed on the table the wooden soldier.
“Can't I. mamma?" he said, addressing
his mother.
“Certainly, my child,” said the mother,
much moved, and Madame Lambelly disappeared in the crowd, with her iittle
least

son.

Charles Frue returned to Acacia street.
His accounts were audited, and found
to be correct.
He had, in the morning,
twenty cuirassiers, in the evening he
brought back twenty francs.
He had hidden his own toy in his
p >cket. He played with it in the evening
and in the early morning before departing, and he carried it with him all day on
the boulevards, lest his father should
find it. and force him to sell it. All this
lasted during the cold month of Decern-

*>

I'uimtll

pru\

isiuu

iui

me

wimvi.

still thin and frail, was no longer sad as
be called out:
“The beautiful soldiers, only twenty
cents.”
Two months passed. The little peddler
had not since seen the little hunchback,
but his cuirassier had been always his pride
and joy. Suddenly one evening, his father
said: “Gaston Lambelly, the son of our
landlady, is very sick.” Charles felt a
twinge at his heart-strings. His »yes
filled with tear-. Two days after, bis
father said: “Gaston Jvunbeily. the sun
uf our landlady, is dead.”
Charles went into the little closet,
where he slept, crept into bed, pulled li
bed-clothes over his head and cried, lb
:ric*d, without knowing why he did s<>.
He went to sleep in tears, and cried in his
1reams.
Two days later the Lem belly residence
draped in black around the front
ioor, having in the centre two large silver letters—“G. L.”
Under the wreaths
»f flowers, between lighted candles, a little
coffin, no larger than that of a child of
live years, stood. Behind this little coffin
was a great crowd of friends.
And away
behind this cortege, dressed in his old
velveteens, a little dirtier if possible than
usual, his hands buried deep in his
pockets, followed Charles True. The
heavens were gray and sombre. Now and
Lhen snow fell. A strong wind which
lament gusts drove this frozen snow into
Dne’s eyes.
Certainly it was not pleasant
living during such weather. But Gaston
bad gone to a country to be reunited with
ill good children—with the children of
:he rich, who had had
pity on the poor.
Charles did not dare enter tiie church.
He walked along the streets, while waiting, and rejoined the cortege just as it
was entering the
cemetery of Montmartre.
He kept a goou distance from the
grave
while the coffin was being lowered, as if
was

so

frigid

a

Vegetable
Compound

mr

Suppressed

Painful Menstruation;
or
Weakness of the fcjtomaeh, Indigestion
Bloating, Flooding, Nervous Prostration,
Headache, General Debility. Kidney Complaints in either sex. It will relieve

glance

Backache, Faintness,
Extreme Lassitude, “don’t care” and
“want-to-be-left-alone” feeling, excita-

bility, irritability,

Womb Troubles.
married or simile, should
and read "Woman's l’.-airy, l’< ril,
Duty," an illustrated book of : •> pan-*,
containing important information that
if.
every woman should know about l.<
feent on reeeipt. of
m stump.
own

Maine lias been unfortunate in regard
to tires this year, the total loss being

a

than f 1,700.000.
Tin- heaviest losses
been la*t January'.- tire at Sagadahoc Corner. Hath.
; the burning
of the Hath Iron Work-; the pulp mill at
Howland. fJOO,ooo, and the burning of
Norway \ Silage, 70 buildings being desLosses estimated at
troyed, ’r'TVhOOO.
fTo.OOU were done i>v forest* lir*-.- last May
more

dr»urp«t*

la.

,l•-

**
ia

i.

r

n.

;.A

..

Business

our

Youths’ and Children's Suits,

Furnishing Department

Our (huts'

-peak- for Itself to any person that may call and |inspect the large assortment that till- de
In the State. > ou can find any articlepnrtment consists of, which equal- any department
pertaining to the above line at this store.

Remember,

Cap Department

Hat and

our

receive- our careful attention to con-tantly control the
of the best quality and the latest style, direct from the

leading Hats and
manufactory.

t

ap»

>r

.1

trade,

Department,

Our Custom

under the well-known Manager, Mu. I I.. Haiman, is flourishing beyond our anticipation.
this department receives hi- entire attention, and by the excellent manner In which it I- congood*
ducted we are pleased to state that for excellent workmanship, style, and quality
We forward our ru-tom work from Maine
we equal any Custom Department In the state.
letters
of
recommendation
to the Pacific Slope, and Would be plea-od to show the many
from

lng

patrons regarding the satisfactory manner in which we deal with all in guarantee
perfect fit. or money refunded. Remember, we arre\cr ready to show good*, and

uur

a

same

courteous attention.

LEWIS FRIEND &

CO.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.
IInuuiuu Mock,

)

Cor. Ain in mni I 'm iik/in A/s.

S

JANUARY

WHITING BROTHERS’.
Goods,

Shawls, Ladies',

CARPETS, RUGS and WALL PAPERS,
AT
OOST.
at .10 Ct'.. 7.1 ets. ami Si.(HI

WHITING"
Wiggins

^SijfrUscmcnts.

Sl'kK Cl

KK

Is known to most persons.
They illus./ate that greater quantity is
Not always mo6t to be desired.

a

consumptive
only be overcome by a powerful concentrated
nourishment like Scott's Emulsion.
If this wasting is checked
and the system is supplied with
strength to combat the disease
there is hope of recovery.

These cards express the beneficial
ity of

qual-

Ripans • Tabules
As

111 AI

FOR

>

A

<

111

past five years, and have'
failed in a single instance.
fifteen minutes.
1
them oi refund the
twelve powders in

in

use

once

a

you will

V
(v uctill
I| •» I |/k|i
11

of Cod-liver Oil,with Hypophosphites, does more to cure Consumption than any other known
remedy. It is for all Affections of
Throat and Lungs, Coughs, Colds, Bron.
chitis and Wasting. Pamphlet free.
Scott & Bowne, N. Y. All Druggists. 60c and $1.

S. I).

\Yiggin. Druggist.

Contract and
throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data
1 •? t W'( k |'( I ^ an,i refer quickly to any
*
''1 l|o

name and save lime and
5,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
on hand or made to order.
C'll AI.I.KN, Publisher.
165 Broadway, N. V. City.

labor-saving records

I

window.

20 cts. per lb.

Only
NICK

Tin;

Ik;
GOUT

p.evus or

I

FLORIDA

t

ORANGES,

Rheumatism
or

1

money.

MY

Kllswoktii.

bo*,

Adapted to any business
,,r profession, ruled, with

IN

NO CURE, NO PAY.

No. 1 Main St.,

CHEMICAL CO.. 10 Spruce St., N.Y.

French
Mixture

I'or Nervous or Sick Headache and Neuralgia.

n
RIPANS

Elegant

them.

compared with any previously known

Ripans Tabules : Price, 50 cents
Of druggists, or by mail.

THAI

tor

DYSPEPSIA CURE.

Scott^s
Emulsion

MHOS.

AT

My Powders have been sold

always
comparative value of these two cards

$1.IM).

LOOK

Headache Powders.

money.
box for 25 cts.
If you try them

can

ct>. and

Ladies'. Gentlemen s and Children’s Boots, Shoes
and Rubbers to Close Out, at Cost!

warrant

The

$1.1 Ml. $1,2.1.
2.1 ami .1(1 ct>. each.

Former Prices. 7.1

Relief

Consumption.

7.1 ct'.,

prices.

Men"' and Bov s' White Shirts,

not

by lightning.

t

we

pattern- of goods, also of the latest style.

in all the latest

tli

and for weeks last summer hardly a day
passed but some building was destroyed

wasting of

past

«*•
:.

have

incessant

that

Reefers, Mackintoshes, Men's. Boys',

Ulsters. Overcoats,

sleepless-

icrvouM:*

Every woman,

to

The

County,

and solicit a continu-

Has enabled us to take a»lvautage of the great Clothing Market of New York for -pot ea-h
and till each department full to the overflow in quality of the goods, also In the late-t -t\l.
that the market of to day affords, consisting of

ness, flatulency, melancholy, or the
“blues.” These are sure indications of
Female Weakness, some derangement of
the Uterus, or

imiinier-

be unable to resist the attraction of some fair one lie immediately
ceases to be a member of the club.
as

The Increase in

Former

Irregularity,

ship in the new organization a man must
give positive evidence that he is not waiting upon any young lady, and if, after he
becomes a member, he is so weak and
frail

patronage

Kill (ilovcs

CURES

Portland's fair ones are up in arms
against a social club just organized there
w hich they think is “just too horrid for
anything." It is known as the “Bachuefi:gn»ie

for the

we

Underwear,

L.

you could almost hear icicles grow
“Mother's been dead a year." said
she at last, and thereafter there was a
frost on the conversation.

iu

and also of Hancock

the future.

same for

Dress

Pinkham’s

ing.

uuu,

of the

Lvdia

that

fiurs

for their

gratified

ance

Fortieth Year in Business in Ellsworth,

patrons of this City

assure our

feel

our

Gentlemen’s and Children's

A well-known Caribou lady tells of a
little tableau in her parlor during that
fearfully hot spell last summer. Two
lady callers met in the parlor. “Oh, isn't
this dreadful,” said one to the other;
“how's your mother standing the heat?”
The one thus addressed gave one long

questioner

entered upon

we have

all clas-e- receive the

dWicrtisnucnts.

An amusing little incident occurred in
connection with the phonograph on exhibition in Presque Isle. One day a fellow came in, looked it all over, inquired
what it was, and said he guessed he
would try it. He sat down, the tubes
were placed in his ears and the professor
He dropped
gave him a brass band piece.
the tubes, jumped up, and, starting fjr
“Just my luck!
the door, exclaimed:
here comes a brass band, and my mules
are out here unhitched!"

stare at her

and

Leighton,'BS

by any fault of the corporations. Seven
§p\ happy New Year to Thk Amkrican
employes were killed, and thirty-one in- and all its readers.
“Come, tell me now why you cry." jured.
Charles wiped his eyes with his sleeve,
Our schools are all in session. The free
The engagement of a Lewiston couple
and the tears coming in contact with the
high school is taught by Brooks (irindlc,
was broken off because she saw him pull
mud on the sleeve, made a great gray
of Brooksville, a good teacher.
a corkscrew out of his pocket with some
stain from ear to ear, on the flushed face
was glad she
she
said
that
George 1!. Googins, esq., who lias been
She
papers.
of the poor gamin.
made the discovery before it was too late, atteuding court this week at Machias,
With a broken voice interjected with
He reports a very
she had entertained a suspicion 1ms returned home.
“I'm not crying, though
sobs he explained:
dull time.
for twenty-seven years.
nobody has hurt me. No, I'm not crying
Warren Saw ycr, our rt presentat ivc, left
Patents have been granted Maine inbeautiful
soldiers!
my
—only
my
His w ife and
last Sunday for the capital.
P. 1>. Harding. Baldventors as follows:
soldiers!"
win, garment-supporter clasp; K. L. Mor- son went w ith him. His son i* a member
“Well! didn't they pay you for your
rill, Saco, yarn separator for ring- of Hebron academy.
soldiers?"
A. A <». h. Shorey,
Henry B. i.ioogins. of M inneapolis, was
“Oh! yes, but 1 loved them so .much, spinning machine; K.
sw ing: H. B.Stiekney.
He came
in town threw days this week.
they are so lovely, when I had them there Kairlield, portable
Portland, apparatus for cooking corn in to New York on hu**:ne*"> ami then came
all before me.
I could look at them, that
t he cans.
from there to this place to visit his
\sas such a pleasure, but 1 did not dare
Thus far this year claims for State parents.
touch them—papa forbid me to and
1 cried
bounties on bear have amounted to fl.lbO,
The masons from different lodges in the
then when they were all gom
because I wanted to have one just one at ?•*> a head. The total of last year county held a convention here la>t week
amounted to ? 1 ,.‘>00 and it is expected that
different
all alone for myself."
and worked in the
degree**.
this year it will be f'J.tHH), as more bears Supper was .spread by the ladies and l'Jo
“Did you ask your father?”
A good and
time
profitable
partook.
claims
On
seals
have
been
let
me
have
he
one,
“Yes, he would not
captured.
w hs enjoyed.
have been entered to the amount of $»S‘J
said they cost too much."
Jan. 5.
Anon.
The little cripple looked at him w ith a from Deer Isle, and fl.50 from Penobscot.
softened but astonished air. “Would you
like to have one, very much?" said he.
“Yes. heu! heu! heu!” sobbed Charles.
“There, take mine,” said Gaston “I
give it to you for your own, and keep my

FOR THE HOLIDAYS IS OVER,

••

by the New England telephone and teleWe have met with no losses by fire,
graph company between all of its offices either in buildings or forests, and quite a
in Maine, and with Boston, except those number of new buildings have been built.
in Aroostook and Washington counties. Business has been dull, yet our people
Only two passengers were killed and have made out to live comfortably through
only four injured on Maine railroads in the season and most of them made some
■turn

OUR

Successful Trade

THE OLD YEAR.

The old year 1894 has come to an end,
entered upon another.
and we have
Thinking of the past year I find we have
much to be thankful for. Time has dealt
of
very leniently with us and tin* king
terrors has not visited us as often as in

The

-A.S

page*

Milhridgt*.

Novelty and Nonsense.
Daily St. Croix Xeics has suspendsword, ami the imaginary heads were cut ed publication.
off or bosoms pierced.
The city council of Peering has passed
“Mamma, please buy it for me, please resolutions protesting against the probuy it for me!”
posed annexation with Portland.
“What is the price, my child?” said the
“There are ninety-five towns in Maine
mother, to the little bin*.
where the gospel is not preached from
“Twenty cents, madame.”
one year's end to another,” was the sur“There they are.” And Gaston Lambelly
prising declaration of an evangelist in
side to side. A fashionable carriage com- carried off the
toy. Nothing now on the
Portland recently.
ing too close to the sidewalk, had empty table, and Charles bowed his head
The loss by tire in Bath last year is
spattered the gray mud on'all sides, and lips contracted—he tried with all his
the little boy’s face received its share.
than that of any other year in the
but
the
larger
from
to
crying,
strength
keep
His dirty coat sleeve, drawn several times
The loss was $343.feeling was stronger than he; w ith a sob history of that city.
There
across his face, equalized, if it did not
he burst out, his forehead almost touch- 900, and the insurance $159,000.
entirely clean off, the mud. His small ing his empty table, and his hands still were twenty alarms during the year.
vivacious blue eyes had a gentle look.
of his pockets,
thrust to the bottom
Communication has been established
His

are

from weeping.
The Christmas supper given by the
When every one was gone, when the I ladies' circle netted the society fll.ft'h
I it 11** body was abandoned to the cold and
Mrs. J. F. Turner, who has been in
humid earth, he timidly approached and
Otis
the past weeks, has returned home.
looked all around him to see that he was
H. P. Burrill made a brief visit to Otis,
in
one
no
was
sight.
There
not watched.
Jan. 4, to visit his brother-in-law, Frank
Then with precaution, with tenderness,
\V. Fogg, who is slowly convalescing
from the depths of his velveteen pockets
from a serious illness which has confined
he drew forth the.beautiful wooden solhim to his bed for the past month.
dier, looked at it a moment, lifted the
The young people spent a very pleasant
lever for the last time the horse galloped,
P. Burrill s Thursday, the
the sabre lifted, brandished and put to evening at II.
3d inst., the event being to celebrate the
route hosts of invisible enemies.
of his son. Howard
Kissing it tenderly he placed it among fourteenth birthday
A. Burrill. The party and the gift of a
the wreaths of flowers ami sadly left the
nice watch from his parents and other
little grave.
were
relatives
pleasant surprises to
Howard.
KITTKKY TO ( AKIBOI’.
Jan. 5.
One

il&tocrtistmcnts.

COUNTY NKWS.

ashamed of being there unasked,
and looked often in the direct ion of the | For additional County Xetrs
him aw »y. I!
|
he

LUMBAGO.

McKlNNic & CHESSMAN MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH,

Mention this paper

IH&XBk^ih Vllr ■ BBS I

PA.

-FROM-

20

c.

E.

to 35
G.

c.

per doz.

SMITH,

53 Main Street.

Ims been

message.

governor's

year of

a

more

than usual

productive-

AUGUSTA

paper that no citizen of Maine cati afford
to omit its perusal and careful study.
This letter is already long but I have
not fairly begun my subject; however, I
continue in next
must here stop and
week’s paper.
Lobby.

JjKTTKK.

ness.

Able >• till Com|>r<-lien»lvi> Docunipnt on State Affairs.
Governor Henry II. Cleaves submitted
his inaugural message to the Senate and

EDUCATION.

All

Representatives

House of

I

,1. onn'ftlt

rp|,,,

Thursday.

on

oMn

on

m

d

o »i

eM»nnro-

hensive review of the affairs of Slate, and
for
in
legislation
recommendations
various departments.

Following
sage

from the

extracts

are

the

of

some

on

mes-

important

more

topies considered:

MAIN K.

Notwithstanding the depressing Influences
that have surrounded many of our Industrial
enterprises and the Interests of labor during
the past two years, our State has steadily in
creased in population, in valuation of property
and material wealth. Our enterprising people
have constructed more than two hundred and
eighteen miles of new railroad, penetrating and
up In various sections of the State a
territory rich m n.oural resources, withheld'
as productive as any that can lie found under

opening

southern skies or on western prairies.
We look with pride on the permanency of
our great business interests, and Maine Is destined in the future, to assume a more prominent
place in the Industrial and agricultural prog
of the country.
We view with satisfaction
stability of our financial
ress

the soundness and

Doings

Kd neat ion is

tlx* great bulwark, of defense,
than standing armies and the most
navies. It directs public sentiment

stronger
powerful
in the paths of peace, rigid and justice, is the
foundation of pure and good government, and
the

of

enemv

and

wrong

onpression.
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great

comes ns a
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friend and not as an enemy of the
who conics for the purpose of making

home and Incoming a good, law abiding citizen, ready to uphold tin* constitution and laws
in times of pence and defend their majesty in
time of war. We had a conspicuous illustraa
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legal restrictions, eoii-tautlv enforced,
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they may he preserved for the future It is
claimed by many that the amount appropriated
1>\ leg Me tur<- for the protection of till-branch
of our li-ldng intere-t-. is disproportionate to
the amount appropriated for the protection of
ur inland
ti-herlehvidently the sum is In
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Tbe longest distance a letter can be
* nited
*'
rMrried wit bin the limits of t
States is from Key \Y,-t. Ha., to Ounalaskrt, 6,271 miles.
Tbe recentIv-inarrieti editor of a comic
!
weekly now declines all jokes about
mothers-in-law, on the ground that a;
mother-in-law is

no

joke.

Can

Laborers,
Teamsters,
better shoe than the
find
no

Bread Winner.
strong, p-liablc, bon- -t, and mamif,.( aired
AliOir-llOOK Wl'KKIVI KH
e;;i
ltc-t Sm ire !■ tin I.east Mont y.
KKS
M !.* fur Men and I’.cys, from '•■■ft. liable tock.
in'two siylis, y. amU" l.aimoral and Congress;

It L

with and without tap

AMOS P.

!r.

TAPLEY & C0-,

BOSTON, MASS.

■

<

K»8 (Hi

75
17
50
932
45

15o.no
34.00
50.00

.35
.68
1 05
2.02
12.07
6.30
.70
2.94
13 13
130
.84
1.75
1.75
.76
l.u5
.24
.35
1.79
.63

1,398.no
90.00

i•><»

*>m

no

as:

575
152

575
450

0.1
no

4 02
3.19

Name of owner.
j. |* Gordon,
Franklin l.and Mill and
WaterCo..
Frenchman’- Kay and Mt.
I lesert Kami ..ml Water
(Ui

Division,
Kate of

No.
acres,

17

3,210

3,210.00

32.10

700

71 HI UO

as follows:
dollar.

owner.

Kate of

Valuation.

acres,

Tax.

*12,803.00 *51.21
5,012.00 20.04

Ostate of Davis A Smith, 12,803
A'ill mm N. Nash,
5,012
160
iidcon L. .Joy,
£ suite of J. \V. Moore,
4,105

.64
16.42

160.00

4,105.00

expended

No.
Name of

Valuation.

acres,

owner.

Tax.

*6.50.00

lohn J. Archer.

141
50
50
65
50
37
41
20

\

135

500(10

1.50

25
25
00
104
20
320
4
10

325.00
325.00
350.00
050.00
200.00
320.00
200.00
125.00

.97
.97
1.05
1.95
.00
.96
.00
.38

20,405 20,405.00

01.21
.IK)
.53
.00
.53
.38
.30
.45
.48

£zra Williams,
£dward McNinch,
.count'd Williams,
I'obias Lord,

\ing Jackson,
ieorge Williams,
•'rank Mace,
WilMinns.

Culler,
ieorge II. <>arlaiul,
I«>1111 \. Williams,
lolm Lawghlin,
-.1 vira Williams,
-Mate of H Ciosl.v,
A'. is. Coder,
lame*

lohn II. Shuman,
1.Millikcn, fi.rmerlv
IL Mason,
It. (aider,
KAward MeNineh.

250.00
300.00
500.00
350.00
275.00
375.00
200.00

*1.95
.75
.90
1.50
1.05
.82
1.12
.60

A

II

41
4

I
Henry Mo-her, or unknown,
23
Ma\ nard Linton,
1
A illiam MelMiee,
8
Henry Folson,
30
Fred Williams,
A hit,comb, Haynes & Co.,
160

50

3(K).00
175.00
200.00
175.00
125.00
100.00
150.00
100.00

J

$83.05
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
lie county road in said township No. 33. and
lohn It. >human of said township No. 33, .s appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of
-aid a-srsHiient.
To In* published in the State paper and in the
Kl.l.swnimt A M ERICAN.
I M. IIi tciii.ns,
< o. Com’era
F. IL AIKEN,
of
1*. W. Ki< iiakhson, ? Hancock Co.
A true copy,
Atte-t
.John F Knowi.ton, Clerk.
L Isworth, Maine, Dec. 2\ 1894.

7.00

$54 40
he expemled in

on a

*88.31

Tax.

1,730.(Ml

of *88.31

on
The foregoing amount is to be
lie road leading from Aurora to Beddington
vitliin said township No. 28; and Charles P.
of Aurora, is appointed agent to super: dishy,
: ntend the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 33 in said county, we assess
1 lie sum of *83.05 as follows

taxation,

1,730

sum

1

we a--ess

Val
nation.

the

Name of

1

5.12

640.00

No.

.46

1,875.00

640

*88.32
The foregoing amount Is to be expended on
from
hat portion of tin* county road
Aurora to Beddington, which lies in said tuwnililp No. 22, between the west line of said
ownsldp and the division line between land of
I. M. Hall and others and land formerly of
A'illiam Freeman; and Charles P
Silsby, of
\urora, is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure oi said assessment.
On township No. 23, Middle Division, in said
ounty, estimated to contain 22,080 acres, we
axation, four mills

313

Tax.

10,400 *10,400.00 *83.20

Unknown,

.88

'.HH).00
100.00
420.00

54

Valuation.

acres,

!

due of Franklin through -aid No.
line of township No. in, adjoining
John I*. Gordon, of Franklin, in
-aid ruunty, i- appointed agent to sup rintend
the expenditure of -aid a--essuient.
On town-hip No. 10, Western l’art, adjoining
-deiiheii, wa-.-e.-sthe sum of .$-1.,-u a- follow.*:
Kate of taxation, nine mills on a dollar.
No.
Val
Tax.
acres,
uatioti.
Name of owner.
17 3:’.
1.925 no
1.925
Cluirle- Fmerv,
24.19
5,375
2,087 50
.!*"
loo no
loo
Truman Leighton,

fr<»m thcea-f
9 to tli
we-t
''tenhen ; and

[

'TMfE subscriber hereby gives public notice
1 to all concerned, that he has been duly
Appointed and has taken upon himself the
I irust ot an administrator of the estate of AnH. Taylor, late of Swan’s Island Plantaj irew in
thi“ county of Hancock, deceased, by
tion,
jiving bond as the law directs; lie therefore
11.7o
1.3(H)
John 1* .Gordon,
],300.(HI
requests all persons who are indebted to said
1.34 I leccascd’s estate to make immediate payl5o.no
:;oo
ment, and those who have any demands thereFrenchman's Kay and
in to exhibit the same for settlement.
Mt. Desert Land and
Stinson Hooper,
K7
417.00
415
WaterCo.,
Post-office, Prospect Ferry, Me.
Frenchman’- Kay and
December 20, a. d. 1894.
Mt. Desert Land and
9 45
WaterCo.,
2,100 1,070.(0
rPHE subscriber hereby gives public notice
Franklin La ml Mill and
1 to all concerned, that she has been duly
300.00
2.7"
150
Water Co.,
Appointed, and has taken upon herself the
Franklin Land Mill and
an
:rust of
administratrix de bonis non
870
435 (HI
3.82
Water t o.,
if
the estate of Edward L.
Frink, late
4(hmH)
3.00
200
L. S. Leighton,
Deer
in
the
of
Isle,
county of Han70.00
.45
Dm
D. LthhyA Co.,
rock, deceased, by giving bond as the law
2.25
500
250.00
iirects; she therefore requests all persons
,vho are indebted to said deceased’s estate,
$81.80
:o
make immediate payment, and those
The foregoing amount is to he expended on
,vho have any demands thereon to exhibit the
that portion of the county road in -ai l townmme for settlement.
Ada A. Frink.
December 12, a. d. 1894.
ship No. in, between the east, line of township
\” standing on the
No. 9, and a -take marked
northern side of said road, and John I’. GorNOT 1C E OF FORECLOSURE.
don, of Franklin, in said county, is appointed
\ Ir H EREAS, Esker R. Jordan, of Trenton,
agent to superintend the expenditure of said
assessment.
in the county of Hancock and State of
Kastern Kart, in the
On town-hip No. 10,
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the twencounty of Hancock, we assess tin.* sum of $199
y-first day of July, a. d. 1888, and recorded in
Kate of taxation, three cents on
47 a- followhe Hancock county Registry of Deeds, book
a dollar.
127, page 75, conveyed to me. the undersigned,
certain parcel of real estate situated in
No.
Valrrenton, in the county of Hancock, and
acres, nation.
Tax
Name of owner.
bounded as follows, to wit: Certain lots or
3,700
A. Campbell,
2,700.00 111.00 parcels of land as follows: First, the north900
900.00
28.80
J. W. Moore,
)w>n,«s»Q>irl
l,,t
ho
into
18.iki
000
000.00
J. Nichols,
Daniel Foster, deceased, containing eighty22
22.00
.00
Talbot Smith,
-ix acres, more or less, with the buildings
155
157.00
4955
Kenjamin Smith,
hereon.
Second, an undivided two-thiras
50
50.00
l.To
John Downes,
>t a lot of woodland bounded on the north by
4 7i>
170.00
150
Josiali Downing,
land of Wm. \. Milliken; oil the west by land
50
50.00
1.50
Hannah Wooster,
ormerly of \\ iljiam Fullerton; on the :• ;uth
TOO.00
700
21.00
John Cotlin,
by land of Levi H. Trevett and Henry S.
200.00
200
7.80
smart A Webber,
rVevett; on the east by land formerly of
Stephen ('. (Jordon, deceased, of (ieorge
$199.47 | ('archer, deceased, and of A. (’.
Spurting,
The foregoing amount i- to lie expended on
containing one hundred and seven acres,
tin* f .i-r.rn
I*.art of the countv road in said
more or less; and thirdly, an undivided two:hirds of a wood lot bounded on the north by
low n-htp No. lo, commencing at a stake marked
land of Henry S. Trevett; on the west by land
A” on the north ride of said road and extend
in- to the wi -t line ot < herrvlicld, and *amue!
formerly of John Harden; on the south by
N.
herrytield, is appointed agent land formerly of Samuel Young; on the east
amptu ll, oi
In the homestead lot oi iiie
Fosto rupei loleiid the expenditure oi -aid a--cster; and whereas the condition of said mortment.
on township No. 21, Western Part, Middle1 gage has been broken, now therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof,
Divi-ion, in -aid county, supposed to contain
1 claim a force!
lire of said mortgage.
11.070 acres, wo assess the sum ol $106.00 a- to!
Daniel S. Foster,
Kate of taxation, nine mills on a dollar.
lowJ. \. Peters, jr., attorney.
No.
Val.
December 20, a. d. 1894.
acres, uati-m.
Tax.
Name of owner.
Daniel

40

Jordan,

.'mi

40

Jordan,

10.00
50.00
40.00
350.00

.36
.45
.30
3.15
.27

NOTl( I

OI

FOICIA I.OSI UK.

I nimbi
\.
TIr HKIIKAS.
Dunham, of
JO no
Maria\ille. county of Hancock and
rdan.
\\
Nahum
ot
her
state
.Maine,
15
15.00
.14
deed, dated
mortgage
Jordan.
by
Fred
the fifteenth day of April, a. d. 1887, and reI'D
160.00
1.44
D. >. Jordan.
6-n.on
corded in the (Lincoi k county Registry of
e,!i.i2
7.6-u
II. M. A P>. Hall.
\\ hit* out!' A I la v tie
.uou
3,otH) 00 27.00' Deeds, book Jib page 171, conveyed to me, the
cert..in !•■■. or p.irci I of land
JJ
•»•”» 00
undersigned,
Mavnard Cl.h-k,
3'5.00
sit unted in said Mariaville. bounded and deJ05
J 2*
Lewis Mace,
scribed as follow*: Beginning at a stake and
16
10.00
.11
tlames t raney,
stones on the east side <»i the road; thence
cast forty rods to the southeast corner of lot
$106.00
No. Ill; thence south
1(50 rods by lot 104;
The toreg.du- amount i-to he expended on
thence west by tin- ministeiial lot to the said
line
ot
the county road leading trom the east
road; thence northerly by said road to the
Maria villi' thmuch the western part ot -aid
place of beginning.
\lso another parcel of laud in said Mariatownship No. 21. to the north line thereof, he
ville. described as follows;
mu called Moo-e Hill road, and Nahum Jordan,
Beginning at the
of said tow n-hip No. 21, i- appointed agent to
southwest corner of lot 104; thence east 160
superintend the expenditure of -aid as-essment. rods to a stake and stom
thence south
No
on township
21, eastern part. Middle
eighty rods to a stake; thence west one hunDivision, in said county supposed to contain dred and sixty rods to a stake; thence north
in, tni acres, we assess the sum of $'.»3.00 as fo|
eighty rods to tin place of beginning: being
lows
Kate of taxation, nine mills on a dollar.
the same premises as convey ed to Lucinda A.
No.
Val
Dunham by Alpheas Strout by deed dated
acres, nation.
Tax.
Name of owner.
June 25, 1884, and recorded in Hancock counFstate of J. T. Drant or
ty Registry of Deeds, book 107. page 31; and
unknown,
7,'I'D 7,000.00 Os','4 whereas the condition of said mortgage has
1!«4
P.d 00
1.74 been broken, now therefore, by reason .if the
Whitcomb A llavnes,
100
100.00
1.44
D S Jordan,
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
270
2.43
270 00
Charles Jones,
foreclosure of said mortgage.
127
127 GO
1.14
Charles W. Harpt r.
(ieori.i: Woo us.
160
160.00
1.44
John M Mace,
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
December 22, 1804.
(ieorge A. Phillip- A A
W. Kin)2,
1.P20 1,120.00 10.08
3*20
320.00
2»
\.C 11 avertin',
150.00
1.35
150
J.T. Dilcs.
40.00
.30
40
Robert Davis,
*200
200.00
1.80 1
Cnknown,
;’..'mi
: 1

■

!

therefore recommend an increase in the appro
the years 1*!C»
priation of $:>,0no, b-r ca, h of

.70
1.54
.21
6.86
.8"

Nanie of owner.
H. M. A B. Hall,

a-ses-meiit

Dana

\V I:!•:Sv J.Y

two

100 00
220.00
30.00
980.00
124 00
125 00
46.50
ttfi.on
50. tH)
97-00
150.00
417 00

Ish.cni
120.00
250 00
250.(Hi

west

I

AN KIRIIT PARE PAPER.

1!>

1

of said assessment.
half of township No. 22, Middle
to contain 11,040 acres, we
Itate of
tssess the sum of *88.32 as follows.
axation, eight mills on a dollar.
On tiie

Division, supposed

foregoing amount i- to
repairing the road in said town-hip leading

1

I doubt ;
-m n,
years in the disbursement of this
if any appropriation of an equal amount made
and j
by the legislature, serve- a more u-cful
deserving purpose, it relieves the homes of
and numany of the unfortunate from want,
Advancing
merous household- from sutlerlng.
have caused an inage and bodily infirmities
crease,l demand upon thi- fund for tin- past
two years, and some urgent and meritorious
fa\orah!\ answered. 1
calls could not be

ind 181MI.

(estateA

The

contains much
is such an able

j

*1.05
.43
.18
.28
.28
2.94
.21
.35
.67
.35
.35
07
2 36
.47
.49

Tax.

.‘xpenditure

un-

«in town-hip No. 9. South
the sum of $51,4o a- followone cent on a dollar.

legislat lire.

valuable information and

*150.00
61.00
25.00
40.00
40.00
420 00
30.00
50 00
95.00
50 00
50.00
10 50
337.50
67.50
70(H)

on a

*132.46
foregoing amount Is to be expended on
leaning irom Aurora t«> ..^u.i^ion
lying in said township No. 22, between the
division line of land of li. M. Hall et als., and
lar.d formerly of William Freeman and the east
line of said township; and Charles P. Silsby, of
Aurora, is appointed agent to superintend the

foregoing amount i- t<» he expended in
repairing both the ohl and tin- m w county roads
in -aid town-nip No. s, and John F. Whit
in said county, i- ap
com'., ot Kllswortli,
pointed agci t m -uperintend the expenditure ot

loyal

.*»■*),000

(or

Tax.

25o
150

acres,

No.

Valnation.

1,725.00

«o

owner.

Val
uatlon.

The

The

•

continue to recognize the services ten
dered and the sacrifice- i.mde ip.' tlio-c gallant
pur
Tin* usual appropriation for tl*i
men.
ha- been from
pose for tic pa-t few years

417
575
450
100
420
750
186

i\ cures.

taxation, twelve mills

me roan

*<'.».S2

this unsolicited

it,

will

50

T. I*. Austin,
K. S. Lew if,
E. W. Coombs,
Estate of H. Holmes,
Hohert Gerry,
Charles Treworgy,
Solon Goodale,
George I*. Dunham,
James C. Grant,
James Clark.

A.W Kills,
.In.I-im (j. Aivher

mtfjmmmjwwttmmmmw

pleased with tlie
Burleigh, and feel

[

J

CURE is

See that you get DANA’S.

build-

j|

COD LIVER OiL with GUA1AC0L

My

seven.

i.rut: \n -«»i idi itv

During the year- that have intervened since
the close of tin* great ciillict for the pro-erva
tn,n ,.| the union, tic -older- -»t Maine win,
participated in tha: struggle, their widows and
•rplian-, in tlcir bun ,.t need, h;.c bad the
arc
protecting care of tic Mate. The people
thru gi'cn, and
to the a- nr:,
Mill

50
97

Whitcomb & Haynes,
Albert A: John Lullum,
A. (Ilagmliy,
M.C. Au-tin,

.........

statement as you see fit."

The senators look so dignified, so ow lish and so mysterious that 1 will not
attempt their personnel. It would he pro-

fanity.
The governor's

I'U-incss intcre-ts of it- citi/ens.
\u
\prc--ion fr**i: tlie icgi-laturc [■> tic
oiigrc-s of the I nitcd Mate- upon a -u!"• t
tic >tatc,

66

••

permanent.

|

Wc

Tin.

“’"ASkeptic?!

have

of

do the work in a

••

to

60

4'.Ml
62
125
31

Nelson Milieu.
George 1'arehcr.
Ira 1*. Fletcher,

H. B. Phillips,
Gideon I.

Senator Frye
always does, an able,
brilliant and eloquent speech on the j Tin: i:\pki:ss
I’uidishcs lull
Telegraphic
political situation.
New s.
Looking at the house <>ne sees a
State News.
wonderful sprinkling of gray and white,
Local News.
scattered all over the hall; but the j
Spec! 11 ('orrcspomleiice.
Interesting Miscellany.
Indu-try the pr-r, tt-,n a, •■•rdeil !•■. -ur wise whitest head belongs to the venerable
Continued Stories.
ar future will
!ia\igation law-, Maine in tic
j father Dickey w ith his eighty-four years,
Market and Marine Reports.
he producing a- much iron and -te tonnage and more than
service
in
of
irs
thirty ye
Stock Reports.
"f wood.
she has heretofore
may well view with alarm the prop,.1
ships
free admission to American regi-try
detri
built iii foreign countric-, for it mu-t
t..
tinand
to
our
Mate,
mental
-hipping and

••

*•

George Parcher,
E. II Greelv,

consistent,

as

and
tedious
sprcad-eaglish,
the audience wanted to hear
Senator Frve. Of course he was nominated by acclamation and gave us, as

murine.

ital

.vince
other

ears

in \meric a was launch, d tic pa-t ; ar, from (
tin pi
11 i
a Maine ship yard, I
ft. I 1 > main ;
'tit!.! •;•.r!
it 1.,tji- stn*
of itur leading -hij.» 1 ul!• l«-r- and -iii|> owners,
tain !<»r thithat it ,»ur government -h.ili

ittrtical,

u-

easily

now

my

have used ten bottles,

I

because

■

Then let

from

discharges

family

meir irienus,

slightly

tor

a-

board Inform"

our

foreign nations

for th ships comprising our nier
Maine has oc« mded a con
-picimus po-ition in tin? bui'ding ol tin* Anier
ji aii navy, and tlit' lir-t -1«*«*I -ailing -ldp Iniilt
navy

Sarsaparilla,

and

>

productive

more

-ulr I-* tiie husbandmen.
Tim -reivtary "t tie state
that

over

Thn-n-li-oit

iiiiw
of the

to a

ie-

-<».

society, and

il

o

i..

sill 1*1*1 Sti.

11fit

commenced the

long
Frye although really
Is a Republican paper and
will support Republican canbefore the “ides of December” called
1
didates. It will uphold what
a
fine
town
and
of
the
out the elite
gave
is right and condemn what is
opportunity for the pent-up flow of
wrong without tear or favor.
eloquence of members of the legislature.]
but THE EXPRESS
The speeches were very eloquent

ships for the \metican merchant
aid our -hip building industry,
marine,
give encouragement t*- \merh*an ingenuity and
skill, employment t" our labor, and preserve
We should
a
nation.
aour independent*
our

She

her head.

towns.

iiK.iiWAV s.

upon

caused

before I had finished the third bot-

Division of towns will naturally
work for tin* committee on

ing.

will

dependent

from

sores

cause some

American

-itlier be

system.

unable to be

was

says to us: “I
use of DANA'S

There will doubtless be
quite a tight on taxation and its met hods,
a id oh simplitication of some of the existing laws pertaining thereto. The question of enlarging the old insane asylum or
building a new one at Bangor will certainly be before the legislature, with a

receive your careful consideration.

n

Grippe’s
disease brought

Running

discharges

that their interests are safe in that
direction. This feeling makes them quiet,
for state purpose-, on the ritie- and towns for
and so the leaders- those dear lovers of
:
and Nvith other receipts would
l-*;.
will probably not ask for
the farmers
Mil! i. Id -u:h. :« nt revenue to meet all tu-ees
at) id additional facilities and turther aid in the
new dog, sheep or bird law.
-ary requirement-.
dev elopment of the State. There seems to he an
I I. H i- h.i-l- there will he a tax of only
Hancock county got its share of the
earm—t -entinient for some recognition by the !
twenty rents on everyone hundred dollars of
of the growing demand for im
plums in the appointment of Senator
legislature
the as-e-sed valuation of the property of the
proved highways. It Is a subject in which Spofford as chairman of the judiciary
State, and one half of this, under a -rat ute that
many people arc taking a great intere-t. It 1- committee in the senate and of Mr. Hamhas r\ :-ted for more than twenty > ears, will he
claimed that uudera well-regulated and uniform
house.
This makes them
in
the
lin
devoted -olely to school purpose-. Deducting
method of c\pending the money now appro
managers or leaders of both houses.
(Ids -eP.ud tax'. wM hi- distributed to aid in
in
made
road
with
the
advance
already
printed,
The mythical country member who,
maintaining our -eh »oi-, the rate of taxation
construction, our highways could largely he
for the -upport of the state government will he ;
arriving at Augusta in the early evening,
tux
material
increase
of
without
any
improved
the Augusta house, with its
«odv ten cents on our hundred dollar-, the
mistook
atloti. 1 f the state i- to inaugurate a permanent
lowest rate of taxation tor that purpose that
dazzling show' of life, for the capitol,
of road Improvement, the subject should
system
ha-existed -luce Maine waft admitted Into the have
thorough and careful investigation hy- was “wiser than he knew,” for it is here
American Union a- an independent State.
in order that the wisest
men of experience,
that the legislative work is actually done
Ai.KH I Ml HI
course may he determined upon; otherwise we
and the “enacting” at the capitol only
in
a
ot
internal
system
When we eon-hler that there are sixty live may Involve ourselves
confirmatory.
burdensome
than the
thousand farm In Maine, containing »i,.’WV2,.’V78 Improvements more
The caucus for the nomination of SenaThe
to
hear
should
would
care
of
subject
fhi'i,acre-, and of an estimated e:i-h value
people
nominated
tor
.Vi7,*d -, producing farm
the value of more than
fully appreciate that thl-

of La

••
••

*•

her feet.

Name of

tssess

200
220

(tiowage),
Wellington lla-lam,
Whitcomb A llavncs,

from the work.

policy should be
a lopted for the
improvement of <>ur highways,
our i*\i-client railroad- furnish rapid and easy
methods .•{ trai.-portation f<>r passengers and
freight, and improved carriage r*»u«|s would
■some

legislation,

special

-Mature

kii

For months she
on

ceased.

auviee 01

Ira B. Heagan,
.1. II. West,
William W. Bragdon,
Gideon L. Joy.
Estate of Davis Jt Smith

MRS.

for it.

was one

victims ; and that

task of proper selections of the right men
in the right place unusually difficult.
Hut, as a whole, perhaps, the work was
well done, and possibly no more than the
usual
suppressed kicking exists. Of
course, as everybody knows, the committees are made up by
presiding
me

claim

we

out the latent evils in her

tle the

wun

40

840
30
25
95
25
25
21
675
135
140

••

The Kind That Cures

the

made

300
61
50
40

"

SARSAPARILLA

CARTER

already arranged.

hungry applicants

acres,

Seth Tisdale,
C. 8. Stover,
A. F. Burnham,

so

is what

and

owner.

"

long before the session or
in the corridors of the Augusta house
about that time. So that the position of
any one member is determined by his
••friends at court.”
'I'iie prevailing sentiment now is that
tlie session will be short, for there is a
general desire to make few changes in
existing laws, ami to eliminate proposed

ntoreement.

Important

testimony

been consummated much sooner than
heretofore in the history of Maine legislatures. This was owing to the fact that
there is no democratic party and hence
really no need of caucuses, still the “powers that be” decided on caucuses and so
the evenings were devoted to them; but
of what earthly good they were is past tlie
comprehension of your correspondent;
for no changes were made in the pro-

min ers,

tti.

legislation, unless proper

of

the

Name of

secured either

p.i-t year, of tin* wanton slaughter
of our large game, and tin* illegal taking and
destruction of fool tl-h in our waters. The

luting

any reader that her heartfelt words
were true.
It will, however, add

No.

not needed to convince

was

nanas

worthy

Numerous

future.

but it

1

weight
freely given that

The committees arc announced and
perhaps the prevalence of so many

expended during the pa-t ten
years more than *U7,»*»mi in the restoration, en
eo 11 rageulent and protection of its lishund game.
The time is approaching when more protective
legi-lation must be enacted, and greater vigilance
exercised, jf this great public interest is to be

j

prosperity.
The legislature is now fully organized
ready for business and has adjourned
until Monday, when a short session will
be held for the inspection of petitions and
orders.
Tuesday the real work of the
session will commence. The organization

gramme

ha

Sf.it.1

TER, of EAST BLUE HILL,
ME., by MR. G. G. LONG, J. P.;

to

has

(i A >1E

j

Hate of

George It. Campbell & Co., 2,400 $2,400.00 *28.80
A. N. Heed .t K. Heed,
0,087 0,087.00 73 04
A. Campbell & Co.,
2,045 2,045.00 24.54
3.84
320.00
Mark Frost,
320
“21
!«7
187.™
rMifiiftwn,

1,0,--t

!-

:

No.

public

experi-

of MRS. LIZZIE G. CAR-

ence

and

of the loyalty and detion, from lsdl to
votion to our llag of the adopted citizens of our
in almost every
and
were
found
they
country,
regiment and brigade of tin* Union army. A
different class are now seeking our land from
foreign countries. The civilized society of

P-l-l, l!_l-1

truthfulness of the

is the

as

made an annual Inspection in the month of September, a d. 1804, of all the county roads In the
unincorporated townships and tracts of land
mi sum county, anu Having mercupon n.aue an
estimate of the amount needed to put said
roads in repair si* as to be safe and convenient
for
travel, have assessed upon the following described unincorporated townships
and tracts of land in said county, exclusive of
water and land reserved for public use for that
purpose during the year 1805, as follows, viz.
On township No. 8, South Division.
We assessed the sum of *80.82 as follows: Hate of
taxation, seven mills on a dollar.

wen tsiduiisntju

may be worthy of pubnot attempt detailed

shall

magnificent ravines, and, except one
street, is as quiet as a country village.
Like all New England towns, it abounds
in churches, in fine school-houses and
other public
buildings; and with hut
little apparent business or busincMs facilities, its residences show evidences of
solid comfort
and
general thrift and

>

Th-

I

and

-.

tor

State,”

lication.

the transaction of the legislature because t he papers daily give you
all that.
Augusta is the city of beautiful trees

danger threatens our free Institutions and the
well being of the industrial workers of our
country by the tide of Immigration that is
Hood in,, our shot’*
We welcome the industrious immigrant, who

•

dom of the

311-11

ALUjal
follows
dollar.

OF MAINE.
Hancock, sm.:—At a court of county commissioners begun ami ImMen at Ellsworth within ami for the county of Hancock on the second
I uesday of October, a. d. 1804, and by adjourn
ment December 27, a <1. 1804.
4 ND now the county commissioners in accordance with Section 80 of Chapter VI,
!»... P,..

readers oi

accounts of

i.Alton.

r<•

Hubert fennrntg.

1 HE AMERICAN perhaps
know something about the
legislators, its personnel, etc.; tcr.ee my
ideas of Augusta and the “assembled wis-

work.

The

state

he

I

rights and liberties of the people.
The superior educational advantages of our
colleges and other advanced Institutions of
learning, have received deserved recognition
from all sections of our country. Our normal
schools, kcademies and free high schools are
aiding In our educational progress as a people,
and theirs is a grand example of successful

il

I V I K ItNVNlI'

American.J

would like to

institutions; our
savings hanks, trust, loan and
associations,
towering in strength
building
and safety audit the storms of broken eonfl
deuce, financial distrust and disaster that
America should not tolerate the presence of
have overtaken and submerged s,, many lustl
tutlons of a similar character, In other sections anarchists and nihilists who come as the deof our country.
stroyers of our institutions, and who would
Maine's progress in the past 1* her best substitute rioting, violence, lawlessness, bloodencomium; her advantages for future develop- | shed and anarchy for good government.
SAVINGS HANKS.
ment are everywhere recogni/.ed, ami her
Thei eport of the State bank examiner -hows a
people are appreciating that concentration of
effort and capital will bring f• rt li the grandest
gratifying condition on the part of our savings
banks, trust companies, loan and building
results. Kmplov ment of labor and production
associations. The entire resources of the fifty
at home, 'ln»uM lie the sentiment .if our people;
loyalt y ami devotion to Maine’s lntere-ts will one savings Institutions on the twenty fourth
d iv of November, ls'.d, were #.V7,7t»l,'.dS.-I*;. The
enable u- f.i reach the coveted goal of industrial
achievement', the present Is only the beginning increase of deports during the past year was
The gain in number of depositors
of the great future that awaits her, and the .* Ii :i>
was 1,7slmrve-t will certainly conic. In .dir legislation
national and

to Tiik

Augusta, Jan. 5.

organic law' of the State recognizes that a
general diffusion of the advantages of educa

We

About the Capitol Interestingly Described.

in and

3Legal Not ires.
STATE

subscriber hereby gives public notice
rpiin
to all concerned, that she has been duly
1
appointed, and has taken upon herself the
trust of an administratrix of the estate of
in
Isle,
Kdward A. Frink, late of Deer
the county of Hancock, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the
said deceased’s estate, to make immediate
payment, ami those who have any demands
thereon to exhibit the same for settlement.
Ada a. Fkink.
December 12, a. d. 1894.

i uii|M*r \«ii(T.
i■«»tlr**

that he
fPHK undersigned tierehv gives
has contracted with the City of Kllswort h.for
1
the support of the poor during t*>e ensuing ear.
and has made ample provision for their support.
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on Ids account, as without
his written order, he will pay for no goods so
furnished.
Harry S. Jones.

$'.13.60
The foregoing amount is to lie expended on
the county road leading from the south line of
Aurora oil the Air Line road, so-called, through
tlie northea-terly part ot said township No. 21.
and Charles P. silshy, of said Aurora, is ap
pointed agent to superintend the expenditure of
said assessment.
on the eastern part of township No 22. Middle Di\ l-iou, in said i.'ji.n, -u^po-tu »«• e.on
tain ll,o4n acres, we assess the sum of $132 46

WALL STREET.
ProIncrease your
spectus and kill
Add ess
income. Investments placed.
AIUKTON,
WAK1) A CO 2 A 4 Wall St.. New York.
handled
Information FUEL..

Speculation successfully

Semi

tor

Patents,

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Patent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
<>ur office is opposite U. S Patent Office. We
have no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
can transact patent business in less time and at
LKSS COST than those remote from Wash-

ington.

Send mode! dr*»wincr, or photo, with
'Tip
tion. We advise, H patentable or not, tree of
charge, our fee not due till patent is secured.
A hook, "How to obtain Patents," with references to actual clients in your state, county, or
town, sent free.

Address

0. A. SNOW & 00.,
Office, Washington,

Opposite

Patent

1). C.

ilbbcrtiscmcnts.

COl’XTY XKWS.
For

additi' rial C un!

u s

see

nthrr

pages.

Brooklin.

Represent..live

Kane

P.

A.

left

for

Augusta. Monday.
Newell Powers has gone to Massachu\vinter.

H. O. Staples, of Bangor, is spending a
short vacation in town.
Roy Kane left town Friday for Hebron,
Boston,

DEATH OF WILLIAM

The next meeting of Hancock County
Pomona grange will be with Brooklin
grange Jan. S.
Miss Mary Stanley, w ho has been visit-

Naskeag Lodsre, at its annual meeting
Jan. 2, elected the following officers: W
M., Owen L. Five; S. \V„ Austin E. Freethy; J. W., William H. Freethy; treasurer, Henry S. Kane; secretary, A. G.
Blake; S. P., Dr. F. S. Herrick; J. D.,
John J. McDonnell; S. S., Eldorus H.
Bridges: J. S., Warren S. Ford; tyler. S.
The installation, which
E. McFarland.
will be public, will take place Wednesday,
Jan. 16.
Brooklin grange has elected the followthe
for
officers
ensuing year:
overseer,
John
Master,
Staples;
Emery J. Bracy; lecturer, Mrs. Kate
B. Hall; steward. Henry S. Kane; assistant steward. James Stanley; chaplain,
Mrs. G. A. Grindle; treasurer, J. B. Babson: secretary, Mrs. M. K. Babson; gate
keeper, George Stewart; pomona. Mrs. N.
M. Allen; flora. Mrs. Lizzie McFarland;
ceres, Mrs. Belle C. Blake; lady assistant
steward, Mrs. Lena Five.

ing

BUNKER.

Mr. Bunker was the second son of tin
Dudley and Arabella Grow Bunker,
and was born in this town, Dec. 5, 1S22.
In his early life he was engaged in lumbering on Union river. On the breaking
out of the gold excitement in California
he went to that state where he remained

lie returned to this State-

competency.

September, 1S09, expecting to enjoy the
comforts gained by his hard toil.
in

after his return he built a tine
Miss Josephine,
married
and
home
daughter of Alfred Hopkins, esq., of this
place. His health soon began to fail,
Soon

and for

many years he was at times a
that
from
distressing

sufferer

great

He was a man of steady habits, very
industrious, kind-hearted and hospitable,
a
good neighbor, and universally respected by all who knew him. He will
be much missed and long remembered by
this community. He has gone to his
reward and his works do follow him.
Roy.
Jan. 5.

High

Harbor.

commenced Monday.

school

B. E. Clark, esq., of Bar Harbor,
town last week on business.

was

in

paved.

follows:

fined to

.A. K. Stanley
Pa Ducklow
I>r. F. S. I!
Reul
Taddy. nn<*rhor ;t«!-• t*-«i -on.Frank Staples
» It. K. Bnl»-on
Ferrl'itg
lu‘“‘
<»• I. Five
Jepworth *
Parson Grant!;.-.K. J. Bracy

able to

go out.
Will Jordan w ill build a uttage i-i tlu
spring. He has bought a lot >>n Main
Forrest Perry is quarry:ng tiie
street.
stone for the foundation.

Dick, lrieinl of Ta<My.Harry Kane
Ma Durkl-.'W......Mr- \ lice Stan ley
; -t- r.
Mis- Be-wick, el ivrl;.
Mi-- <, K. Staples

M. E. Salisbury and wife, of Bar liarYear's day with Mrs. Salbor, spent N
isbury parents, Mr. and Mrs. J A. Peckham, and Mr. Salisbury’s brother, E. T.

....

lCulicn'.- wife.Mrs. Lena Five

CAPT.

SMITH

WATSON.

membership.

the last meeting.
Evi

the

house

trip up river.

a

Thursday.
D. McCartney moved
into the woods this week.

Philip Giles

and

Roderick McDonald was in town on a
business trip of several days’ duration not
long ago.
The holidays were very quiet here, and
the first time for some years there was no
tree at Christmas.

and

tour

Moore have commenced their winter
of the camps.

Monday evening,

the home of J. R.
Shuman and Master

at

Shuman. Miss El:/, a
Charles Avt y will give
to their young friends.
There

was

reception

on

a

birthday party

plea.-ant. anniversary
New Year's night given by
:i

very

Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Williams. The hostess was assisted in receiving by Mrs.
Garland.
The little daughter of the
house, Rcmice, and Miss Eliza Shuman
gave excellent recitals, and a musical
programme followed and was enjoyed by
the guests. The collation was of sandwiches, cake, coffee, fruit and candies.
Mrs. Williams was the recipient of a
dainty dinner set, silver, etc.
Jan. G.
Flossie.
West Trenton.

Miss Ethel and Orrin P. Haynes spent
New Year's with their aunt. Mrs. Pearl L.
Leland.
Mrs. Daniel Grindle has gone to Bass
Harbor to visit her daughter, Mrs. John
Dolliver, for some time.
E. S. Ilamor and wife, and daughter
Linnie were in town this week visiting Mrs. Hamor’s parents, Capt. W. D.
Leland and wife.
Your
-esj ridvnt received n pleasant
call on Monday afternoon of this week
from Mayor Higgins, of Ellsworth, who
was in town on business.
The young men of this place celebrated
Dec. 26, by a shooting match, and a party

rude and

and

having

are

visitors come next
Jan. 7.

a

of

greenit well

summer

season.

North Lamoiiie.

Hollis Austin left last
Orono to attend school.

Tuesday

for

Marlboro, is stopping
Wesley Ford,
Joel Young’s while attending the high
of

at

school.

Hattie E. l^amson, of Ellsworth, has
been the guest of Susie M. Austin the
past week.
Emma Coggins, who has been spending
some months at Southwest Harbor, has
returned.
*>1 IT UI

1UI1U,

H IIU

»pt*Ul

IXif

Walter Holt has gone to Minneapolis to
clerk in a wholesale firm. May prosperity
follow him is the wish of his many
friends.
McFarland

entertained

a

Year's eve.
his father’s home. Icecream and cake
were served and a good time generally
number of his friends

on

New

at

was

reported.

Jan. 7.

John R. Ar*

Saturday, in

v

divd suddenly of j>ara!y.*d-

the

sewnty-third

year

of

his age. Deceased was a native of Rucksport. For several year* h* followed t h*sea.
When the Bucksport bram-h ra
road was built twenty years ago he \\aappointed station agent at Rurkspn'**
Centre, and held that posit ion at the tin
of his death.
Mr. Arey was a man
the strictest integrity and was highly

respected.

i-

Not

Yvailable

Plat

The schooner “Robert Drury” was not
loading at Swan’s Island but at Orino
Island, a small island at the north of
Swan's Island. Swan’s Island (or Burnt
Coat) harbor, where all granite quarried
on Swan’s Island at
present is loaded, is
acknowledged by t hose acquainted to be
*
one of the he«t
of the many harbors on
j the coast of Maine.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

all his

by

looked forward to
deal of Interest.

We onlv Bnnouncc Bargains ir a Clearance Hale once a year, and this during January. Ail odds and ends ami all surplus
of stock accumulated during the vcar, we dispose of during this sale, regardless of cost. This year, this sale will lie a nxmry.taring one to our customers, on account of the large variety of goods we have to offer at reduced prices-. Those who wait, d for
this sale w ill not he disappointed in w hat we offer. Every department lias a special bargain. If you are not interested in
them all cut out the ones that appeal to vou personally, and pin them to your shopping memorandum; that is a good way to
refresh vour memory w hile at the store. It will also be found useful w hen you come to compare the goods themselves w ith
We
what we said about them.
r^ommend you, however, to bring the whole advertisement, as every item deserves hi £ least
a moment s notice.

GOODS!

DRESS

On some of them we cut the prices in two; on some, one-t bird.
Our whole line of Dress Goods at reduced prices.
The Greatest Bargain we ever had to offer, or ever will offer again, is a lot of Colored India Tw ills, our best goods,
and
00
cents
75
former
inch
48
wide,
fl
per yard; reduced to 47b, cents. All of our Noveltv Dress Goods
prices,
All of our Fifty-rent Dress Goods of every
nmv 32L
w hich sold at $1.00 and fl.5»» per yard, now 69 cents.
cents.
A lot of llalf-W ool Dress Goods, sold usually at 25 cents, now 12
cents.

kind,

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.
All goods in this Department, consisting of Coats and Fur Capes, at
cost.
Every Garment will be sold at some price during thi* month.
will do well to got the first pick.

the disposal of our customers regardless of
As we have only about fifty of them
you

HOUSEKEEPERS’” GOODS.
100 PIECES OK CRASHES
containing 25 yard*.

4 cents per

at

yard, $1.00 for

Underwear and

4 4
4 4
4 4

Bleached 8
45 Inch

ft and 10 4, lx*st good*, at
at 8, 10 ami 12 cent*.

IN BLEACHED STANLEY 4

--

>

A M E.SBt'KY at. ». rent*
CLEVELAND at.7 cent*
* cent*
FKl’lT at
LONSDALE CAMBUIC..1" cent*

BLEACHED

piece

n

100 PIECES BIRDS EYES at 45 cents per piece.
TOlYF i.s from 5 to 25 cent*, or about one-third their value.
200 PRS. BLANKETS, White and Colored, from 41* cent.- to $»>.00
per pair.
100 BEDSPREADS, regular 85 cent goods, at 50 cent*.
t! an
] i.ooo YDS. sHEETIN'tiat price* neve-heard t, or at 1
We <juotc price* mi them
tin- .Manufacturer-' Price* to day.
mil January J*no longer.

and 40

4

15, 1- and 20

Inch,

and

at 5

4 and 40 Inch, at t» and 7 cent*
equally a* cheap- Lockwood sheeting at •• c«
the best trade offered-

LOCKWOOD

Hosiery.

We offer

40 anil

cents

0 cent

4

nt»

other make*
per \:ird,i*

Embroideries and Laces.

Hamburgs,

We hi.ught, Dec. 15. five case* of 150 »!••/. Men'- C> lorwcar. -pec
ially for this -ale. We offer tlie same at al»out One Half t lie l -ual
t u.ii ted
Selling Price. The goods are cheap enough to buv, cm n i:
for immediate u-e
M-. \v..rth
5o Do/. MEN’S CRAY sHIKTs AND I>R \W) its .it 2‘

poods in the above line

at

greatly redu ed j rl>

«

*•

‘H

U,'iiDo7

worth $1

HEAVY RIBBED SHIKTs AND DRAWERS

!

I

1>

i: ._;

:

1

at

Gloves.

cent-,

no.

|»o/. -WITZ ( ONDK sHIKTs AND DR
wortli $1 (*'.
I .at! n— I*I.i;: and Ri 1 •! C’-lerwear :•* 2*.
I m lor wear n-duccd t"
Mi*-c-' and • h: drei.

-.i!r

tlr.^

A \t

E K”>

at

j In"

cent*

«>'•

!••

«

at

r*

••

<»I.

k

\ <

t 111.oV F

**, our

?1

on

pood*,

"•I'Kd’k

I t MOsol’FTMRE
7'* ci-nt», w orth * 1

KID

at 7'.

t

»

.1

-Lit.

td.t'Ur

\vi

I

to

—

llo:wN

v;

You

store

my

A GRIT-SACK i-

b)

fur

se-

A ROHE

is

their
New Year’s
of the large, varied
and beautifu lstock of Watches,
Clocks, Jewelry, Silver and Sil-

goods

have to

buy

didn't make you

present of

i.v's.

if your wife CASH

one
a

New Year's

want to

Muddy

er

tin

few days just about right for convertible driving
They can stand neither
nor

shino,

taken

ased to

|

have

of the
shall be

1

not

\\c are

sell-

sixty
we

profit

sell.

we

cents

make

every article
and then we

on

Now

exceptional opportunbuy cheaply when we

ities

to

give

our

fit.

\\

customers

the bene-

headquarters

e are

that

!

offering at
quality

we are

price,

when the

goods
ation.

TURN OVER

N

sTIC» »

I II

They

15WIX<ii

I

are

exceeding-

stylish.

i ;v

_

\K\V YEA IE

LEAF.

low

a

of the

K. F. J{<>HIXSON.

T

KNTKHINg

I TON

A NEW.

>1 \ I

and

is taken into consider-

pretty, novel and
See them, anyhow.

A. \V. GREELY,
A

for

New Year’s Novelties,

ly
NO.

on

a rea-

Jewelry. Silverware

my patrons the

give

as

selling

advantage

benefit thereof.

w

H

VOITR
iron**

•(•'.i:

S’

('onnnence

l

lie Ne\\

't

nr

I

tratling where you cun
I have a line
tin the best.

)>

1>\

11 i"j>l;i\

(11

1 look!i

eilthir.-. (lift
which

are

u

pare

t

Hooks,

marked

show the Newest

Jile

our

I

These

ID

-I

far

llr-

are

right.

<1. noi n-trnt.--that
I'fi 'iMii/*-<

an

I will

of

lit

lot lu-ni a

BOOTS.

111 BBKRS,

excel-

linejot

wait.

Banquet Lamps;

Mirrors, Pictures and f rames;
Lnscls, Crepe Paper and Shade
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Dust and mud are the aiternativo coalitions of dirt roads, with all too brief
utermedialu stages, w hen they are for

bought norilood, neither rain

buy.

J. A. McGOWN.

Stone.

Dirt Heads Are Either

goods.
Having

if you don't

Don't forget that I do Repairing.

$10 per ton, but ombar

(1 1 y mini. In this case the mud tax
could not have been more direct if it
had been levied on every horse and c* w
in that city, and if so levied the rate
would probably not have been Jess than
$20 per head on all such animals. The
farmer lost a market, but the townsman
lost money in hand.
Instances of this
5ort could be multiplied
indefinitely.—
"New Roads and Road Laws,”
by Roy
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in buying goods—particularly
when jobbers arc so anxious
to sell, as they have been the

one.

FUR COATS for

except]

out

ver-plated Ware, China and
Glass Ware, C ard Cases, Wallets. Pocket Books, and a numerous line of Bric-a-brac now
being shown at A. W. Gkki-
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a
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appropriate
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ns ago,
during a long period of
w-ath-T in tile early spring, the
prio "f hay went up to $30 per toil, and
the mark( t was supplied by railroad
from outside of the state, while on
tarms a few miles from tho city hay
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IS HERE.

Injur**
that cities are interested
■ommercially in the improvement if
untry roads. In Springfield, Ills., a
It i- (1

IA Fool and his

COLD WEATHER

Enter I'DllUt-s.

"There are times when every oue feels
a fresli
awakening in politics, and 1
hear that a movement is secretly under
way to organize all the bicycle clubs of
the country into a political phalanx
which will advocate the election of any
candidate of either party who will stand
on a platform of good
roads." This
would be quite an innovation in politi
cai campaigning, and the legion of bicyclists is a factor not to be sneezed at.
The movement for better roads throughout t ho land has taken root and lias
many sincer advocates.
Bicyclists in
politics with “good roads" as their slide
boleth might accomplish a world of
good. They would surely strengthen
tie ir phy.-jeal structures, and if tin
y
didn't Slav, -d in tin ir attempt at ]->
liti.-al pios, Jyting they might by tin ir
■■ample induce sum- to take to hiey
X w York Mail and E.\pr- -g
chug.
I5a«l

M.

wet

Reflection on IStirnt Coat Harbor.
Coleman A. Crabtree, of Swan's Island,
writes to The American as follows:
In justice to myself and others
doing
business on Swan's Island I wish to correct a statement made in some of the
Boston papers which says:
“The three-masted schooner ‘Robert
Drury’ while loading granite at Swan’s
Island, parted her fastenings at the
wharf, during the recent gale, and
stranded on Garden Point.”
No

Clearing Sale is
Customers with a great

..

Wheelmen

holidays at home, returned last Wednesday to Amherst college.

Raymond

I-

t

M. Gallert s Annual

area.

YY’agons Are Helpful.

our

__

was con-

idtim- tosaythati.it
whiie tlmr'.ads are bottom!*
the I'.:niii r <;.n't do much on tlm farm,
whi!*with g- —1. hard stone r ads he
could haul i is stuff to market at a t:m<
wi.en the prices are high, ami tlm> be a
gaim-r in two ways at a seas-m of tii*
year when at present ho can dolin'eL-e than play checkers.
In those parts of the country where
stone <1 > not abound and the most available road material is prairie mud the
first, b* st ami cheapest relief is to um*
wide tires. Next put in underdrains and
keep the road well shaped up. Such a
road properly looked after comes very
near
being right for sparsely settled
prairie country, and during a large part
of the year is good enough for anybody,
but it is absolutely necessary to use
wide tires, and, what is more, it is
profitable to the user in that he can haul
double the corn out of the field that he
could have hauled with narrow tires,
and he can get to town with a very
much larger load, even when he is the
only user of wide tires over that road,
and as soon as the flat footed wagons
become general it is not necessary to
spe-ud one-half the amount in keeping
up even a common dirt road.—Good
Roads.
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J. T. Giles is making

Forty-six

of Samuel Gilpatrick.

post-office,

stocked

Great Poml.

crews

Bunker

leased land

of his death came as a
ger,
shock to many friends. Capt. Watson
will long be remembered as one of the
most enterprising citizens of our town.
He leaves a widow, also two daughters by
a previous marriage, one of whom resides
in Florida, the other in Rhode Island.
The funeral services were held from the
church Thursday afternoon and were
attended by Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M.,
of which Capt. Watson was an honorary
member, and which performed the masonic burial service at the grave. The
officers and many members of Eggemoggin lodge, of Sedgwick, were present.
La Mouche.
Jan. 3.
news

in
at

a

P’ooted

Mountain Lodge, I. <>. of G. T.. has
leased Tracy’s hall. The first meeting
was held Monday.
The lodge is gaining

Capt. Smith Watson died at his home,
Tuesday night. Although he had been
in failing health for sometime, it was not
supposed that he was in immediate danand the

Where

Salisbury.

play the young people took
part in a social dance. The proceeds will
go towards paying the debt now due on
the new grange building.
After the

OF

i.

since in the world.
These roadways wore built of heavy
stone flags set with the utmost care in a
mvsterious cement which with ttmo has
so"hardened that it is harder than the
The first pavement buildstone itself.
ing in the world of which there is any
written record was that undertaken by
Setniramis, the great Assyrian queen.
After succeeding her husband on the
throne she set about laying out great
paved roadways all over her empire, and
she felt such justifiable pride in this
work that she caused a record of it to
be handed d wn to her successors. The
Carthaginians also had paved highways,
but the Romans existed without pavements for 200 years alter the expulsion
of their kings.
It was not until Romo was about five
centuries old that any effort was made
From these efforts
to pave its streets.
gre w the great roadbuilding, by which
as much as anything else the Romans
managed to spread their power. The

1 he work

during

i

ini

In London there
Curtis Hodgkins who has had the
was no paving to speak of until 1533.
typhoid fever, is improving.
Since that time street paving has been
The harvesting of ice has commenced. one of the great questions with state and
I municipal governments, and endless exIt was thirteen inches thic k Saturday.
Tommy Graves, who has just returned ! periments have been made to devise the
From cobblestones to
best methods.
from Franklin, is suffering with mump>.
j bricks ami wooden blocks and macadam
L. A. Clark has moved into Stephen j
ami stone blocks and asphalt the progSmallidge's house on Main street f**rthej
r< ss has been steadily carried on.—New
winter.
Yurk Times.
Melvin Manc hester, who wa- s<_> badly
kicked by his horse some time ago, is
\\ idi; mrp> \\i> i»iim roads.

Trowbridge, was given recently at the
Grange hall by members of the grange.

DEATH

Through practically

a

Via Appia, begun by Appins Claudius
812 B. C., was carried forward steadily
until it reached a total length of 350
miles, connecting Rome with Bruudusinm. It was completed in 30 B. C. It
was built of large blocks of silex, fitted
to each other with great exactness and
laid on a deep substrata of broken stone
carefully put down.
Roadbuilding and street paving practically died out for the time being with
It was not until
Roman civilization.
11 sq that the streets of Paris were

disease, asthma.

Northeast

AMATEUR DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT.
The drama “Coupon Bonds,” by J. T.

Sophmnia,

j

eighteen years, and by his industry and
steady habits he amassed a comfortable

|

all idea of Profit

sable mountain regions for distances
variously estimated at from 1.500 to
2,000 miles the ancient Peruvians built
their highways, 20 feet wide and in a
manner that would put to shame, in
point of durability, any pavement laid
;

late

Iowa.

was as

insignificant.

fatal.

ing her mot her, Mrs. A. F. Stanley, returned to Boston. Monday.
F. D. Young, of Webster City, Iowa,
recently made a short visit to relatives in
this tow n. His niece, Miss Ella McFarland, of this tow n, accompanied him home
and will probably spend the w inter in

surpass in

history of which no record has ever been
the Roman roadways are almost

Death has again visited our community
and taken for its victim one of our best
citizens, William G. Bunker. A few days
before his death he was in his usual
health. He contracted cold which terminated in lung fever, and soon proved

tained.

It is expected that a new lodge of Odd
Fellows will be organized here soon.
There are quite a number in town who
are already members of the order, and
should a lodge be organized it will
doubtless be highly successful.

O.

'mans

found"

win-

John Harrimau is in very feeble health,
and slight hope of his recovery is enter-

The cast of characters

Tho roads of the II

Lawrence,

ter.

We have Scattered to the Four Winds

magnitude anything constructed since
their time. But in comparison with the
old Peruvian roads, of the building and

Mas.-., w here Capt. A*lev
will spend the winter with bis sisters, and
Miss Marshall will live with the family
of Mrs. Josephine Kline.
lor

where he will attend Hebron academy.
Mrs. R. W. Five has gone
where she will probably spend the

a

perity during the present new year.
Capt. Cushman E. Alley, accompanied
by Miss Lena Marshall, left la-t Monday

setts for t he
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little late to wish the editor ami
mcrr\
employees of The American r
Christmas but will extend to them our
best wishes for their happiness and prosIt

vns ok i,o\<;

no

l'*1 r*‘s>
and -upper in the evening Ht
deuce «.»i End L. Mutch. They report hi:
enjoyable time.
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rubbers and overshoes, hotter get the best.
I keep them.
in mind that I give you a
useful present when yon have
bought E i 5 worth; better one
for jas worth.

Keep

